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CHAPTER

1

introduction

1867 1898
THE SOUTHERN STATES MISSION 18671898

missionary activity has been a staple feature of
of

latterday
latter day saints

the church

LDS since its organization over 160 years ago

of jesus christ
1

from

its

inception church members have felt themselves obligated and have been exhorted
to proclaim the restored gospel to every nation kindred tongue and people 2 As
joseph smith recorded

the

volce
voice of warning shall be unto all people by the

joseph smith organized the church of jesus christ of latterday
latter day saints on 6 april
1830 for more information on the origins of the LDS church and surveys of LDS
latter day
ailen and glen M leonard the story of the latterday
allen
church history see james B alien
ad ed sait
salt
sah lake city deseret book 1992 leonard J arrington and davis
saints 2d
sak
latter day saints new york alfred
bitton the mormon experience A history of the latterday
A knopf 1979 gordon B hinckley truth restored ap
np corporation of the
president of the church of jesus christ of latterday
38 and joseph
latter day saints 1979 1138
smith history pearl of great price salt lake city the church of jesus christ of

latterday
latter day saints

1981

on early LDS missionary activity see S george ellsworth A
1860 phd diss
18301860
history of mormon missions in the united states and canada 1830
university of california berkeley 1951 william E hughes A profile of the
missionaries of the church of jesus christ of latterday
latter day saints MA thesis brigham
young university 1986 daniel H ludlow ed encyclopedia of mormonism new
york macmillian 1992 sv missions by dean B cleverly S kent brown donald
Q2 cannon and richard H jackson eds historical atlas of mormonism new york
simon and schuster 1994 sv early missionary journeys by susan easton black
sv early missionary journeys in north america by arnold K garr and
missions by david F boone for a modern overview of current missionary work
see R lanier britsch mormon missions an introduction to the latterday
latter day saints
25
2225
missionary system occasional bulletin january 1979 22

or information
for

2

mouths of my disciples
1830 and 1995

because the field is white already to harvest

3

between

latterday
latter day saints have served approximately 668000 missions 4 and

the church has invested an enormous amount of resources and energy in the task

despite the intensive labor allotted to missionary work and the abundance of
missi ology has been largely neglected except for a few
surviving records LDS missiology

random theses and dissertations on specific missions or certain aspects of missionary
work the majority of LDS missionary activity has been ignored by professional
historians only a handful of family historians have dabbled with the topic of
missionary work when biographical sketches necessitate such information

admittedly writing a missions history for however brief

a

period is a herculean

task however the knowledge to be gained on both an individual and community
level from such an undertaking provides ample compensation information on the

individual missions combined with countless missionary diaries and other sources
could produce a plethora of research projects on nineteenth and early twentieth

century missionary activity

doctrine and covenants 14 44
1994 salt lake city deseret news 1992 39919931994
deseret news church almanac 1993
400 and LDS church missionary department phone conversation 28 march 1996
the statistics published in the church almanac were complete through 1991 the
1991
1991 gave 668000 as an estimation
missionary department knowing the statistics since iggi
for the total number of missionaries set apart through the end of 1995

3

century south
LDS missionary work in the nineteenth
nineteenthcentury

the american south
the area

has been a significant region for LDS missionary work

has contributed a handful of influential converts who have been

disporportionately represented in LDS church history
mississippi saints and men such as abraham

0

5

the group

known as the

smoot henry G boyle and

thomas E ricks were among those southerners whom the elders converted
furthermore the south has been an important training ground for future church
leaders

6

6prominent church members such
prominent

as

wilford woodruff jedediah M

grant and george albert smith among others proselyted
proselyter there of the first
twentythree
twenty three mormon apostles eleven were involved in proselytizing in the south

three

became presidents of the church

their view of the world

the encounter

for better or worse this experience

shaped

117
7

between church members and the inhabitants and culture of

the south has varied over time between 1830 and 1861 many mormons traveled to

leonard J arrington mormon beginnings in the american south task papers
an
zn
in LDS history no 9 salt lake city historical department of the church of jesus
17 he noted that southerners never accounted
1417
christ of latterday
latter day saints 1976 14
for more than 2 percent of the total LDS population

samong
6among
mong those southern states mission elders who have risen to high positions of
church and public leadership have been karl G maeser george teasdale matthias F
cowley rudger clawson john hamilton morgan james H moyle J golden
kimball B H roberts andrew jenson william spry guy C wilson hosea F
stout george albert smith willard washington bean legrand richards and charles
A callis

arrington

mormon beginnings in the american south

13

4

the south to share the gospel with their relatives historian lamar C berrett noted

that several saints visited extended relatives in the south 8 however southern
missionary activity completely ceased during the civil war and only a handful of
elders preached in the region between 1865 and 1874

from the civil war to reconstruction southerners had not fully recovered
from their social turmoil before the LDS church formally established its southern
states mission SSM in 1875 during and after this time some southerners acted

xenophobically despising those they considered foreigners and often persecuting
them many more tended to distrust foreigners but still treated them cordially it is
not surprising that they greeted mormon missionaries

carpetbaggery
baggers
spiritual carpetbaggers
carpet

199

mostly westerners with derision and hostility

throughout the late nineteenth century missionaries serving in the south
encountered every situation imaginable in their travels in spite of the abundant
hospitality extended to missionaries by the majority of southerners a small
unorganized minority disrupted church services and persecuted the elders

this

persecution occasionally escalated to whipping and in a few tragic instances even
included murdering them As a result the SSM swiftly acquired a reputation for
violence with church members in the great basin
the core of mormon settlement
basinthe

Flis
1831 1861
ills
lilstory of the southern states mission 18311861
lamar C berrett history
thesis brigham young university 1960

MA

david buice all alone and none to cheer me the southern states mission
diaries of
nought 24 spring 1991
ofj
of mormon thought
ofaJ golden kimball dialogue A journal ofmorrnon
38

5

in the

rocky mountains however nearly

all missionaries who served in the south

noted southerners polar nature those who were friendly and would share their last
crumb of bread who would risk their lives defending the elders from their zealous
neighbors and those who were hostile who acted as predators and actively
persecuted them

the elders

received extraordinary kindness apathetic indifference

and reprehensible brutality each in varying degrees the american south was both a
hospitable and occasionally a hostile host to LDS missionaries

however the

SSM changed over time in regard to the amount of prejudice

and persecution the type of men assigned to labor there the methods of

proselyting as well as the numbers of elders serving missions conversely other
variables remained static over the years the experiences elders encountered in a new

region of the country and their reactions to such situations
SSM from

the missionaries perspectives

on

this thesis

examines the

one level it could be called a collective

biography since it details the elders characteristics statistically speaking and
because it describes their mission experiences as well in the final analysis missions

had both an individual and a collective impact the individual effect was that elders
matured and gained valuable experience which later allowed them to make greater

contributions to their church and communities once they returned collectively
speaking missions exposed the LDS church to more people creating more
informed opinions and maybe more sympathy from average citizens a small
percentage of whom ended up being baptized

each chapter focuses on a different time or theme chapter two relates

6

important information about the mission when it was reopened after the civil war

chapter three examines the statistical profile of those men who served missions to
the south from 1867 to 1898 chapter four details some common experiences
missionaries encountered during their southern sojourn between 1875 and 1898

chapter five evaluates the persecution directed toward LDS missionaries in the
in the last quarter of the nineteenth century

the final

SSM

chapter draws conclusions

about the SSM during these years

review of literature

since no history occurs in a vacuum the culture these missionaries

encountered in the late nineteenthcentury
nineteenth century south must be explained briefly A
plethora of scholars and writers have attempted to narrate and analyze the regions
character since the civil war

religious historian samuel

S

hill

believes the region cannot be fully

understood without examining its religious identities and integrating them into
studies of the area

s

culture

he

asserts that southern religious institutions were

threads in the large intricate bolt which comprised the fabric of southern society
and culture

0 10
O

the souths

relative isolation from the waves of immigrants

arriving in america in the ante and postbellum
post bellum eras allowed the area to retain for

samuel
press 1983

S

hill religion in

413
403
403413

the southern states macon

ga mercer university

7

the most part a homogeneous regional religion unchallenged by nonevangelical
non evangelical
denominations moreover hill theorizes that the souths religious climate was
heightened after its defeat in the civil

war religion regulated life and

acted as an

anchor in a turbulent society in the closing decades of the nineteenth century
religion became an even stronger principal component of southern culture

another historian charles reagan wilson surveyed the southern religious
climate after the civil

war he believed southerners maintained the dream of

creating a separate southern identity unsullied by military and political defeat
enforced by homogeneous culture and sustained by religion wilson discussed this
religion of the lost cause and showed how southern ministers acting as cultural
sentries disseminated this doctrine to the populace

ted ownby

also attempted to explain the polarities of southern behavior

his chapters on evangelical culture examine the various
life

ownby examined the role of religion in the

levels of public religious

lives of southerners and noted how

male dominated culture in his
it struggled and at times competed with a secular maledominated
research he identified two images of the south that of the evangelical religious

white south and that of the fighter

12

ironically these two images coexisted and

became more pronounced during the latter half of the nineteenth century in the

end he concluded that each image had its place among southerners and was visibly

charles reagan wilson baptized in blood the religion of the lost cause
1920 athens university1 of georgia press 1980

ted ownby

1865-

subduing satan religion recreation and manhood in the rural
1920 chapel hill university of north carolina press 1990 ix
south 1865
18651920
12

8

expressed and embodied at various times and in various circumstances

southern historian C vann woodward acknowledged that religion was

a

powerful element of southern culture religion exerted a great amount of influence
tover
lover
over the mind and spirit of the south

13

on

the surface of southern society

conservative religious orthodoxy produced a seemingly homogeneous group of
citizens but underneath the exterior denominational schisms with their attendant
theological and institutional contestations divided many communities and
congregations

the only place unity could

be found was within traditional

ies consequently new or unorthodox sects like
theological and devotional orthodoxies
orthodox

mormons received little support from the mass of churchgoing
church going evangelicals
evange licals

according to edward ayers another prominent historian religion infiltrated
many aspects of southern society

religious faith and language

public speech as well as private emotion

1114
14

permeated

virtually no part of southern culture

was beyond the realm of religion ayers also described the role religion played on

both individual and community levels highlighting the complex impact of churches
in community and family life

many other sources articulate an religious
a
areligious
interpretation of the souths

vann woodward origins of the new south 18771913
1877 1913 vol 9 of A history of
the south ed wendell holmes stephenson and E merton coulter 10 vols baton
rouge louisiana state university press for the littlefield fund for southern history
of the university of texas 1971 448
13c
C

edward L ayers the promise of the new south life after reconstruction new
york oxford 1992 160
14

9

history and of southern traits

15

some writers have identified the peculiar

personality traits of hospitality and hostility stereotypical southern qualities as
cultural schizophrenia

other historians

in
have advanced different theories to explain
expla
exola

such behavior

perhaps historian bertram wyatt
brown put it best when he defined such
wyattbrown
behavior in terms of honor

honor dictated the southern temperament and how

citizens responded to those they deemed to be malefactors southern honor was
concerned with reputations social status respect and loyalty if any of these
qualities were questioned compromised or violated honor necessitated action either

to right the wrong or to restore the outward appearance of ones honorable place
and face

the ethic

of honor was designed to prevent unjustified violence

unpredictability and anarchy occasionally it led to that very nightmare

apparently it was this sense of honor that led southerners to harbor

16

as well as

harass mormon missionaries
As for LDS sources literature on missionary work is very uneven and in the

see dickson D bruce violence and culture in the anetbellum
anetbellurn
Anet bellum south austin
university of texas press 1979 fitzhugh W brundage lynching in the new south
1880 1930 urbana university of illinois press 1993 neli
nell
neil R
georgia and virginia 18801930
mcmillen dark journey black mississippians in the age of airn
jim
firn
tim crow urbana
there was no peace the role
university of illinois press 1989 george C rable but trere
of violence in the politics of reconstruction athens university of georgia press 1984
and joe gray taylor eating drinking and visiting in the south an informal history
baton rouge louisiana state university press 1982

wyatt brown honor and violence in the old south new york oxford
bertram wyattbrown
wyatt browns book deals with antebellum
university press 1986 39 although wyattbrowns
southern culture many of these same characteristics are prevalent well into the
twentieth century they did not evaporate during the civil war
6

10

case of the

southern states mission it

is
is

just as erratic in addition to lamar C

book length studies of the topic first ted
berretts thesis there are only two other booklength
S

andersons thesis explored the administration of president ben

1908

which incidently

is

E

rich

1898-

the time period when violence declined second is the

there
published thesis by william W hatch entitled theye

is

no law this slim volume

1879 1900
recounts the murders of southern states missionaries from 18791900

chief among the various papers and articles on the
paper written by mary stovall richards
concerning

latterday
latter day saints

between 1875 and 1905

nish briefly narrates

17

this paper explores public sentiment

as expressed in

devon H nish

tennessee and mississippi newspapers

also authored an essay about the mission

100 years of missionary work in

fewer than thirty pages

18

SSM is
is an unpublished

1930 in
18301930
the south from 1830

A third article by david buice examines J golden

kimballs southern states mission diaries from the early

1880s

19

numerous essays

exist on the 1879 joseph standing murder as well as the 1884 cane creek

tennessee massacre

20

similarly many biographies of prominent LDS church

mary stovall richards orthodoxy versus nonconformity the mormon
1875 1905 copy in possession of author
experience in tennessee and mississippi 18751905

devon H nish A brief history of the southern states mission for one
1830 1930 special collections harold B lee library brigham
hundred years 18301930
young university provo utah
35 54
buice 3554

oken
en driggs murder in georgia the joseph standing murder case mormon
28 36 ken driggs there is
September October 1994 2836
heritage magazine 1 septemberoctober
is no law
in georgia for mormons the joseph standing murder case of 1879 georgia
772 gene A sessions myth mormonism
745772
historical quarterly 73 winter 1989 745
212 224 marshall
and murder in the south south atlantic quarterly 75 spring 1976 212224

11

leaders who served in the south include abbreviated summaries of the men
activities there

21

s

however no single work ties all the information together and

there are many gaps in the missions history

consequently this thesis attempts to fill some of these voids
chronologically it fits between berretts and andersens
andersons theses and coincides with
the period of hatchs
hatcha richardss
ss and
richards
Richard

nishs works

conclusion

depth study of missionary work in the southern states mission
this in
indepth
significant information

yields

first the statistical analysis reveals new details about the

nineteenth century south until this thesis
type of missionaries serving in the late nineteenthcentury

Tennes sees mormon massacre
wingfield tennessees
36
1958 19
1936

tennessee historical quarterly 17 march

see arthur M richardson and nicholas G morgan ohe
obe life andministry
john
and ministry ofjohn
the
offohn
morgan apnp nicholas G morgan sr 1965 91278
91 278 truman G madsen defender of
159 robert H
the faith the B H roberts story salt lake city bookcraft 1980 135
135159
22 32 B H
malan B H roberts A biography salt lake city deseret book 1966 2232
roberts A scrap book 2 vols compiled by lynn pulsipher provo utah lynn
51 339
342 358
509 gordon B
479 495
437 457
363 432
339342
457479
495509
pulsipher 1991 34
432437
3451
358363
hinckley aames
james henry moyle the story of a distinguished american and an honored
fames
122 mormon democrat the
104122
churchman salt lake city deseret book 1951 104
religious
rei
rel
of fames henry moyle ed gene A sessions salt lake
lous and political memoirs ofjames
19 lohs
city historical department of the church of jesus christ of latterday
latter day saints 1975
103
128 william L roper and leonard J arrington william spry man of firmness
103128
governor of utah university of utah press utah state historical society 1971 23
36
2336
claude richards 1 golden kimball the story of a unique personality salt lake city
66 francis M gibbons george albert smith kind and
4066
deseret news press 1934 40
31
2231
caring christian prophet of god salt lake city deseret book 1990 22

I

12

no other mission history has attempted to do this type of analysis for a single
mission second it recounts the experiences of a number of LDS missionaries in the

south third it examines missionary work from the elders viewpoint to create

a

better understanding of what they experienced and how they reacted to new
situations outside the mormon corridor of settlement in the american west

finally

a

history of the southern states mission contributes to the general

nineteenth century LDS missionary work
understanding of nineteenthcentury
before launching into a deep discussion of the SSM we must consider the
years immediately following the civil

south

the vast

war when LDS missionaries entered
reentered
the
re

majority of southerners greeted these elders with a warm reception

but their enthusiasm seemed to diminish over time

CHAPTER

2

1867 1874
PROLOGUE THE SOUTHERN STATES MISSION 18671874

the following

background material sets the stage for a more thorough

treatment of LDS missionary work in the south this chapter introduces the
principal parties southerners and missionaries and documents the regions initial

postbellum
post bellum reaction to the LDS religion and its emissaries

the american south

has been a significant region for

latterday
latter day saint

LDS

missionary work but the experience of church members within the south varied
over time between 1830 and 1861 many members or saints traveled to the south

to share the gospel with their relatives historian lamar C berrett noted that
several saints visited extended relatives in the region hoping to convert them

prominent church members such

as

wilford woodruff hyrum smith george A

smith orson pratt warren parrish jedediah M grant and david W patten
proselyted
proselyter there people such as abraham

0

smoot benjamin clapp henry G

boyle john brown and bathsheba W bigler smith were among those southerners
whom the missionaries or elders 1 converted however the strong tide of
missionary work in the south begin to subside in 1846 just before the saints fled

the word

elder is a generic title given to male LDS missionaries in reality the
vast majority of these missionaries held the office of seventy not elder in the

melchizedek priesthood

14

nauvoo 2 it halted briefly

as did all missionary activities

utah war the civil war temporarily
3

from 185758
1857 58 during the

closed the region to elders but missionary

work resumed a few years later in 1867

the southern

political and social climate

the american civil war stands

as an

important hallmark in the nation

s

history after four grueling years the union of the states was secured but at a cost
of more than a half million soldiers who were killed and hundreds of thousands

who were wounded maimed or crippled

the war

also had many other

repercussions that were not as easily quantified

even though utah was nearly 2000 miles from the battlefields the state felt
the effects of the civil war when war began in 1861 utah territorys federally
appointed governor alfred cumming returned to his native home in georgia
similarly general albert sidney johnston who had occupied utah since 1858 also
left the territory returning to fight for the confederacy despite these two

prominent transplanted citizens utah officially supported the union brigham

young sent the following telegraph to president abraham lincoln

utah

has not

1831 1861
lamar C berrett history of the southern states mission 18311861
thesis brigham young university 1960

asee
2see
ee

MA

parley P pratt was killed while passing through arkansas on 13 may 1857 if the
utah war had not interrupted pratts death may have caused a temporary suspension
of southern missionary work

15

seceded but is firm for the constitution and laws of our once happy country

territory even raised
attacks

a militia

the

that briefly protected mail routes from indian

4

when the civil war finally ended in
1865 1877
18651877

1865 it brought with it

reconstruction

which some believed dealt the region another blow even though a

small group of politicians questioned its constitutionality presidential

reconstruction among other things granted amnesty to former confederates who
proceeded to win elections in droves radical reconstruction followed in 1867 when

congress after several battles with president andrew johnson passed numerous

reconstruction acts these laws temporarily placed the confederate south except
tennessee under military occupation each state was recognized only after it
enfranchised blacks and ratified the 14th amendment

5

during radical reconstruction republicans northern transplants

as well as

native southerners gained control of southern state governments and initiated a
series of progressive reforms unfortunately several of these republican

governments and officials became associated with corruption conservative white

ne
alien and glen M leonard the
ailen
tre story of
brigham young as quoted in james B allen
318 19
the latterday
ad ed sait
salt
sah lake city deseret book 1992 31819
latter day saints 2d
sak

tor
for views of reconstruction

eric foner reconstruction Aamericas
mericas unfinished
1863 1877 new york harper and row 1988 eric mckitrick andrew
revolution 18631877
johnson and reconstruction chicago university of chicago press 1960 and kenneth
preconstruction
1877 new york alfred A knopf 1965
18651877
M stampp era of
areconstruction 1865
reconstruction
see
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southerners christened the northern transplants carpetbaggers6 and the native white
scala wags 7 nevertheless these politicians maintained solid
southern turncoats scalawags

support from freedmen a major reason conservative white southerners disliked the
officials

historian lewis M killian observed

the south

of reconstruction times was viewed by conservative white
southerners in retrospect as a living hell for decent white southerners a hell
in which illiterate blacks controlled the state governments and the mass of
freedmen suffered no constraints until the klan arose to restore order
carpetbaggery
Carpet baggers the damn yankees again 8
the real villains were the carpetbaggers

the south

was in turmoil politically and socially

for

a brief time conservative

white southern aggression was aimed at blacks and damn yankees

contemporary historians have noted that this political and social turmoil
temporarily helped southern minority religious groups neither catholics nor jews
endured persecutions during this time because the vast majority of southerners were

according to john hope franklin the term carpetbagger came into use in the mid
after the civil war all
1840s it originally referred to suspicious strangers
northerners in the south received the label indiscriminately it has generally implied
that as a group they had nothing in the way of worldly possessions and were
thoroughly unprincipled in their determination to fleece and exploit the south until
their carpetbags fairly bulged with the possessions of southerners reconstruction after
the civil war the chicago history of american civilization ed daniel J boorstin
chicago university of chicago press 1961 93

franklin

asserted this name was derived from an area in the shetland islands
Sc alloway that bred small cattle southerners used the term to describe those they
regarded as the lowest meanest element in society ibid 98 most scalawags were
associated with the republican party scalawags cooperated with carpetbaggers and
freedmen
lewis
ewis M

killian white southerners

massachusetts press 1985

23

revised ed

amherst university of

17

preoccupied with freedmen yankees or reconstruction
see that

9

in retrospect it

is easy

to

mormon missionaries also benefitted
bene fitted from this inattention

LDS missionaries

reenter the south

1867 1875 years
during the early years 18671875
y ears that roughly parallel reconstruction

the southern states mission SSM functioned very informally and the mormon
elders who proselyted
proselyter there had different experiences from those who came later

during this period generally speaking LDS missionaries met with phenomenal
success stumbled across isolated

church members and received relatively little

persecution these missionaries regularly baptized entire families and organized
several branches of the church so local members could hold meetings

by 1867 LDS church leaders apparently felt the south had sufficiently
recovered from the effects of war because missionary work resumed that year

at

the churchs april general conference several men were called on missions to the

southern states

the following

week brigham young and other church leaders

decided they needed someone familiar with the regions culture to oversee the

mission consequently brigham called pioneer john brown to act as mission
president

10

later in january

1868

brown received notice that his jurisdiction

ibid 75

brown autobiography of pioneer john brown salt lake city john
zimmerman brown 1941 252
ojohn
john

18

extended into all areas south and west of philadelphia

this initial reorganization

was only temporary when brown returned home

two years later church leaders did not fill his position

the

handful of missionaries

who worked in the region for the next six years had no designated leader the next
official president

at any

henry G boyle

was not called until 1875

1867 1874 fewer than two dozen proselyting elders
given time from 18671874

canvassed the south but occasionally only two or four worked in the entire region

nor was it

uncommon for a pair of missionaries to temporarily split up and work

alone for a week or even as long as a month

there

were no set procedures or

specific rules exclusive to the mission at this time some elders were called to serve

in certain states others chose their own fields of labor

southern states missionaries

A scrutiny of southern states missionaries during this era yields an

interesting pattern

twenty one
of the twentyone

gig
619
elders under john brown thirteen or 61.9
619

percent had been born in the south similar patterns exist for SSM missionaries
between 1869 and 1874

thus the majority of these

elders had some connection to

the area many were either native southerners had southern relatives or had served

southern states mission historical records and minutes 10 january 1868
laile city
lalle
lake
historical department the church of jesus christ of latterday
latter day saints salt lalie
utah hereinafter abbreviated as church archives when the mission was again
organized in 1875 its boundaries were reduced see map in appendix 1

19

missions there before

for example henry

G boyle joined the church in 1842 in

virginia and served at least six missions to the region

12

pioneer john brown

converted to mormonism in his native state of tennessee in 1843 he served three
missions to the southern states

13

jesse E murphy traveled south and located

several relatives including an uncle and some cousins

14

finally preston thomas

missions1515 to the south two
although not a native southerner served a total of six missions

of them in texas

16

although it

is only logical

to send a missionary to labor among his relatives

and neighbors some southerners perceived native southern elders as betraying their

own people and defecting to enemies

for

example john brown recorded that on

tennesseans
his first mission his native Tenness
eans said 1I was calculated to do more harm in

that region than any other mormon 1I had been brought up there and known to be
a man of

truth and veracity and yet I1 told the people I1 knew that joseph smith was

see henry G boyle diary HBLL
see autobiography of pioneer john brown 1941
1941
jesse E murphy diary HBLL

hughes discovered the number of men who served multiple missions
steadily decreased until 1900 by the end of the century a very small percentage of
A profile of the missionaries
men were required to labor a second and third time
1849 1900 MA thesis brigham
of the church of jesus christ of latterday
latter day saints 18491900
young university 1986 17273
172 73 the length of these missions varied some may have
been only a few months but others may have been much longer
15willi
william
lam
iam

daniel thomas preston thomas his life and travels archives harold B lee
library brigham young university provo utah hereinafter abbreviated as HBLL
6

20
a

prophet of god

17

but that was precisely why church leaders called him to

serve there he knew people and people knew him and because he was traveling

without purse or scrip

18

it was assumed he would be able to find lodging and

meals more easily

convert baptisms

A distinguishing characteristic of the mission during these early years was the

way elders approached baptisms missionaries often scheduled meetings in large
buildings such as court houses schools or chapels a practice that continued in the
mission until the turn of the century

at the conclusion

of these meetings elders

would issue an invitation of baptism to the crowd those who came later did not do
this they seemed to take matters more slowly and more cautiously

19

although

missionaries did not always have willing audience members it was not uncommon

for them to baptize one or two people after a large meeting

for

example elder

warren dusenberry recorded invitation extended and two gave their hands for

john brown autobiography fd

1

HBLL

nineteenth century LDS missionaries traveled
ideally though not entirely most nineteenthcentury
without money or personal belongings they were supposed to carry only a small valise
and some religious literature consequently they were to rely on the lord to provide
for food and shelter through the people they encountered for a more detailed
discussion of this subject see chapter 4

not known whether mission or church officials instigated this slower more
deliberate method

it

is

21

baptism
meeting

20

and in georgia elder jesse

E murphy baptized six after a similar

21

these elders who labored in the south between

1867 and 1875 had relatively

large numbers of baptisms perhaps a direct result of their southern ties in a 19

december 1867 letter to the salt lake city deseret news editor president brown
informed readers that the two missionaries in western virginia had baptized
nineteen people since he last heard from them2
them2 in the 1880s and 1890s elders
rarely baptized this many people throughout the duration of their missions let
alone in a few months

23

by september 1868

a year and a half after missionaries began laboring in

the

had
south roughly a dozen elders according to the official mission history 2424had
baptized 170 people and had encouraged 260 to emigrate west and settle with the

warren
barren N dusenberry
dmurphy diary
2murphy
murphy

mission diary 23 february 1868 HBLL

31

southern states mission manuscript history 18 december 1867 church
archives the diaries of president brown and other missionaries demonstrate that they
were in constant communication they circulated news frequently writing each other
at least every other month and usually more often
1891 1896 show that more than 1760
1887 1889 and 18911896
baptismal records for 18871889
missionaries converted 3839 people for more information on this topic see chapter
3 these figures represent the culmination of years of intense labor what the elders
were achieving in the 1860s and early 1870s was phenomenal when compared to these
later statistics
14

southern states mission manuscript history

10

january 1868

22

saints 225 elder henry G boyle and his companion howard K coray canvassed
areas along the virginia
virginianorth
north carolina border their diligent work resulted in

nearly 200 baptisms in only twentysix
twenty six months

to accommodate

the two elders also organized four branches of the church

these members

16
26

in the many stories of baptisms one incident in particular stands out in
elder boyle baptized three black women whom he listed simply

1868

lucy and brenda he wrote in his diary that these negroes

as

alice

are the best in this

country they are the most respectable negroes here we confirmed them at the
waters edge

27

this

is

the first and only case that has come to light in which

african americans were baptized into the LDS church in the nineteenth
nineteenthcentury
century
south boyle also included two other journal entries about his encounters with
african americans

the following

year boyle noted that he and his host thomas

ibid 11 september 1868 one explanation for the large figure is that these people
had a lot of children a second explanation could be that the numbers are inaccurate
moreover the concept of gathering originated during the new york era of church
history but was practiced especially in ohio missouri and illinois an interesting
phenomenon occurred in these early eras that did not wholly dissipate until after the
turn of the century when people converted to the church they wanted to be near
other saints and church leaders so they often emigrated to areas with large LDS
populations see S kent brown donald Q cannon and richard H jackson eds
historical atlas of mormonism new york simon and schuster 1994 sv first
gathering to zion by richard H jackson
16southern
southern states mission historical records and minutes 3 july 1869 church
archives M hamlin
hamim cannon
migration of english mormons to america american historical review 52 april
Mormoni sms gathering A doctrine with a
1947436 455 and william mulder mormonisms
1947436455
64
difference church history 23 september 1954248
195424864
16

henry G boyle autobiography and diary
1868 HBLL

of henry green boyle vol 2 5 may

23

taylor of flat shoals visited

a negro family

clean and where we have soc
sic a good dinner

who are very respectable and neat and

their name

is

cezar

28

one other

entry in boyles diary revealed that at a thursday fast meeting he blessed eight
children two of whom were black

29

no other nineteenthcentury
nineteenth century

records from the SSM indicate that african

americans were even preached to let alone baptized into the LDS church

30

undoubtedly this exclusion partly stemmed from the fact that blacks were denied
the priesthood and temple ordinances33
ordinances33 at this time moreover missionaries most
likely worked among those who mirrored their own economic and social class

finally it

is

not inconceivable that some individual missionaries like many

nineteenth century people may have been prejudiced against african americans
nineteenthcentury

bibid
2ibid
ibid

19

january 1869

ibid 1 april 1869 it is not improbable that these two children were related to
bid
the three black women he baptized but because boyle most often lists his location by
his host families rather than naming towns or counties there is no way of knowing
the details of this situation
91

during the postbellum
post bellum era many protestant missionaries from northern churches
traveled south to preach among freedmen these christian envoys met with great
success converting large numbers of african americans and building up churches
however many other freedmen protested such authority by leaving traditionally white
denominations

the priesthood is the power that leads the LDS church it is the power
authority by which the church of jesus christ of latterday
latter day saints is organized

and
and
directed richard G ellsworth and melvin J luthy priesthood encyclopedia of
31133 38 today
mormonism ed daniel H ludlow new york macmillian 1992 3113338
all worthy male members over the age of 12 hold an office in either the aaronic or
melchizedek priesthood temple ordinances are now available to all worthy adult
church members typically members participate in temple ordinances before leaving
41447 65
on a mission or getting married see temples encyclopedia ofmormonism
of mormonism 4144765

24

discovering isolated church members

another distinguishing factor of the mission during these early years was
that some elders occasionally found isolated church members people who had been
baptized ten and twenty years earlier but who had not gathered with the saints

interestingly none had apostatized all the accounts found thus far note the
faithfulness of these people and their eagerness to entertain the missionaries

president john brown discovered a couple of isolated church members near

gordon s ferry on duck river in tennessee they were happy to
gorden
missionary and treated him and his companion well

32

see the

the following month

he

five year old woman elizabeth henderson according to brown
visited an eighty
eightyfiveyearold

sister henderson had been baptized twenty years earlier

he

must have visited her

on one of his other missions since she remembered well when she saw me eighteen
years ago

33

A few weeks later a guide took brown to see isaac hamilton a local

church member when the missionaries arrived he immediately wanted them to
preach hamilton quickly gathered a crowd of twentyfive
twenty five friends and neighbors
and the elders shared their testimonies of the restored gospel

34

while elder warren N dusenberry was working in alabama two local

church members found him in april

john
logn brown 269
2autobiography of pioneer lohn
autobiography

2

33

1868 he records

ibid 272
ibid

341bid

that

a

mother and her son

25

visited the home where he was staying

the mother

had left her husband during the

churchs westward migration to the great basin but now wished to rejoin him in
utah 35

mild persecution

between 1867 and 1874 southerners rarely persecuted LDS missionaries
perhaps as a result of the elders southern connections and because southerners were
preoccupied with reconstruction years later that element of persecution became a
distinguishing characteristic of the mission

the south

as a region is well

known

for its occasionally violent nature violent acts were commonplace events in the
nineteenth century south commenting on this subject historian john hope
nineteenthcentury

franklin wrote it might be said that the southern hand rested nervously on its
pistol knife or sword and most visitors eyed this threatening posture with proper
respect

36

however mormon elders in these early years faced very little physical
persecution most of what they encountered were hearsay reports of violence or
false rumors designed to prejudice peoples minds against them elder warren

dusenberry

12

april

1868

16john
1800 1861 cambridge the belknap
john hope franklin the militant south 18001861
press of harvard university press 1956 2 franklins research analyzes the antebellum
nineteenth century
period but many of his conclusions are applicable to the entirety of nineteenthcentury
southern culture

26

dusenberry explained that while he was picking up mail in aberdeen mississippi

a

local man informed him that some citizens objected to an upcoming meeting the

missionaries planned to hold people had threatened to take them to the swamps if

they held the meeting

37

two months later

he made a perceptive observation

fl what a great increase

heard of some more slander about bro brown and myself
there is of bias every year

38

this

was true

for unknown

reasons prejudice

seemed to increase proportionately to the amount of time missionaries traveled in

the south and to the number of elders who labored there by 1871 elder henry G
boyle explained that many lies had been circulated in parts of virginia and north

carolina where he had traditionally labored
sic
up by the priests sic

and

these

lies have been mostly hatched

bunkers church
the dunkers

of the hardshell baptist church

the methodist church

39

with only a few minor exceptions extant documents of this period show
that christian ministers generally treated missionaries
missionaries well in fact during this era a
few ministers even allowed LDS missionaries to preach to their congregations

40

in

later years southern protestant preachers were among the chief instigators and

dusenberry 20 march 1868 dusenberry did not mention whether they held the
donaj
done they have rejected the truth and must
meeting he only wrote my duty is donej
abide the consequences
ibid 26 may 1868

vola
autobiography and diary of henry green boyle vol2

6 11

june

1871

see autobiography and diary of henry G boyle vol 2 20 and autobiography of
pioneer john brown 272
pioneerjohn

27

leaders of mobs that persecuted and physically abused mormon elders

41

polygamy4242
polygamy

when elder boyle wrote that many lies had been circulated about him he
neglected to mention what the lies were however it is not inconceivable that they

pertained to polygamy the churchs most controversial doctrine

the concept

of plural marriage originated with joseph smith while he was

making his translation of the bible joseph wondered how the great patriarchs of

the old testament retained
learned that when the

lord commanded it

a man could have more

adultery

gods favor when they

had many wives

he then

as he had with the patriarchs anciently

than one living wife at a time and not be condemned for

43

although the mormon practice of polygamy originated

as early as 1831 it

was not announced publicly for two decades on 29 august 1852 apostle

orson

see heather M seferovich save me from that horrible place the southern
asee
4see
states mission 18751907
1875 1907
paper given at the may 1994 mormon historical
association annual meeting park city utah

only a brief overview of the topic more research needs to be
done on southern interpretations of polygamy
12

this discussion

is

dmacnuillian
macmillian
daniel H ludlow ed encyclopedia of mormonism new york macnu
1992 sv plural marriage by daniel bachman and ronald K esplin for extended
treatments of LDS polygamy see richard S van wagoner mormon polygamy A
ad ed salt lake city signature books 1989 B carman hardy solemn
history 2d
covenant the mormon polygamous passage urbana and chicago university of illinois
press 1992 and jessie L embry mormon polygamous families life in
in the principle
salt lake city university of utah press 1987

28

pratt spoke on plural marriage in the salt lake city tabernacle

14
44

rumors of

polygamy had dogged the church since its earliest days following pratt

s 1852

anti mormon literature on polygamy quickly flooded the media by
announcement antimormon

the republican partys platform dubbed mormon polygamy and southern

1856

slavery the twin relics of barbarism

the suppression

445

of polygamy continued to

be an important issue in late nineteenthcentury
nineteenth century america

many of the elders surviving records discuss southerners perceptions of
plural marriage

for

example warren N dusenberrys mission diary contains

several references to the subject

upon

his arrival in a particular vicinity

46

he

recorded that a rumor attributed the separation of man and wife in this

neighborhood to mormon elders who were accused of stealing women 47

two

months later he had a conversation with a judge terril in marion county

alabama the judges questions revolved around plural marriage

about
448

inquiry as to our faith was if our people were not fond of women
also remarked that he was asked to speak on

utah and polygamy

orson pratt celestial marriage journal of discourses
66
deseret book 1985 153
15366
allen and leonard

all his

dusenberry

a few times

26 vols

9
49

salt lake city

299 305

dusenberry like other missionaries did not consistently name specific geographic
locations instead he notes his area by peoples houses for example in this particular
breneros
entry he wrote iI sic came here to bro Bre
neros
1

dusenberry 7 january 1868
41

ibid 4 march 1868
ibid
bid

91

8

april and

20 may 1868

29

similarly elder boyles autobiography frequently refers to the topic boyle once
debated polygamy with a minister but he often voluntarily preached polygamy in
his public sermons

50
0O

while it was acceptable church policy for LDS missionaries to explain and
preach the doctrine of plural marriage church officials did not permit elders to
wives while fulfilling their missions in late 1867 president brown
obtain plural wises
released elder L D

rudd to

go home as soon as he could he having married a

wife here contrary to the laws of the church

51

although rumors about LDS

missionaries entering into polygamy with southern women circulated throughout

the south this is the only documented case of a mormon elder marrying a plural
wife while serving in the SSM even though polygamy continued to be an issue for

persecution it caused only minor
minor problems during these early years

SSM president

john brown

president brown directed the mission during an important era while

reconstruction was refashioning southern society and politics brown was
responsible for reestablishing the regions mission and for carrying on his own

autobiography and diary of henry G boyle 14 april 1868 21 june 1868 20 july
1868 25 february 1869 24 april 1871 17 march 1872
autobiography of pioneer john brown 275

30

proselyting 52 brown had two interesting dreams while he presided over the SSM

the first

occurred on 2

april

1869

was in a very large field of watermelons
watermelons there were a great many melons
and some of the largest 1I ever saw they appeared to be three feet long
there had been a heavy frost that killed the vines and they were effected
sic and beginning to decay I1 saw on the side of a large one something
protruding on examination it proved to be a serpents head in a torpid
state 1I saw two or three others and told my companion to draw one of them
it was alive but stupid it was said that there were a few small
out
melons in the field that were good if they were hunted up
1I

brown then gave the following interpretation to his bizarre dream

the field

is the

united states the melons are the people the heavy frost

is

the late civil war and its consequences the small melons are the honest in
heart the sleepy serpents are the opposite spirits that reign in the hearts of
be great ones which spirits are now held in
the people especially the would
wouldbe
restraint hence we have liberty to preach unmolested at present 53
indeed LDS missionaries went unmolested for another decade and these early years
were an era when baptismal rates were exceedingly high for the small missionary
force

54
4

brown recorded

a second

mid december of the same
important dream in middecember

year according to his diary he and others were working in a large wheat field
scattered with grass

in that portion of the field where brother boyle was at work

there appeared to be the most wheat some spots appeared to be nearly all wheat

brown labored just as hard as his fellow missionaries because the mission was so
small SSM presidents until the late 1870s wore two hats one for administration and
one for normal missionary duties
brown autobiography of pioneer john brown 284

although
occurred when

78 the first major attack
a few skirmishes occurred between 1868
186878
1979
a georgia mob murdered elder joseph standing in 1879

31

tall straw with heavy heads bent down
area where boyle was working

but the field suddenly caught fire in the

somewhere in the vicinity of washington

soon all that part of the field was enveloped in a dense cloud of smoke

55

city

and

boyles

baptismal rates were astonishing and he met with much success in parts of virginia
and

north carolina during the next

few years the counties where boyle had

worked became very prejudiced against LDS elders by the end of the 1870s and
into the 1880s hardly any productive mormon missionary work occurred in those
places

56

conclusion

the entire

climate of southern missionary work was relatively open and

missionary endeavors were quite successful during these early years when compared

to later times historians cannot conjecture with any degree of accuracy what
precipitated this change in sentiment perhaps southerners preoccupation with

reconstruction the small number of missionaries in the south and their southern
connections deflected attention whatever the reasons may have been the next wave
of missionaries beginning in the late 1870s received a different reception from the

southern populace

this

research demonstrated that most southerners responded enthusiastically

autobiography of pioneer john brown 307
see southern states mission

manuscript history

1886
1876
18761886

32

re
entered the region between 1867 to
or indifferently to LDS missionaries who reentered
1874

now that the

social and cultural stage has been set we can introduce the cast

of characters who labored there

the next

chapter analyzes the elders who served in

the SSM during the last quarter of the nineteenth century

CHAPTER

statistical PROFILE

3

OF SOUTHERN STATES

missionaries

1867 1898
18671898

to appreciate and to better understand the southern states

mission SSM

we must identify the men who served there fundamental questions about their

birthplaces ages and length of service are addressed

the

answers to these inquiries

also reveal other interesting details which combined with the basic questions

present a rich portrait never before discovered

volumes of rich data about LDS missions and missionaries are stored in the
LDS church archives but historians have shied away from these materials for
decades gordon irvings task paper william

hughess thesis and rex thomas

prices dissertation were among the first to utilize such sources and continue to be
the authoritative references on mission statistics however no statistical studies
about individual missions in the nineteenth century exist

the SSM

41.8
was one of the largest domestic missions according to price 418
418

gordon irving numerical strength and geographical distribution of the latter
1970 task paper in LDS history no 1 salt lake
18301970
day saint missionary force 1830
city historical department the church of jesus christ of latterday
latter day saints 1975
william E hughes A profile of the missionaries of the church of jesus christ of
1849 1900 MA thesis brigham young university 1986 and rex
latterday
latter day saints 18491900
thomas price the mormon missionary of the nineteenth century phd diss
university of wisconsin madison

1991

34

percent of the missionary force served domestic missions in the last quarter of the

nineteenth century of that group 40 percent or 916 of the 2288 went to the
ig
lg
american south 2 between 1875 and 1898 the SSM received anywhere from 1.9
19 to

420
42.0
420

percent of the total number of missionaries sent out each year

3

A thorough statistical analysis of missionaries in the SSM between 1867 and
1898 unveils a penetrating

portrait of the average LDS southern states missionary

which can be illustrated by the stories of john W saunders and george A

huntington saunders was born

he

was baptized

1

july

he was living in salt

on

12

october

3

january 1863 in ephraim sanpete county utah

1871 at age eight

by the time he was called on a mission

lake city and a member of the 16th quorum of the seventies

1885 he was set apart for a mission to west

grant he served there for 25 months until his
similarly huntington was born

1

tennessee by heber J

release on 22 november 1887

november 1872 in salt lake city the record

simply states that he was baptized at eight years of age

he

held the office of

seventy in the melchizedek priesthood when he was ordained for a mission to
middle tennessee on 26 july 1895 by george reynolds twentythree
twenty three months later
on 20 june 1897 he was released to return home

thus the typical elder was born

price
84 85 his statistics are based on book B of the missionary record which
rice 8485
contains 5867 missionaries who served in the last quarter of the nineteenth century

the

missionaries sent to the southern states mission for each year
number of missionaries
between 1875 and 1898 was compared to the total number of missionaries set apart
1993 1994
during those years see missionary statistics deseret news church almanac 19931994
400 irvings numbers are much lower
salt lake city deseret news 1992 399
399400
perhaps because he only examined the missionary record and failed to compare that
13
1213
data with the individual mission histories 12

35

in

utah

was baptized around age eight lived in northern

utah

at the time he

received his mission call was ordained a missionary in his twenties held the office

of seventy in the melchizedek priesthood and labored as a missionary for
approximately two years

sources

the southern

states mission manuscript history located at LDS church

archives contains numerous lists of missionaries who served in the mission more
i
book
collection
includes
a
specifically
ifically
entitled
the
ent itled
sped

1877 1898
southern states mission 18771898

4

record of elders in the

this source not only provided

names of

elders chronologically but also contained a plethora of other data residency at time

of call assigned conferencedistrict
conference district duration of mission priesthood office held ie
seventy elder or high priest

the information

and occasional explanations for early releases

from the record of elders in the southern states mission

1877 1898 was augmented by data from general mission information in the
18771898

missionary record books

B

and C also located at LDS church archives

the

dates parents names mothers
birthdates
birthrates
missionary record included missionaries birth

information on missionaries who served in the south between 1867 and 1877 was
somewhat difficult to obtain the names were taken from the SSM manuscript history
during those years and then augmented by information from the missionary record
however the data for these early years are not as complete as that for the period 18771898 many dates were incomplete or altogether missing and the records failed to
include the specific areas or states in which the elders served

36

maiden names baptismal dates names of people who baptized them ordination and
release dates names of general

authorities who ordained the elders and

occasionally brief comments explaining why particular missions were shortened

like the previous record

all entries were listed chronologically

5

analysis of this data identified and created a profile of those who served in
the SSM between 1867 and 1898 moreover it gave a detailed picture of missionaries
i

within
w
ent lre
it hin a specific mission that can now be compared to data about the entire
ire
missionary force during the same era or to data about other contemporary missions

birthplaces

because

utah born
utahborn

elders tended to serve domestic missions 6 it is not

surprising that 1186 or 71.3
713 percent of the 1663 who listed birthplaces were born
in

utah idaho accounted for another 3.1
31 percent of the

SSM elders birthplaces

it

should also be noted that 86
8.6
86 percent of SSM elders were born outside the united
states

the majority

the

5.2 of the 86
8.6 percent were born
of these foreignborn
foreign born elders 52
52
86

results of this study are only as good as the data for this reason I1 checked
the entire data set a minimum of three times any numbers that came up wrong or too
high or too low were checked a fourth time some of the discrepancies are still
unresolved despite the best efforts of this researcher this author believes the sources
particularly the missionary record contain numerous inaccuracies
ar
6r
61
girice

price
rice 97

37

in england

7

southa numbered
south
those missionaries born in the south8

64 percent of the total
64
6.4

of these

106 men and made up

106 elders 217
21.7 percent were born in

16.0
and 160
160 percent in virginia kentucky

only

tennessee

north carolina and alabama rounded out

the top five most common southern birth states
birthplaces of missionaries were then examined by mission presidents tenure

the percentage

of utahborn
utah born elders serving under each mission president steadily

94 and elias
increased presidents J golden 1891
189194

largest number of

S

98 hosted the
189498
kimball 1894

801 percent
829 percent and 80.1
utahborn
utah born missionaries 82.9

born elders were more visible in the early years of the
respectively southern
southernborn
1875 78 presided over the highest percentage of
mission president henry G boyle 187578
13.3
southern born missionaries 133
133 percent his successor john henry morgan
southernborn
88

1878-

had 37 southernborn
southern born
bom elders but because of the high total number of

6.8 percent of all elders when calculating
missionaries these 37 accounted for only 68
68

born missionaries this researcher discovered that president boyle had
foreignborn
foreign

3

born elders which amounted to 20 percent of his missionary force but
foreignborn
foreign

price discovered that of the 5867 missionaries in his study 544
54.4 percent were born
544
0.34
034 percent in wyoming
122 percent in idaho 0.41
in utah 1.22
041 percent in nevada and 034
65 table 24
2.4 lists missionaries birth states giving both the number of cases and
24
percentages

southern birthplaces included alabama georgia kentucky mississippi north
carolina south carolina tennessee texas virginia and west virginia no elders
were born in arkansas louisiana or florida

38

president john H morgan hosted 95 equalling 176
17.6 percent of his elders see table
176
31

yi
31
3.1

baptism

baptismal information in the missionary record seemed to have been
recorded inconsistently some entries specified the day month and year others
included only the month and year still others listed only a year or an approximate
age at baptism

the

576 entries

or 34 percent of the 1689 entries with complete baptism

dates showed that sundays and thursdays topped the list as being the most frequent
29.2 percent and thursdays at 208
days for baptism sundays registered at 292
20.8 percent
292
see

3.2
table 32
32 since sunday school which in the

1800s was intended only for

children met on sundays and because of sabbath observance it

is

obvious why

nearly 30 percent of these SSM missionaries were baptized on this day As for the
18969 the first thursday of
thursday baptisms it must be remembered that until 1896

each month was set aside as a day of fasting and testimony meetings were also held

thus thursdays

especially

fast thursdays probably offered an ideal time for

baptismal services because church members were already gathered and baptisms

alien and glen M leonard the story of the latterday
ailen
allen
latter day saints id ed salt
4300 in 11896
lake city deseret book 1992 43
896 church authorities changed fast day from
thursday to the first sunday of each month because it was difficult for people to miss
work in the middle of the week
9james
ajames
ames B

3.1
31 birthplaces of southern states missionaries by mission president
table 331
1

1867 1898
18671898
mission president
john brown
1867 1869
18671869
1878
1875
boyie
boyle
henry
18751878
gboyle
halry
hairy
hairs G
john morgan
1878 1888
18781888
1888 1891
18881891
william spry
J golden kimball 18911894
1891 1894
1894
1898
18941898
elias S kimball

utah born
utahborn

born
foreign bom
forel
percent
91

number

percent

13

619

3

200

2

133
13.3
133

95

176

37

68
6.8

5

36
30

3

12

21
51

21

10
30

88

53
5.3

number

percent

number

0

0

1

3

200
560
56.0
560
743

1

303
104
189

580

1179

totals

801
829
82.9
829
701

southern born
bom
southernborn

7
33
144

47
87

68

53

3.2
table 32
32frequency
32 frequency of baptism days for southern states missionaries
1898
1867
18671898
day of week
sunday
monday
tuesday
wednesday
thursday
friday
saturday
missing

total

168

percent
292

51

89

65

113
11.3
113

63

log
109
10.9
109

number

xa
x8

120
43

208
20.8
208

66
1113
576

115
11.5
115

75

missing
100.1
1001

39

would augment the days spiritual ambience
ygg
399
39.9
399

to further substantiate

these statistics

percent of these 576 SSM elders baptisms occurred within the first six days of

3.3
any given month see table 33
33

the first day

of a month

is

8.2 percent
highest at 82
82

followed by the fifth day at 75
7.5 percent
75

the majority
summer months

of missionaries who served southern missions were baptized in

this trend denoted them

as second and

third generation saints
thirdgeneration

for no longer do they choose to be baptized during winter months like their
progenitors

10

see

34
341
3.4
table 3.41
341
34 only

or 725 of the 1689 entries listed

43 percent

baptismal months from this group december and january baptisms account for
6.4
only 64
64 percent of the total in fact may through august were the only months
i

withh double digits and a full 54 percent of SSM elders were baptized during these
wit
four months

the numbers

begin to decrease in september but remain fairly high

79.1 percent of these 725 missionaries were baptized
until november thus 791

between the months of may and november despite the even spacing of births

throughout the year

the data were more complete

for baptism years A full 87 percent or 1471

of the 1689 entries included baptismal years

12

the

mean age for baptism was

oCon
versation with susan easton black 6 november 1995 provo
conversation

utah

dates october gg
9.9 percent january
birthdates
24 of the 1689 men failed to list birth
99
birthrates
99
92
9.2
92 percent and february 929.2
92 percent were the most frequent birth months thus
28.5 percent of SSM elders were born in one of these three
285
more than a quarter or 285
34.1
months days within each month were divided fairly evenly the first third with 341
341
32.0
33.9 percent and the last third 320
320 percent
339
percent the second third 339

only

if an approximate age was listed instead of
birth year

a year 1I calculated

the age from the

3.3
33frequency
table 33
33 frequency of baptism days for southern states missionaries
1867 1898
18671898
day of month

number

percent

1

47

2

35

3

37

4
5

37
43

6

31

7

17

&2
82
aa
61
6a
64
64
75
54
10
30

8

12

9

18

21
31

10

15

26

11

9

16

12

22

13

13

38
23

14

11

19

15

19

16

14

17

12

18

19

19

10

20

23

21

13

22

18

23

14

33
24
21
33
17
40
23
31
24

24
25
26
27

11

12
9
15

19
21
ig
lg
1.6
16

26
10
30

28

17

29

6

30

11

31

6

10
19
10

missing

1113
1689

missing
1001
looi

total

1

3.4 frequency of baptism months for southern states missionaries
table 34
34
1898
1867
18671898
month
january
february
march
april
may
june
julv
july
jelv
august
september
october
november
december
missing

total

number7
numbers
number

percent

33

25
15
36
61
46

109
977

150
134
114

102

1401

86

119

71

59
28

98
72
81
39

964

missing

725

1002

18

26

44

52

40
10.56
1056 years and the median age 8.48
848 years

41.0 years of age
years to 410
410

14

13

the

3.0
ages for baptism ranged from 30
30

88.3
A full 883
883 percent were baptized before their fifteenth

birthday which leads me to conclude that most were probably not converted from
another religion converts tended to be older than fifteen when they joined the

church these relative young baptismal

ages indicate

that SSM elders were second

generation saints raised primarily in LDS households
and third
thirdgeneration

the data set

revealed some surprising statistics regarding age at baptism

18.7 percent of the 1471
187
according to the dates recorded in the missionary record 187

elders were baptized before their eighth birthday the age at which joseph smith
declared accountability for actions began

15

of this

18.7
0.3 were baptized
187 percent 03
03

before the age of six however there is a strong possibility that the data set
contains errors since the more than 5000 entries have been completely recopied by

hand at least once and the original copy no longer exists in several cases the
simple transposition of numbers

plausible

there

ie

1867 instead of 1876 seems

to be more

are some possible explanations for children who were baptized at

age seven but it is hard

to believe that children younger than that were baptized

I
1

30
3.0
attribute the twenty cases who were supposedly baptized between the ages of yo
30

some listings identified only the year of baptism or the persons age at baptism
in these cases 1I set the day and month at a midpoint 15 june thus some of the
seven and a half year olds could theoretically have been slightly older

william henry petty from cache county utah who was born 27 march 1879
was supposedly baptized in 1882 at age 3 however the inaccuracy of the original
record needs to be stressed again see footnote 5
14

see doctrine and covenants 6825 27

41
69
and gg
6.9 to inaccuracies in the record itself another plausible explanation for the
69

young ages could be explained through faulty memory

for

most entries

missionaries listed only a year or an approximate age perhaps their math skills were
also deficient and they unknowingly submitted inaccurate information

nevertheless the 173
17.3
173 percent of the 1471 missionaries who were baptized
between the ages of seven and eight cannot be entirely dismissed as errors these
occurrences can be understood when placed in their proper historical context in

nineteenth century LDS communities bishops retained the responsibility for
nineteenthcentury

to simplify

baptizing children within their congregations

the process and probably

because of their own busy schedules most bishops performed baptisms only once a

year

16

this would

also explain the monthly bunching during the warmer

months consequently children who were close to the accepted age of
accountability eight and who wished to participate in the ordinance were often
allowed to be baptized

17

the cases

of merlin J bartholomew and john P pearson

erville
slaterville
illustrate this point bartholomew from Slat

utah

was born 17 january 1858

and was baptized 10 june 1865 seven months before his eighth birthday but during
a warm summer

month similarly pearson from deseret utah was born

16

january 1865 but was baptized 4 june 1872

many ecclesiastical leaders were also polygamists and during the federal raids it
is possible that numerous bishops were forced into hiding or went on missions in their
absence very few if any baptisms would have been performed this could partially
explain the elevated mean age conversation with susan easton black 4 march 1996
provo utah
16

conversation with susan easton black

6

november 1995 provo utah

42

of the

28.2 percent of the 1471 cases listing baptismal
remaining entries 282
282

years were baptized between ages nine and fourteen

thus baptism occurred on both a public and individual

level

on

the public

level it appears children were herded together at the convenience of their

priesthood leaders but the range of ages at baptism reveals a different story
baptism was perceived as an individual odyssey because some children waited until
they were slightly older than age eight to receive the ordinance these baptismal

nineteenthcentury
patterns demonstrate that nineteenth
century saints were more concerned with
having children receive the ordinance than they were about rigid adherence to age
progression

southern states missionaries ages at baptism fluctuated over the years

an

interesting trend emerges when elders baptism age is examined by mission
presidents tenure As time progressed the age of missionaries decreased and the

number of missionaries in the field increased the mean age at baptism steadily
declined

for

example president john

browns elders who served between

1867 and

1869 had the highest mean and median ages for baptism 24.53
2453 and 22.54
2254

respectively conversely missionaries under president elias

S

kimball whose

1894 98 had the lowest mean age 9.68
968 years old see
tenure encompassed the years 189498

3.5
table 35
35

3.5
table 35
35baptismal
35 baptismal age of southern states missionaries by mission

president 18671898
1867 1898
mission president

john brown
djioie
e nry g7boyle
H
henry
john morgan
morran
01.
01
101
william spry
J golden kimball
kimbaij
illas S kimbail
ilias
kimball
edias
efias
or
01

1867 1869
18671869
I1 9 7 5
1975

878
t878r

1878
878 1888
18781888
188 8
1891
1888
18881891
1891 1894
18911894
1894 1898
18941898
1

mean age at baptism
in years
2453

n

I1 7 3 2

1346
1146
1012
1168
168
968g

median age at
baptism
in years
2254
15

49

1039
039

8.49
849
8 75
&75
875
g840

43

priesthood office and quorums
Quorurns

in the nineteenth century the melchizedek priesthood was divided into three
branches seventy elder

18

and high priest

the seventies

responsibilities

19

each branch had different

received the charge to administer and oversee the

churchs missionary work under the direction of the quorum of the twelve
apostles

the

seventies are to constitute traveling quorums
qu orums to go into all the

earth whithersoever the twelve apostles shall call them

O
0 20

president joseph F

smith reflecting upon the role of seventies in the church explained they were to
respond to the call of the apostles to preach the gospel without purse or scrip to
all the nations of the earth

they

are minute men

21

james baumgarten observed

1860 1875 held the office of seventy in
that 70 percent of all missionaries between 18601875

fact most missionaries held the office of seventy until after the turn of the

elders are to be standing ministers
to watch over the church
help administer its affairs teach and counsel daniel H ludlow ed encyclopedia of
mormonism new york macmillian 1992 sv elder melchizedek priesthood by
R richard vetterli however as footnote one in chapter 2 indicated the word elder
iven to male LDS missionaries
is also a generic title 91
given
18s
specifically

9the
athe
the office of high priest grows out of and is an appendage to the higher
to
these brethren have been called to minister in spiritual things
priesthood
travel and preach the gospel
to perfect the saints and do all the things that a
seventy elder or holder of the aaronic priesthood can do bruce R mcconkie
mormon
monnon doctrine 2nd ed salt lake city bookcraft 1979 356

H roberts history of the church 7 vols salt lake city deseret book
10725 26 34
202 see also doctrine and covenants 1072526
1201
1201202
20b
B

conference reports 6

oct

1904 3

1980

44

twentieth century

22

thus

it is not surprising that 824
82.4
824 percent of SSM elders were

12.0
seventies conversely elders accounted for only 120
120 percent and high priests for

46 percent of the total serving in the
46
4.6

SSM

missionaries ages were tabulated according to priesthood offices seventies
had a mean age of 29.29
2744 years elders mean age was
2929 years and a median age of 27.44
27.56
2583 years
2756 years and median age equaled 25.83

4039
41.90
4190 years but their median was 40.39

23
21

see

high priests mean

361
3.6
table 36
3.61
36
361 when the

age registered
ages of

missionaries by priesthood office are examined by mission presidents tenure the
mean ages within each office steadily decreased

for example

seventies serving

69 registered a mean age of 40.39
4039 years while those under
under john brown 1867
186769

elias

S

26.78 years
98 averaged 2678
kimball 1894
189498

the same

scenario held true for

37
371
3.7
both elders and high priests see table 3.71
371
37

cross tabulations were used to compute the number of missionaries holding
each priesthood office under the various mission presidents because president elias
S

1894 98
kimball presided over the largest number of missionaries his tenure 189498

necessarily included the highest number of seventies president john hamilton

james N baumgarten the role and function of the seventy in church
history MA thesis brigham young university 1960 48 he discovered seventies
constituted the largest of the three groups in the melchizedek priesthood 108 even
though joseph smith intended for seventies to pursue missionary work baumgarten
identified brigham young as the leader who solidified their role

priesthood office was not based on age progression in the nineteenth century for
more information on this topic of age progression see william G hartley from men
1829 1996 journal of mormon history 11
22
to boys LDS aaronic priesthood offices 18291996
136
spring 1996 80
80136
13

36
3.6
table 36age
36 age of southern states missionaries by priesthood office

1898
1867
18671898
mean age
in years
2929
2756
41 A
4190

priesthood
office
seventies
elders
high priests

median age
in years
2744
2583
4039

37
37 age of priesthood office by southern states mission president
table 3.7
37age

1867 1898
18671898
mission president

seventy
number

john brown
boyie
henry G boyle
bovie
bovle
john morgan
spy
william spry
J golden kimball
elias S kimball
total

15
12

330
126

210
669
1362

mean

median

age

age

4039
3842
3183
3145
2986
2678
3112
3312

4310
3996
2923
3003
2838
2519
3265

1

mean

median

age

age

4
0

3385

3449

2

0

0

3

168
6

2750
2775
2732
2639
2380

2572
2689
2658
24.43
2443
2102
2302

37

number

14

9
201
A

6

high priest

elder
number

4

9
18
1

73
731

mean

median

age

age

4818
4921
4131
3&65
3865
4095
3908
4100
4300

48.18
4818

ta
5
t9
4950
4004
3900
4039
38.33
3833
41 5 7
4257

cross tabulations of priesthood offices of southern states
3.8
38
table 38
38cross
1867 1898
missionaries by mission president 18671898

resident
esident
mission pr president

priesthood
prie
ioe
loe
ice
office
sthoodofl

seventy

elder

number of
missionaries

high
priest

john brown

1869
1868
18681869
1878
1875
18751878
henry G boyle
morga
john morgan
1888
1878
18781888
1888 1891
18881891
william spry
kimball1 18911894
kimbail
1994
1891 1894
18911994
1J golden kimbal
1898
1894
18941898
elias S kimball

2

21

12

4
0

3

15

335

168

38

130

6

4

541
140

I

213

14

9

236

673

9

18

700

total

1378

201

74

1653

15

45

morgans tenure 187888
1878 88 had the largest number of elders and high priests
38
probably a direct result of the polygamy hunts in utah see table 3.8
38

to avoid

federal marchalls
marshalls
mar shalls many polygamous men either went into hiding in the west or

they left the region and served missions for the church

24
4

in the nineteenth century the seventies were organized into groups
commonly called quorums
qu orums nearly three decades after the saints arrived in utah
brigham young reorganized these quorums geographically and identified them with
numbers eg the 42nd quorum of seventies

among southern states missionaries

the most frequently occurring seventies quorum was the 67th quorum from

american fork utah thirty seventies represented that particular group with the
exception of the 46th payson

qu orums
utah and 35th morgan utah quorums

25

all

others were represented fairly equally in terms of percentages

residence at time of call

not

801
831
83.1 percent of all SSM elders resided in
surprisingly 831

received their invitations to serve a mission

utah when they

9.7
another 97
97 percent lived in idaho the

7.2 percent came from neighboring western states such as nevada
remaining 72
72

see

ailen
atlen
alien
allen and leonard

407
396 404
404407

twenty
2twenty six men came from the 46th quorum and 25 from the 35th quorum all
these figures are based on the 792 entries that listed priesthood quorums
qu orums A quick
perusal of minutes from the 67th quorum revealed no pertinent information for
explaining the high number of seventies from this quorum

46

arizona wyoming and colorado

16
26

As for geographic distribution within

42.8 percent of the southern
utah 428

15.3
153
missionary force resided in one of four northern utah counties salt lake 153

percent

go
11.9
6.0
119 percent cache 949.4
utah ilg
94 percent and weber 60
60 percent this

partially be explained because of the higher population density in northern

another factor

is

that of geographic proximity to church leaders it

is

can

utah

not

unreasonable to assume that ecclesiastical officials called their friends and
based on local leaders
acquaintances people they interacted with regularly
regularlybased

recommendations on missions moreover many residents in southern utah were
already serving settling missions consequently relatively few until the 1890s when

these peoples children matured were imposed upon for further service

27
21

age of missionaries

william hughes discovered the average age of the entire LDS missionary
force between 1849 and 1900 to be 22 years old 228 but missionaries in the southern

states tended to be slightly older

of the

1664 SSM elders who listed complete data

210f
of the 1689 elders only 16 listed no residency at the time of their call

price discovered that salt lake county failed to send out the largest number of
elders in 1871 and between 18821884
1882 1884 the latter anomaly may have reflected the
id on polygamists as federal marshalls
marchalls
raid
marshalls sent
rai
import of the edmunds bill and the rald
ral
many salt lake county pluralists into hiding or jail and the church sent their
southern utah counterparts into the missions 74
28

hughes

133

his

65 year span in ages
statistics also showed a 65year

47
297
birth dates and ordination dates the mean age at ordination was 29.7
birthrates
for birthdates
297 years
275
however the median age was 27.5
275 years

typical age of SSM elders

october

he

george M bartholomew represented the

was born 5 november 1851 and was set apart

11

1880 at age 289
28.9
289

the ages

13.9
of southern states missionaries ranged from a low of 139
139 to 67.1
671

producing a 53
year span in ages
53year

030
o

david miles was the youngest missionary miles

was born in mink

creek idaho on

south carolina on

8

and J D kilpack

they

29

jr

april

4

june 1878 he was set apart for

1892 at age 13

a mission

to

william Kem
mington elmer hinckly
semmington
kemmington

illustrate missionaries who were also ordained at young ages

were set apart as missionaries at age 15 16 and 17 respectively conversely

jolley held the distinction of being the oldest SSM elder jolley was born

H

B M

11

october

1813 in

pitt county north carolina and was set apart for

that state on 25 october 1880 at age 67

a mission to

31

elders called from different western regions displayed significant differences
in ages

the youngest

221 years
mean age group came from arizona and registered 22.1

24.1
241 while
old idaho followed with a mean age of 241

utahs

272
mean age was 27.2
272

price determined the mean age of missionaries in 1895 to be roughly 34 years old
99
13.8 152
othe
16.4
138
15.2
164
152 and 164
the youngest missionaries were 138

although these could be
anomalies the more likely explanation is that the missionary record contains incorrect
data

the record contains the following note under jolleys name filled short mission
and visited relatives jolley was released 22 february 1881 after serving four months
other missionaries were close to jolleys age but served longer missions some of these
include edwin W east who served at age 61 and john R holt and joseph argyle
who both served at age 60

48

34.9
missionaries who were foreign born32
349 years compared to
born had a mean age of 349
33
states33
those born in western states
27.2 southern
or territories who had a mean age of 272
272

born34
born14 elders serving in the SSM were the oldest of the three groups with a mean
39
reasons for the variance in ages are unknown see table 391
391
3.9
3.91
39

39.2
392
age of 392

unsurprisingly the mean age at ordination tended to decline throughout the
years

the mean

3987
age at ordination for missionaries in the 1860s was 39.87

years later in the late 1890s the mean age fell to 27.10
2710

see

thirty

310
3.10
table 310

A correlation between age and residence at time of call was run to further

investigate the role of age however the computer revealed no significant
correlation between the two at the 0.05
005 level

ordination

an

analysis revealed a weak to moderate negative correlation between the

elders age when set apart and the length of his service that

is

the younger the

elder at the time of ordination the longer his mission
As for the frequency of days when southern states missionaries were

the foreign

countries listed in order of frequency included england scotland
wales sweden norway denmark switzerland new zealand canada spain and

germany

these western states include arizona california idaho nevada utah and
wyoming

these southern states include virginia north carolina south carolina west
virginia kentucky tennessee georgia alabama mississippi and texas

39
3.9
table 39mean
39 mean ages of southern states missionaries arranged by

1867 1898
birthplaces 18671898
birthplace
arizona
idaho

nevada
rhode island
utah
sweden
switzerland
norway
california
denmark
delaware
wales
nebraska
germana
germanv
germam
wyoming
alabama
west virginia
scotland
north carolina
england
wisconsin
iowa

missouri
connecticut
georgia
new jersey
new zealand
canada

texas
south carolina
pennsylvania
illinois
kentucky

ohio
massachusetts
virginia
indiana
mississippi
tennessee
new york
vermont
spain

mean age at ordination
2207
2406
2665
2701
2716
2759
2792
2805
2849
3044
32 17
3217
3230
3253
3284
3425
3427
34 99
34.99
3499
3500
35 23
3523
3562
3564
3565
3625
3651
3661
3801
3809
3&77
3877
3941

3946
4012
4022
4066
4075
41 40
4140
4183
4220
4327
4461
4470
46 12
4612
5076
506
5766

1 oage
age at ordination to a southern states mission by mission
00age
3.10
310
table 3310

president 18671898
1867 1898
mission
president

john brown
boyie
boyle
henry G
oboyle
gboyle
john morgan
william spry
J golden kimball
elias S kimball

1869
1868
18681869
1878
1875
18751878
1878
1888
18781888
1891
1888
18881891
1891
1894
18911894
1894
1898
18941898

mean age at
ordination
in years
3987
4057
3113
3150
3014
2710

median age
at
ordination
in years
4133
41
04
4104
2866
3007
2846
2531

49

ordained the 1687 entries with complete ordination data showed that fridays

mondays and wednesdays all registered over 20 percent each
for these days equal 78 percent

see

the combined

totals

3.11
311 As for the frequency of days of the
table yli

ath and 17th appeared to be
month when missionaries were ordained the 9th
abnormally high for unknown reasons

see

3.12
table 312
312 when the days of the

month are divided into thirds the second third of the month seems to have the
42.4
highest number of ordinations 424
424 percent when months are divided into four

weeks the third week registers highest at 467
46.7 percent while the second week equals
467
345
34.5
345

percent

october april and november emerged

as

the most frequent months for

40.6 percent of
ordination to a southern states mission these three months register 406
406
3.13 this
313
total activity for the 1688 entries listing ordination months see table 313

can be explained partially by the
were held in

churchs semiannual general conferences which

april and october until the early

1880s most missionaries were

called on missions from the pulpit at general conferences or set apart at conference

time when president john

taylor slowly discontinued this practice and

with letters from the churchs missionary department

35

replaced it

these too must have

coincided with such meetings it appears that even though the method of notifying
missionaries changed over the years october and

for calling missionaries

25 28
hughes 2528

april remained important months

31
3.1
3.11
31 1I frequency of ordination day for southern states missionaries
table 311

1867
1898
18671898
day of week
sunday
monday
tuesday
wednesday

thursday
friday
saturday
missing

total

number

percent

33
481

20

342

285
103
10.3
103
203

85

50
5.0

493

291
292

79

47
4.7

2

missing

1.689
1689

100

174

50

47

i

3 12 frequency of oram
table 312
atlon day for southern states Missi
ordination
312frequency
missionaries
ordm
onan es
missionan
missional
i

i

1867 1898
18671898
day of month

number

1

25

2

35

3

35

4

42

5

6

35
71

7

89

8

89

9

139

10

66
97
58

percent
15
2
aa
2a
2 1
11
25
1

2211

16
17

112

18

40

19

93

20
22

44
28
37

23

38

42
53
53
82
19
39
57
34
34
45
53
29
66
24
55
26
17
22
23

24

18

1 1
11

25

26

46
49

27
19
29

27

25

28

27

29
30

28

15
16
1 7
17

11

12

58
76

13

14

89
49

15

21

40

05
24

missing

2

massini
mlssini
mis
missini
missing

total

1689

31

9
1

100

1

13 frequency of ordination month for southern states Missi
onan es
313
table 3313frequency
missionaries
missionan
missional

1898
1867
18671898
number

percent

january

130

february
march

141

119

77
84
70

april
may
ma
june

222

132

152

JUIV

jub
juh

68

august
september
october
november
december
missing

58
95

90
60
40
34
56

275
187

163
11 1
111

month

total

101

140

lii
ili
83

1I

missing

1689

100
loox0

50

conferences

between 1867 and 1898 the SSM included fifteen states however the
mission boundaries constantly changed many of the individual states comprised

what mission leaders called conferences or districts states such as tennessee and

alabama were divided in half early in the missions history and then went through
subsequent divisions later as the mission continued to grow

for

ease and simplicity

fail to consistently record the subdivisions of the larger
fali
and because mission records fall

states the following table shows the distribution of missionaries in each conference

by state because of the few years the individual conferences were open

thus nearly half of the

314
3.14
314

see

table

475
elders or 47.5
475 percent of the 1627 entries listing

conferences were called to SSM to serve in one of three main
maln states tennessee

alabama or north carolina
As mentioned previously 106 missionaries were born in southern states

36

however this fact did not necessarily mean they served their missions in those same
states cross tabulations indicated the only exception seemed to be for kentucky of

the

15

men who were born in kentucky seven were assigned to labor in the state

no other correlations

between southern birth state and assigned mission conference

exist

cross tabulations revealed differences in lengths of mission within the

of

the 106 born in southern states only 79 of these entries included the
conferences in which they served

3.14
number of missionaries who served
314
table 314
314number

in
ill
111

each state in the

1877 1898
southern states mission 18771898
conferences by

number of

state

missionaries

tennessee
alabama
north carolina
virginia
mississippi
missi
sMi
swi
kentucky
south carolina
west virginia
georgia
florida
texas
louisiana
maryland
arkansas
missouri

322
270

missing

62

total

180
159
145
145
330
130

96
57
42
35
32

8
3

3

I1

I11689

percent
198
166
11
1111

lii
lil
98
89
89
80
59
35
26
22
20
05
02
01
02

missing
1002

51

various conferences surprisingly missionaries laboring in south carolina and
2.1
florida served the longest missions averaging 21
21 years each conversely those

elders laboring in texas and georgia served the shortest length of time less than 15
1.5
15
years however the reasons for this are unclear

see

3.15
table 315
315

priesthood offices within each conference appeared to be evenly distributed
with the exception of florida and louisiana neither state had missionaries who
held the offices of high priest or elder however both states were opened under
elias

S

kimball in the late 1890s which precluded them from receiving an even

distribution of seventies elders and high priests because high priests and elders
accounted for only 39
3.9
39 percent of kimballs missionary force it is obvious why
some states were neglected

baptisms within conferences

the southern

states mission manuscript history located at LDS church

annual statistical reports for the mission however statistical
semiannual
archives includes semi
records for the entire mission and for each conference are incomplete or altogether
absent at times if these reports were compiled consistently then several of those
before 1887 are missing and may not have survived
1887

37

fortunately reports from

to 1889 are recorded consistently every six months in february and august no

primitive reports existed as early as 11 august 1878 but these are not detailed
enough to compare with later statistical reports
17

315
in each state for southern states
ce 111
3.15 mean length of sem
service
lit
ill
table 315mean
315
i

1898
18771898
missionaries
es 1877
nfissionan
conference by state
florida
south carolina
mississippi
alabama
louisiana
virginia
west virginia
north carolina
kentucky
tennessee
georgia
maryland
arkansas
texas
missouri

mean length of service
in years
21
21

20
19
19
19
18
18
18
17
15
1.5
15
14
1.4
14
12
11

063

52

statistical reports exist for 1890

and from

1891 1893 reports are again consistent
18911893

and can be found every six months from 18941896
semi annual reports were
1894 1896 these semiannual
changed to annual reports

thus fairly complete and uniform data

are available

from 1887
1889 and from 18911896
1891 1896
18871889
statistical reports from the SSM during these years revealed a total of 3839
baptisms for more than 1760 missionaries

38

thus individual

missionaries averaged

1891 1896 obviously some
almost two baptisms each from 18871889
1887 1889 and 18911896

missionaries had fewer baptisms and others had many more examining the
numbers on a yearly basis revealed 1887 to have the highest average of baptisms per
3.5 baptisms per
missionary in 1887 114 elders baptized 398 people which averages 35
35

missionary

the

2.0 in 1889 but rose to an average of
averages then dip to a low of 20
20

29 baptisms per missionary by
29
2.9

the top

1896

see

3.16
table 316
316

five baptizing conferences in the SSM were south carolina

mississippi west virginia south alabama and virginia if conferences are
compressed into states the top baptizing state was alabama with 673 baptisms
followed by tennessee with 562 baptisms and then south carolina with 549
baptisms

39

see

317
3.17
table 317

3totals
totals of missionaries are listed on each report except for 1895 in 1895 228 elders
were ordained to southern states missions however only 98 missionaries had been
assigned to the mission in 1894 A safe estimate for the number of elders in the south
in 1895 would be about 300 elders

into two conferences north alabama and south alabama in
1887 tennessee was divided in two as early as 1883 and then underwent several more
divisions before the turn of the twentieth century
39aiabama
alabama was split

316
3.16
316 baptismal statistics for conferences in the southern states
table 316baptismal

1891 1896
1887 1889 18911896
mission 18871889
number of baptisms by year

conference
1887

1889

1888

1891

1

1892

1893

1894

1895

1896

1

totals
by state

south carolina
mississippi
west virginia
alabama
south ala
MR
virginia
middle
tennessee
north alabama
north carolina
east tennessee
kentucky
florida
georgia

texas
west tennessee

64

31

16

20

74
38

33

20

10

53

19

36

14

36

25

3

50

20

7

19

68

126

66
27

55

66
121

147

17

46
89
45

26

55

107

57

25

18

31

51

81

5

20

20

27
22

80
30

82
95
25
24

41

23

5
31

24

1

8

37

88

549
457
402
385
305

297
288
226

14

34

13

40

14

10

21
10

35

22

27

21

16

17

31

4

2

4

36

33
8

122
193

201
201
148

0

4

59

63

31

38

72
8

maryland
viand
Mar
louisiana

totals by year

1

59

83
38
25

45

47
29

1

16

13

0
398

342

220

165

221

239
238

348

383

555

20
1.190
1190

20

3839

317
3.17
317 frequency of notations for early releases in the southern states
table 317frequency

1898
mission 1877
18771898
reason for early release
released because of sickness

frequency

sick requested own release
transferred
released conditions at home
released at own request
ciders
elders
cider s
leaders requested eiders

67
59

percent
383
38.3
383
150
132

35
35

78
78
7.8
78

release

28
20

63
45
22
20
2.0
20
09
09
04
0.4
04
04
02
999

released
returned without a release
died
failed to serve mission
killed
dishonorably released
served a genealogy mission
released for homesickness

total

171

10
to
9
4
4

2

2
1

447
441

53

releases

early releases SSM elders perhaps more than those in any other mission
suffered from a variety of illnesses

the

malana
most common ailments included malaria

also called the chills and fever yellow fever and pneumonia

the record

1898140 contains a list of SSM elders
18751898140
1875 1898
southern states missionaries 18751898

of

as well as

abbreviated statements explaining why individuals returned early typical notations
read

hon

rel on

ac of sickness

between 1875 and 1898 237 missionaries

returned home early because of sickness some of these statements reveal that the
men themselves requested their own releases however the majority of entries
simply indicate they left the mission because of illnesses

41

the

mean length of

0.7
service of elders who returned because of sickness was 07
07 years for the simple

notation hon rel

ac of sickness

own releases because of illnesses

09
and og
0.9
09 years for those who requested their

the range

of ages of those missionaries who

57.8 years old
20.2
returned early because of sickness were between 202
578
202 and 578

missionaries also obtained early releases for reasons other than sickness A
26.4 percent of the 1689 entries returned early thirty
total of 446 missionaries or 264
264
five elders requested their own releases

these missionaries had a mean length of

southern states mission manuscript history reel

1

4the
athe
the actual number may be much higher this figure is derived from those
statements that specifically denoted illness as the cause other notations could have
included sickness such as those reading rel at own req but failed to state specific
factors involved

54

service of 1.1
11
ll years
ii
at home
11

thirty five elders were released because of conditions
another thirtyfive

and their mean length of service equaled 14
1.4
14 years

the

phrase

often indicated financial problems but in other cases it also

conditions at home

entailed extreme sickness or the death of an immediate family member quite often
the missionarys wife

42

twenty eight elders were released at the request of church
twentyeight

leaders usually general authorities and members of the

first presidency the mean

1.5 years in some of these cases the men were
length of service for these men was 15
15

wanted to fill another position of leadership and in others their families had
usually because of financial difficulties at
releasesusually
written leaders requesting their releases
home

see

318
3191
3.18
318
table 3.181
3181

cross tabulations of missionaries who returned early by priesthood office
88 witnessed the
and mission presidents tenure reveal that john morgan 1878
187888

highest proportion of elders who returned early 43 moreover 35.1
351 percent of

morgans entire missionary force or
returned early

the second

169

of the 482 who served under his direction

highest percentage occurred under president elias

S

1894 98 when 250
kimball 189498
25.0 percent of his 704 missionaries obtained early releases
250
see

3.19
319
table 319

53 percent of the 1689
only ten missionaries or 535.3

left the south without

numerous diaries and letters discuss the death of children at home however the
vast majority of missionaries who experienced this situation did not return because of
their children s death
42

430nly
only

seven more missionaries went home early under elias S kimballs tenure
but he had a significantly larger missionary force than morgan thus when compared
proportionately morgans missionaries were the most likely to return home early

3.18
318 frequency of notations for early release from the southern
table 318
318frequency

states mission according to priesthood office 18771898
1877 1898
reason for early return

priesthood office
seventy
high priest
elder

released because of sickness
sick requested own release
released because of conditions at home
released at own request
leaders requested missionary s release
returned without a release

total

144

19

7

65

1

1

32
28
23
4
296

2

1

3

4

4

1

6

0

35

14

1898
3.19
18671898
319 release day of southern states missionaries 1867
table 319
319release
day of week
sunday
monday

tuesday
wednesday
thursday
friday
saturday
missing

total

number

percent

138

85
8.5

204

125

367
229
285

225
22.5
225

235
174

57
1.689
1689

85
140
175
17.5
175
144
107
missing
1001
looi

55

obtaining an official release these men averaged a mean length of service of 0.95
095
years

53
that number 535.3

percent seems quite low especially since they filled these

missions voluntarily

release dates

the

1632 entries that listed release dates showed most SSM

elders received their releases to return home on tuesdays 225
22.5
225 percent or
17.5
175 percent
thursdays 175

26.4
264
264

see

3.20
table 320
320 releases usually came during the third

99
9.9 percent
32.2 percent of each month however gg
322
99
percent or fourth weeks 322

of SSM elders were released on the first day of the month As for frequency of
release months the 1651 entries listing release dates showed 42.3
423 percent were
18.6 percent
released in the months of march 186
186

13.4
10.3
november 134
134 or june 103
103

january and february were the least likely months to be released registering only
6.8
4.8
68 percent
52 and 48
48 percent respectively the remaining months averaged 68
52
5.2

see

table 3.21
321
age at release

SSM elders were released at a mean age of 31.19
3119 years and

their median age was 29.23
2923 years

44

both the mean and median

ages at release

steadily decreased over the years because it paralleled the decrease in ages when
1867 69 had a mean release age of
missionaries were set apart john browns elders 186769

2913
41.69
thirtyone
one years later missionaries had a mean release age of 29.13
4169 years thirty
years

see

3221
3.22
table 3.221
322
3221

leng1h of missions the mean length of missions for elders who did not
length

are based on the 1610 entries with complete data for both
dates and release dates
birthdates
birth
birthrates

these figures

320
3.20
missionaries
320 frequency of release days for southern states Missi
table 320frequency
onan es
missionan
missional

1898
1867
18671898
day of month

frequency

percent

1

161

2

46

3

43

99
18
28
26

4

27
42

5

6
7
8
9

45
26
31

11

26
86
36

12

40

13

15

36
30
78

16

27

17
18
19

36
84

66

20

101

21

39

22
23
24
25

67

26
27
28

35
88

10

14

98

46
48

47

17

26
28
16
19
16

53
22
15
25
22
18
1.8
18
48
17
12
22
51
40
62
24
41
60
28
29
2.9
29
21
54
29
20
27

29
30

46

31

18

missing

57

11
missing
missim

total

1689

999

33

3.21
table 32
321
3.21 frequency of release months for southern states missionaries
32
1867 1898
18671898

month
january
february
march

number

percent

86

52
48

april
mav
june
july
august
scptember
september
october
november
december
missing

total

80
307
120
109

186
73
7.3
73

66

170

103

106

64
75
70

123
116

124

53
134
114
75

38

missing

1651

999

98
88
222

3.22
322 age of southern states missionaries at release by mission
table 322age

president 18671898
1867 1898
mission president

john brown
1869
1867
18671869
1875 1878
18751878
henry G boyle
john morgan
1888
1878
18781888
1891
1888
william spry
18881891
1994
1891 1894
J golden Kian
bali
bail 18911894
18911994
kimball
klinball
kiin
1894 1898
18941898
elias S kimball

mean age
at release
in years
41.69
4169
4152
32.60
3260
3113
3313
32.03
3103
3203
2913

median age
at release
in years
4408
4132
30.20
3020
3101
3201
30.43
3043
2747

56
1.81 years and the median length
181
accept early releases between 1867 and 1898 was 181

2.03
203 years

when the data were examined by mission president it was discovered

that the length of missions steadily increased between 1867 and 1898 missionaries
1.50
under john brown 186769
1867 69 served an average of 150
150 years while those under elias
S

98 averaged 2.03
kimball 1894
189498
203 years those working under henry G boyle

78 served the shortest missions overall a mean of 1.05
1875
105 years and a median of
187578

1.72
172 years

thus

as

the mission progressed the length of service increased see

3.23 missionaries called to serve in the
table 323

1890s tended

to be much younger

than their predecessors perhaps their youth represented freedom from family
children
concerns4545 gince
wives
1 ves and ch
since they left parents and siblings instead of w
concerns
ildren
lidren thus
i

1

giving them less responsibility and enabling them to remain on missions longer

perhaps they also had stronger constitutions than their older colleagues which
enabled them to serve in the south longer

an

46
41

analysis revealed a weak negative correlation between the age at baptism

and the length of missions that is the younger the elder was baptized the longer
he served

priesthood office and length of missions

upon further examination

it was

discovered that priesthood office seventy elder and high priest tended to

by the 1890s only

a small percentage of missionaries were married

hughes also acknowledged the lowered age of missionaries by 1900 however he
was quick to point out the church did not have a policy about ages for missionaries
in the nineteenth century age was not a prime factor in selecting men to serve
16

missions

135

3.23
length of southern states mission by mission president
table 323
323length
1867 1898
18671898
mission president

john brown
henry G boyle
john morgan
william spry
J1
I golden kimball
elias S kimball

1869
1868
18681869
1878
1875
18751878
1878 1888
18781888
1891
1888
18881891
1894
1891
18911894
1894 1898
18941898

mean length of
service
in years
147
105
1.05
105
155
165
187
203

median length of
service
in years
162

066
177
198

210
122
222

57
41
determine length of mission service 47
seventies typically served 1.84
184 years elders

164
1.64
164

146
years and high priests 1.46
146 years

48

the

major reason for this difference

seemed to be connected to the individuals health and to his responsibilities at

home such as financial problems or death

no

significant difference between the

average length of missions was discovered when those missionaries who returned

early for health were deleted

thus

age health and responsibilities at home tended

to shorten the length of missions for many high priests and some elders

by the early
two years

an

1890s there was a tacit understanding that missions should last

SSM missionary

elder george tilton hyde recorded that although

he was sick and was offered an early release he refused because 1 I says stc
sic

im

not

111449
9
going home under two years no matter what happens
happens49
hughess study echoes

hydes opinion hughes found that the
lasted roughly two years

050O

average mission between 1849 and 1900

conversely price discovered the average mission

between 1860 and 1894 lasted 21.53
2153 months however when price compared

price failed to report any correlations between priesthood office and duration of
mission however he concluded the average missionary in his study served 21.53
2153
months between 18601894
1860 1894 duration of mission appears to be an almost direct
correlate of mission age it appears to have been almost axiomatic that the older the
missionary the shorter the duration of the mission the climb back to longer duration
times after the death of brigham young accompanied the use of younger missionaries
118

these figures are based on the 1631 entries with complete data for ordination and
release dates as well as priesthood office
given early releases

they

also include all missionaries who were

george tilton hyde autobiography typescript
hughes 150

5

HBLL

58

lengths of domestic to foreign missions he found domestic ones averaged 16.3
163

months and foreign ones 269
26.9
269 months

51

nevertheless the statistics of SSM

missionaries show that in reality missions to the south were slightly shorter than

two years

marriage

none of the records

1I

consulted for this study of SSM elders included marital

information however william hughes conducted random samples of all
missionaries by decade between 1850 and 1890 and concluded that nearly 60 percent
of missionaries were married

of this

60 percent who were married almost 30

percent were polygamists hughes also noted a trend that began in the 1870s and

continued till the 1890s as missionaries ages decreased fewer were married

52

nineteenth century
further research needs to be conducted into this area of nineteenthcentury

southern states missionaries lives

summary

this statistical

analysis of SSM elders has enhanced existing information

about those who served in the south and will be valuable to future researchers of

aprice
5price 111 120
price
52

18
1811
176
hughes 17618
176181
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ispical
stical results many
statistical
specific missions as well as family historians because of the stat

areas including baptismal age residence at time of call and analysis of priesthood

office have been explored in depth

to

recap the information the typical SSM elder was born in

utah he

was

baptized around the age of eight held the office of a seventy in the melchizedek

priesthood and was set apart as a missionary while in his mid to late twenties

finally his southern sojourn lasted roughly two years these statistics have helped
uncover another dimension of the missions history which ultimately produces a
clearer picture of nineteenth
nineteenthcentury
century elders in the south

although this statistical analysis contributes original information about who
served missions in the south it reveals only a single dimension of history

the

statistical information about missionaries must be augmented and humanized by
stories of the elders experiences to recapture the multiple dimensions of the past

CHAPTER 4

missionary

LIFE

nineteenth century LDS missionary life was not for the fainthearted the
nineteenthcentury
men who composed the statistics in the last chapter suffered long and toiled hard

this chapter attempts to humanize the statistics and to

relate some of the elders

experiences during their southern sojourn

elther
either wives or parents
missionary service often entailed leaving families
familieseither
traveling without purse or scrip 2 and confronting a new country language or
culture all with no formal training southern states missionaries in particular
needed to possess courage boldness tenacity and a strong commitment to their

religion possession of these qualities enabled elders to enjoy the good times and
endure the bad

many missionaries recorded the experiences of their southern sojourn A
significant proportion of southern states missionaries kept journals several of which
have been preserved in various

utah archives although the journal authors served

many
nineteenth century missionaries were married to at least one wife however
any nineteenthcentury
there were some younger single elders as well the mean age of southern states elders
27.5
29.7
275 years old
at ordination was 297
297 years old the median age was 275
2nearly all nineteenthcentury
unearly
nineteenth century missionaries and some twentieth
twentiethcentury
wearly
nearly
century elders
traveled without purse or scrip meaning they relied on gods mercy and the generosity
of the people they encountered for food and lodging
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in different localities at different times a surprising uniformity exists among the
records 3 many elders discuss receiving their mission calls being set apart by the

churchs general authorities traveling to their

respective destinations and several

describe the new landscapes culture and foods nearly all diaries record similar
experiences of sickness traveling without purse or scrip allaying prejudice and

encountering persecution

these journal accounts detail the intricacies of missionaries

lives revealing

the drastic changes in climate and culture between the west and the south thus
culture shock illnesses happiness uncertainty and anxiety punctuated nineteenth

century missionaries lives in the southern states

the call

through the end of the

1870s prospective missionaries names were

announced without prior notice to those called during the LDS churchs
semiannual general conferences in

april and october for

example rudger

clawson remembered the day he was invited to fill a mission at age 22 in april
1879

was sitting there quietly in general conference when 1I heard my name
called out for a mission to the southern states you can very well believe
that this was like a bolt from a clear sky it nearly took me off my feet it
1I

his
this

not to say that one

is representative of all because each possesses its

own
unique qualities rather most of the missionaries experiences are quite uniform and
the language used to describe these experiences is somewhat similar
is

62

would have taken me off my feet had 1I been standing

but young clawson like many others immediately determined to accept the call
because he believed church leaders spoke on

gods behalf

whether 1I speak by

my own voice or the voice of my servants it is the same so 1I interpreted this call

to mean that it was from the lord and that 1I was to go upon the

lords errand

4

similarly J golden kimball a veteran of the southern states mission SSM
humorously described circumstances surrounding his call as SSM president

not

only had he been given short notice of his assignment but leaders had neglected to
inquire about his finances family health or whether my teeth were all right etc
sic and I1 had faith enough to
they just appointed me without asking me any thing soc

go

5

yet his acceptance was not without reservations 1 I felt that it

to be called yet it seemed to me that it was not the place for me

was an honor
6

As can be imagined the reaction to missionary calls varied nearly all stated

that they were willing to serve when called upon however this willingness should
not be mistaken for a lack of anxiety most had preconceived notions about the

rudger clawson papers ax
bx 1 fd 1 p 32 archives marriott library university
of utah salt lake city utah hereinafter abbreviated as ML he served a shortened
mission because his companion joseph standing was murdered 21 july 1879 clawson
accompanied the body home but later returned to georgia to attend the trial
interestingly clawsons patriarchal blessing reminiscent of those given by the biblical
jacob to his sons that predicted certain future events given 22 years earlier promised
that no enemy shall have power over thee not even a hair of thy head shall fall by
a foe ax
bx 19 fd 1

1I

golden kimball conference talk delivered at the onehundred
one hundred and second
semi
annual general conference of the church of jesus christ of latterday
semiannual
latter day saints
1931 salt lake city the church of jesus christ of latterday
latter day saints 1931 56
5

J golden kimball diary

6

ax
bx

1

fd 21

p

1

15

april

1891

31

july

1892 ML
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various missions gleaned from returned elders newspaper reports and the

mormon rumor mill

to further

complicate matters the SSM had swiftly acquired a reputation for

violence and was arguably one of the more difficult missions in which to serve
general church populace in

the

utah knew of the missions violent reputation when

charles flake received his call to the SSM he observed every one seems to pity
me & they all have a prayer in their hearts for my welfare

brigham young

s

8

successor as church president john

taylor slowly

discontinued the practice of calling out names during general conference by the
early and mid 1880s he began notifying perspective missionaries throughout the
year by mail or telegraph 9 these letters always carried the infamous box B as a

return address

an article in the millennial

star the churchs european periodical described

the general process of selecting missionaries in the last decade of the nineteenth
century local ecclesiastical leaders submitted names of men whom they deemed to

mission
fission leaders and missionaries frequently wrote letters to the editor of the
deseret news and other utah newspapers informing friends and saints of mission
conditions or relating various experiences they encountered the journal history and
the southern states mission historical records and minutes both at LDS church
archives are scrap books of such articles

charles flake diary 7 april 1883 special collections harold B lee library
brigham young university provo utah hereinafter abbreviated as HBLL
see william E hughes A profile of the missionaries of the church of jesus
1849 1900 MA thesis brigham young university 1986
christ of latterday
latter day saints 18491900
29 hughes theorized that the church s increased population coupled with the
25
2529
railroad which allowed missionaries to leave in any season caused this change in
procedure

64
be morally and spiritually qualified to do missionary duty

then general

authorities chose names from those lists upon receiving official notice of their
missionary call men were to reply regarding their willingness or ability to serve

then church

10

leaders sent an official follow
followup
up letter to the men that included

departure dates and other necessary information
missionaries typically had less than a month to prepare

for

example joshua

hawkes had only two weeks notice before he was requested to begin his journey

while working

a letter from the

notice that I1 was called on a mission

first presidency was handed to me giving me
and had but two weeks to prepare for

12

going

setting apart and ordination

all missionaries from the west were instructed to
city to

be set apart and ordained by a general

advice elder B H

pass through salt

lake

authority and receive some parting

forty two men each called
roberts recalled that he was one of fortytwo

thousands of such letters are contained in the first presidency missionary calls
and recommendations 18771918
1877 1918 historical department the church of jesus christ
of latterday
latter day saints salt lake city utah hereinafter abbreviated as church archives

the mormon

missionary

millennial star 31 august 1899552

joshua hawkes autobiography HBLL 20
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to various missions to be set apart

13

roberts noted that

all but two received

promises of a safe return from their mission he then wondered if it were
significant

that he did not receive such a promise

14

another missionary elder

george H carver noted that in addition to the ordination
fatherly advise sic

was given to us

a vast

amount of

but he failed to record the particulars

15

another missionary elder james hubbard outlined some of the instruction he

was

warned against over confidence cautioned about deceitful men counseled to avoid
relationships with women and instructed to seek the

holy spirit keep the

in the LDS church men and women are set apart as missionaries and given keys
of authority to do missionary work As part of the activity they are also counseled
instructed and blessed the term is
is derived from the symbolical act of being separated
nineteenth century LDS church history the
from the world leviticus 20 26 in nineteenthcentury
words ordain and set apart were synonymous see daniel H ludlow ed encyclopedia
of mormonism new york macmillian 1992 sv setting apart by dennis L

thompson
it was robertss opinion that this promise of safety was a relatively common
clause in ordinations roberts life story of brigham H roberts BH roberts
collection ax
bx 1 bk 1 p 70 ML A letter from sterling mcmurrin to everett cooley
ax 1 fd 2 explained that this work was an autobiography typed by robertss
in bx
daughter and secretary georgia roberts livingston
141t

george H

carver missionary journal june

at

church
headquarters elders were also instructed to report to the churchs historians office
so they could be listed in the missionary record a ledger of missionaries that included
names parents names as well as mothers maiden name birth date birthplace
1879

HBLL

baptismal date baptizer residence at time of call priesthood mission authority who
set them apart as well as departure and return dates the missionary record book B
was begun in 1860 and ended in 1894 this collection includes 5867 names incidently
book A reconstructed in the early twentieth century listed missionaries called between
1830 and 1859 although the exact origin of the missionary record is unknown it was
kept at the church presidents office and was begun under the direction of brigham
young one of brighams counselors or clerks may have even suggested the idea of
keeping a record of missionary activity telephone conversation with LDS church
archivist ron watt 19 march 1996 salt lake city utah
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commandments and eschew sin

16

traveling to the mission field

once the elders had completed their business in salt lake city they left for
their respective missions

17

five
fortyfive
utah this city forty

since the transcontinental rail line ran through ogden

miles north of salt

lake city became the departure hub

if family or friends lived nearby they usually accompanied the missionaries to the
depot elder george H carver noted that a large concourse of brethren and sisters
met at the depot to witness our departure

18

missionaries often left in groups although not all were destined for the same
mission some headed to europe others traveled to canada or to domestic
missions

the companies

eventually separated as each elder took his different route

HBLL
james hubbard diary 12 april 1895 HELL

missionary

training center a place
designed to teach missionaries about cultures languages and religion prior to departing
for their assigned areas days elders received no specialized language or proselyting

in the nineteenth century lacking

a premissionary
pre

training instead missionaries were to rely heavily on the holy spirit to help them
learn languages and to decide which topics they should preach the church did not
develop the missionary discussions formal lessons about the church and its doctrine
given to prospective members until the 1940s interestingly few missionaries were
required to learn languages in the late nineteenth century the missionary force was
primarily concentrated in the united states and england the majority of elders who
did travel to other countries tended to be natives who had emigrated to zion or whose
78 and rex thomas price the
17778
heritage stemmed from that country see hughes 177
mormon missionary of the nineteenth century phd diss university of wisconsin
madison 1991 91

carver june

1879

67

the long

hours on the train often induced reflection and contemplation of future

labors in some cases the train trek itself presented opportunities for missionary

work

19

the majority

of missionaries bound for the south and almost all who

returned from the region traveled through kansas city consequently a few elders
sites2 and meet important
took the opportunity to visit nearby church history sites20
people from the era of mormon settlement in western missouri

city trains usually

passed through st

221

from kansas

louis and then arrived at the missionarys

assigned region or in later years at mission headquarters in chattanooga

H roberts was traveling he explained that passengers from
another car discovered the missionaries presence on the train and requested that one
come talk to them roberts ax
bx 1 bk 1 p 70
while elder

B

these church history sites originated during the 1830s when the early saints
settled in jackson county missouri some of the sites included the temple lot in
independence missouri liberty jail and other sites from that era of church history

2for
for
ifor

example john morgan matthias cowley and nathan tanner all visited
david whitmer one of the three witnesses to the book of mormon morgan and
cowley also called on mormon advocate general alexander W doniphan john
morgan visited david whitmer twice first on 13 april 1882 with matthias cowley
as noted in a letter dated 20 april 1882 to john taylor and then again on 1 march
ax 1 vol 2 and bx
ax 1 fd 4 john hamilton morgan papers ML nathan tanner
1883 bx
met whitmer on 11 may 1886 see tanner diaries church archives john morgan
stated that doniphan retains a lively recollection of our people and of the peculiar
circumstances surrounding his association with them and of a visit some few years ago
cityj all with whom we came in contact treated us very kindly and we
to salt lake city
felt well repaid for our days delay it is significant that they were treated well because
the 27 october 1838 extermination order demanding all mormons evacuate the state
was not formally repealed until 25 june 1976 john hamilton morgan ax
bx 1 vol 2
morgan to john taylor 20 april 1882
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tennessee 22

arrival in mission

before the official mission headquarters was established in chattanooga in
1882 elders traveled directly to

their assigned areas this arrangement occasionally

caused problems for new missionaries notices of arriving elders did not always

travel quickly and if they did the problem of logistics had to be addressed senior
companions could not always meet new elders at the depots so these missionaries
were often required to travel to a rendezvous point over unfamiliar territory

elder rudger clawsons experiences are representative of those of others
nells station georgia clawson felt anxious
during this era upon his arrival at Var
varnelis

and lonely he was to meet his companion joseph standing in a small village
seventy miles away because no railroad traveled that way he was obliged to walk
over inferior or nonexistent southern roads

and with new poorfitting
poor fitting boots

24

to 1875 the mission had no official headquarters the mission
presidents field of labor was considered the administrative office by 1877 however
a small room that doubled as an office was rented in nashville tennessee mission
headquarters remained there until october 1882 when president john morgan moved
to chattanooga although no official reason exists morgans diary intimated that
cheaper railroad fares played a role in the decision to move see john morgans diary
entries 4499 october 1882 ax
bx 1 fd 4

from

1867

even southern cities had few paved streets until the 1890s see john B boles oge
ohe
the
souta
south through time A history of an american region englewood cliffs njprentice
NJ Prentice

hall

1995

384

clawson ax
bx

fd 1

p 33 his account during these first few days alone contains
many delightful stories and epitomizes a youthful but zealous elder
1
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later

once the mission headquarters settled in chattanooga the mission

president or more commonly because of his absence the mission secretary greeted
elders at the depot while in chattanooga the mission president or secretary often

took the new elders sightseeing

the

most common attractions were cameron

hill

chickamauga2525 the civil war
which overlooked the city lookout mountain chickamauga

battlefield and cemetery and later a large iron works plant

26

after

a day

or two

in chattanooga new elders received the names of their senior companions then
traveled to their assigned areas otherwise known as conferences

geography and climate

southern topography differs radically from that of the intermountain west
western north carolina and eastern tennessee are the only regions that contain
mountains reminiscent of the rockies many who served outside these two areas
often wrote about how much they missed the mountains of home perhaps this
explains why

lookout mountain and cameron hill seemed to top the elders

the battle

20 september 1863 having just sent
of chickamauga occurred on 19
1920
some of his troops to knoxville the confederate commander braxton bragg was
shorthanded when US grant arrived consequently the union army defeated the
confederates and as a result gained control of tennessee

charles flakes journal entry for 15 april 1883 also details his sightseeing
we then
he visited the cemetery where 12956 soldiers were laid away to rest
visited a colored meeting or place of baptism there was one that 1I thought was
posesed with evil spirits the way she hollowed and tumbaled
tum baled around but I1 found
afterwards that she was only posed with the holy ghost original spelling retained
diary HBLL
2elder
belder
elder
eider
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tourist list

another more important contrast between the south and west

is annual

precipitation because 71.3
713 percent of all SSM elders came from utah it is helpful to
understand the states climate between 1875 and 1898 northern utah averaged

16

inches of rainfall a year only four of those years 1875 1876 1878 and 1885

witnessed above average rainfall between 20 and 24 inches conversely southern

utah

averaged only 6.79
679 inches a year during this twentythree
twenty three year time period 27

coming from arid western deserts that averaged under

16 inches of rainfall most

missionaries experienced difficulty adjusting to a region with nearly three times that

amount 40 to 50 inches of rain per year

almost every journal meticulously recorded weather conditions especially
rain 28

all authors noted the numerous

occasions they walked in mud a miserable

experience that made the roads very disagreeable to travel

1121
29

one missionary

elder henry eddington remarked that he walked twenty miles in such
conditions

30

traveling in rain and mud exacted a high price from the elders often

causing physical exhaustion and undoubtedly contributing to a weakening of their

john A widtsoe and william peterson dodges geography of utah chicago
rand mcnally & company 1908 16
21john

nineteenth century
recording weather conditions appears to be common among nineteenthcentury
journal authors in the case of SSM missionaries perhaps their farming background
influenced the mention of weather or maybe the fact that few were accustomed to so
much rain prompted them to record such information

frederick morgan diaries

13

may 1890

henry eddington mission journal
to walking

as

fd

1

vol

1

9 june 1886 HBLL

mormon conveyance throughout his diary

HBLL

eddington often referred
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immune systems

the southern

heat and humidity plagued new elders who were not

accustomed to them elder john H gibbs explained the conditions

1II tell you
1

hot hot hot 1I take off my shirt at night and when 1I drop it down it drops like
dish rag and remains wet all night sweat cant sic describe it

31

it is
a

traveling in

halfempty
extreme heat and humidity often on half
empty stomachs also reduced
missionaries normal vitality and stamina

the souths

sweltering climate fostered large insect and reptile populations

other unhealthful features of the region elders from the west often made particular
notations of fleas ticks and snakes in their journals

for

example elder gibbs

explained to his wife that tennessee is blessed with insects
off all most sic any time in the day
snakes

32

this country

is also filled

we can pick them
with all kinds of

elder moses W taylor found fifteen fleas on his body but his

companion fared much worse

bro church looked like he had been covered for his

skin was so blotched that you could not find a clear place large enough to put your
finger on

33

ries elder
sometimes missionaries used humor to describe these unpleasantries
unpleasant

john M fairbanks playfully described his battle with fleas persecution raged high
but 1I faught
taught sic manfully and succeeded in killing six of the

last night

john H gibbs to louisa gibbs
12

ibid 21 april 1883 ax
bx 2

33m
moses
oses

W

taylor journal

fd
4

12

june

1883 ax
bx

1

fd 2

1

ax
july 1890 bx

1

fd 4

HBLL

HBLL
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which was composed entirely of flees sic

company

summarized his activities

spent the evening

1134
1114
34

fairbanks later

in athletic exercises with the fleas

they would bite and jump and I1 would kick & scratch

35

similarly elder charles

flake devoted an entire journal entry to insects
bro morrell reports all well in the lower part of the state mississippi
he also reports that they have some friends that stick close to them he
draws the photo of some as follows
and wants to know if 1I recognize
any of them and says 1I can get any size or color I1 want if I1 will just send in
my order and they will send me a live sample how 1I would like to get rid
sic for they are just coming in now in
of what we have here paris MS sic
full tilt 36

the southern

climate fostered such pests however elders probably encountered

them even more frequently because they typically found lodging with the poorer
social classes37
classes37 and because they often walked through wooded areas

even though missionaries joked about fleas ticks and insects some of these
bugs were actual threats to life

of the

nine elders who died of natural causes in the

HBLL fairbanks also
john M fairbanks mission diaries
dian
dlan es fd 6 22 march 1883 HELL
served an art mission to france in the 1890s elders from other missions even into the
twentieth century detail struggles with fleas see lucile C tate legrand richards
beloved apostle salt lake city bookcraft 1982 41 this book describes richardss
battles with fleas in the netherlands mission
i

ibid

flake

12

april

1884

under president J golden kimball in the early ibgos missionaries were

instructed to reach better classes of people see J golden kimball southern states
1892 1913 church
mission circular letter 20 february 1892 in henry foster papers 18921913
archives and heather M seferovich the golden years the southern states mission
administration of
ofj
ofaJ golden kimball history 690 paper 1994 21
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south

31
38

three succumbed to malaria or yellow fever two to typhoid fever

to pneumonia and the last two list no cause of death

440

39
31

two

numerous other

missionaries contracted these diseases but they eventually recovered or were sent

home

many elders particularly those in the swampy areas of south carolina and

tennessee became infected with malaria some cases were so acute that missionaries
either asked or were instructed to return home

of the

237 elders who left the

mission because of sickness between 18771898
1877 1898 chills and fever seems to have been

the most common culprit 41

the italian

word malaria translates literally as bad air

this translation

reveals the pre
1880 notions that swamp gases triggered the ailment in 1880
pre1880

however scientists discovered parasites in malaria patients blood samples eighteen
years later researchers finally determined that the disease was transmitted through

anopheles mosquitoes malarias incubation period ranges from one to three days

3this
athis number
this

excludes the missionaries who were murdered

not spread by insects but rather through food and water
contaminated with infected human or animal excrements this is further evidence of
the unhealthful circumstances to which the SSM elders were exposed
39

39typhoid fever
typhoid

is

record of
southern states mission historical records and minutes
1877 1898 reel 1 church archives no
missionaries in the southern states mission 18771898
cause of death was listed for the remaining two missionaries
missionary record books B & C church archives and southern states mission
historical records and minutes
record of missionaries in the southern states
1898 reel 1 church archives these two sources indicate when elders
mission 1877
18771898
returned because of sickness or ill health however neither lists specific illnesses the
deduction that malaria caused many elders to return home is based on reading
numerous diaries reminiscences and family histories
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victims commonly complain of fever chills headaches and weakness

to alleviate

such symptoms nineteenthcentury
nineteenth century remedies prescribed quinine and quinidine
quin icline

once people become infected with malaria and survived the initial attack they
commonly suffered relapses months or even years later 4241 further some strains of
the parasites could remain in the affected persons body for up to thirty years
reducing his or her resistance to other diseases SSM elders typically referred to
malaria

as

the chills and fever

no

age group

or social class escaped the disease in

the south

yellow fever also took its toll on several SSM elders this diseases
incubation period is three times longer than that of malaria ranging from three and
six days symptoms include a jaundiced coloring fever headaches backaches

nausea vomiting and sometimes internal bleeding moreover yellow fever can
cause degeneration of internal organs

after initial infection many patients recover

long immunity but an unlucky five to ten percent die within two
lifelong
and retain a life
weeks of contracting the disease

443

because the symptoms of yellow fever and

see the new grolier multimedia encyclopedia 1993 sv malaria by robert
herman john duffy the impact of malaria on the south in disease and
distinctiveness in the american south eds todd L savitt and james harvey young
29 33 and mary E stovall
knoxville university of tennessee press 1988 2933
to be
nineteenth century
to do and to suffer responses to illness and death in the nineteenthcentury
96 malaria continued to be a
9596
south journal of mississippi history 52 may 1990 95
problem in the south until the 1940s
42

asee
see the new grolier multimedia encyclopedia 1993 sv yellow fever by J
4see
michael S dixon jo ann carrigan yellow fever scourge of the south in disease
55 78 and mary E stovalls article
and distinctiveness in the american south 5578
to be
nineteenthcentury
to do and to suffer responses to illness and death in the nineteenth
century
central south dr stovall identified several yellow fever epidemics the worst of

75

malaria are so similar most missionaries used the names of the two ailments

interchangeably since victims of yellow fever never have relapses 1I am led to
believe that more missionaries suffered from malaria since many complained of

bouts with chills and fever later in life A southern mission was not just
immediately hazardous but could affect elders health for years afterward

44
4

traveling without purse or scrip

from its inception in

1830

church missionaries generally followed the new

testaments ancient apostles injunction of traveling without purse or scrip 445 thus
nineteenth century mormon missionaries believed they were to depend upon gods
nineteenthcentury
mercy and the generosity of the people they encountered for food and lodging

the

churchs modern revelation in the doctrine and covenants endorsed the practice of
the ancient apostles and commanded contemporary elders to follow their
example

46
41

this
tha
thiI s mode
1

of operation was a test for both the missionary and the

people he contacted it encouraged faith on the part of the missionary and sacrifice

which occurred in 1878 the last epidemic struck in 1879 however the majority of
mission diaries deal with the disease in the 1880s and 1890s

david cannon autobiography HBLL after serving
south his health was weakened for years and he soon died
see
44see

a brief mission

see doctrine and covenants 846295
8462 95 95matthew
matthew 10910
109 10 and

41

2225 22356
22356
8477 78
doctrine & covenants 2418 847778

86

to the

luke 68 93 104

76

for both

1117
47

defending this traveling method one church leader remarked

mode of preaching the gospel came from the

lord and who

our

dare be so

wisdom4848
presumptuous as to question his wisdom

richard L jensen has commented extensively upon this model of missionary
work calling it the essence of early mormonism

he

recognized that within the

latter day saint

LDS community traveling without purse or scrip represented

values and stood for a certain combination of faith courage and resourcefulness

traveling in this mode was

as much a rite of passage

49

to the vast numbers of older

men who traveled this way in the early days of the church

as

it was an economic

necessity

while having many obvious disadvantages this method of traveling did
possess some benefits most elders would not have been financially able to fully

time
fulltime
support themselves as well as their families at home while serving a full
mission even though few elders traveled with absolutely no money they spent

what little they had very frugally usually only when they had missed several

richard L jensen without purse or scrip financing latterday
latter day saint
missionary work in europe in the nineteenth century journal of mormon history
1219854

T golden kimball our

as
4s

missions and missionary work the
ohe contributor 15
obe
550 because of such statements jensen remarked that relatively few who
guly
ouly
uly 1894
1894550
spoke or wrote wished to acknowledge its gradual demise or to speak positively of
alternative approaches 10

jensen

13

77

consecutive meal or when hosts demanded payment

50

moreover this type of

traveling ended up being an effective missionary tool it required missionaries to
mingle with families and more baptisms resulted from these intimate associations

than from elders mass meetings

51

finally SSM president J golden kimball

believed this method produced powerful faith in the missionaries

majority of men with few exceptions

the

great

cannot exercise the same faith when

provided with plenty of money as can the poor humble dependent servant of

god who

feels that he is no better than his master

52

because missionaries tended to travel without purse or scrip they wandered

from house to house rarely spending more than one night in the same place unless

church members or relatives hosted them because elders regular itineraries
necessitated constant travel missionaries typically walked between one and twenty
lies
lles
iles
miles
a day and occasionally more elder oliver belnap recalled how he and his
m
i

when missionaries bought food they most often purchased

10

soda crackers occasionally they supplemented the crackers with 10
cheese or a small can of sardines

cents worth of
cents worth of

at these ideas independently 1I learned that historian chad orton
noted similar benefits in a family history project orton listed three advantages first
it allowed church leaders to call on missions men who might not otherwise be able
to serve because of financial constraints second in an era of few members and even
fewer branches outside utah it allowed for greater contact between the local members
and the missionaries often the members only link to the church
third it
allowed missionaries to discuss the gospel with individuals who might not otherwise
have taken the opportunity to listen to the elders
southern states missionary copy
in possession of author

after arriving

J golden kimball our missions and missionary work this statement was
probably made in an attempt to persuade elders and their families that going without
purse or scrip was the best method of travel in practice however few missionaries
traveled entirely without financial resources in the 1890s
52

78

companion walked until they began to get foot sore and some what stiffened in the

this condition necessitated

knee joints

an occasional foot bath to keep down

inflammation thus making our progress slow

53

traveling such great distances on foot or
conveyance

54

was physically taxing

as one elder called it

and many missionaries did

mormon

so on empty or

nearly empty stomachs elder henry eddington casually recorded one day that he
had traveled 10 miles had no dinner

55

occasionally some elders were able to

snack on fruit or raw vegetables by the roadsides

56

despite such hardships elders generally managed to receive enough food to
sustain their demanding regimen of walking and they slept indoors more often than

outdoors southerners in general treated the elders well and kept them fed elder

briant copley clerk of the south alabama conference wrote

lake city deseret news extolling southern hospitality it

a

letter to the salt

is a well known fact

that

the people of the south are the most hospitable of any in america and we elders
are taught a lesson in charity

and unselfishness that time

can not obliterate

1157
57

even though southerners were hospitable missionaries could not idly wait
walt to

51

oliver belnap diaries

15

october

1889

church archives

elder henry eddington used this term throughout his diary
eddington

12

may 1886

1 31 may 1890 2 june 1890 11 june 1890 fd
see frederick morgan fd 1 vol 131
2 vol 2 8 september 1891 and 14 october 1891 and willis E robison papers 29
16

june 1883
57r
briant

copley southern states mission manuscript history

5

november 1893

79

receive their help they had to request it however asking for food and lodging

required a lot of nerve and not a little desperation elder rudger clawson described

the inhibition he felt the first time he asked for a meal while traveling to meet his
new companion he became very hungry and came upon an unpretentious home

he

concluded to ask for a meal of victuals something 1I had never done in all my

previous life 1I shrank at the idea 1I felt embarrassed 1I felt humiliated it seemed to
me 1I would be acting the role of a beggar

however hunger pains helped expedite

his rationalization and diminish his fears clawson remembered a scripture

the

laborer is worthy of his hire doctrine & covenants 8479 and upon
further reflection 1I readily perceived that the true gospel of jesus christ
involving the principle of salvation which I1 was authorized to offer the
woman would more than offset the value of the food given a thousand
times thus reasoning I1 felt perfectly justified in boldly asking for something
to eat

the woman

invited him in and fed him

at the end

of the meal clawson thanked

his hostess and explained his mission the woman was not interested so he

continued his journey

58

many missionaries had difficulty adjusting to the southern diet
bill of fare at this time consisted of corn bread bacon and coffee

59

the typical

A close

examination of missionaries diaries and letters reveals that initially these staples
often caused severe indigestion and heartburn

ax
clawson bx
eddington

1

fd

1

60

one missionary wrote it will

be

34

141

see gibbs to louisa H gibbs 16 mar 1883 ax
bx 2 fd 1 and gibbs to louisa H
gibbs nd between 28 april 1883 and 17 may 1883 FIBLL
HBLL it took elder gibbs two
months to adjust to this diet

80

some time perhaps before we can accustom ourselves to their

food

1I

do not

feel as well as I1 would like to it is biliousness 1I think 1I expect the pig meat does

h me
with
not agree wit

1161
61

some elders also mentioned their encounters with new and regional or exotic
foods

for

example one recorded the first time he ate cornbread 62 one his first

sweet potato

63

64
turtle64
and another his first opossum
one his first turtle

the south

665

whose hospitality has occasionally reached folkloric proportions
i

generally provided for most of the missi
missionaries
onan es needs sometimes southerners
missionan
missional

hosted missionaries
missionaries with little or no persuasion elder edward crowther explained

that a mr hoi
hol sic

received him and his companion very kindly and we

conversed with them about the gospel

all missionaries were not

1166
66

always this fortunate sometimes they encountered

gfrederick
6frederick morgan fd 1 vol 1 20 march 1890 As if the food werent bad
cfrederick
frederick
enough the sanitation level varied from house to house once elder morgan wrote
that he had trouble stomaching his food since the hosts were very untidy and the
house fairly stinks fd 1 vol 1 25 april 1890 elder john henry gibbs also recorded
a similar experience with sanitation and food see gibbs papers letter to louisa gibbs
ax 2 fd 4 HBLL
11 january 1884 bx

eddington 2 may 1886 cornbread had been a staple during the nauvoo period
of church history but these missionaries were second and third generations long
removed from nauvoo obviously cornbread did not continue to be a common food
for many utah families
joseph E johnson personal journal of the travels and experiences of joseph E
johnson of huntington utah to the southern states typescript 3 HBLL
64fredenck morgan
frederick

21

willis E robison ax
bx
16

june 1890
1

fd 3

11

october

1883

edward crowther diaries 26 january 1886 church archives

81

difficulty when seeking entertainment

their term for lodging elder oliver

belnaps experience illustrates this point one night he and his companion
approached a house

tired and hungry and foot sore

was not prepared to keep strangers

one sic away at this time of night

the

bite
man a mr Arga
argabite
argarite

but he did not particularly want to turn any
mrs argabite
bite explained how she had washed
Arga
argarite

clothes all day so there would be no bed and that she was too tired to fix supper

the missionaries

quickly assured her their only necessities would be a blanket and

floor 67 when the argabites
Arga bites still hesitated belnap appealed to their sympathies

a

if

we cannot get to stay here we will have to lie out before we can get to another

dont

house and the people will be in bed
account we can do without supper

sic go

to any bother on our

belnap concluded his journal entry by

commenting they had received entertainment just by a scratch

and we

thanked god for it and not particularly the man for had not the lord softened his
heart we would have laid out that night

68

missionaries periodically encountered unfriendly people who turned them
away at night

for

example elder

henry eddington and

his companion reported

that a mr amos willey offered lodging however when willey discovered they
men to be mormon elders he revoked the offer saying if we were of any other

cormons
denomination but mormons
Mor mons we could stay but no mormon could stay with

be much more comfortable than waking up saturated in the
thick morning dew

this would

belnap

8

july

1889

souths
souths

82
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him

in some cases when missionaries were denied lodging they tried to find
other types of shelter such
barns and houses

70

as

unlocked school houses or churches or abandoned

however some missionaries occasionally endured the

unpleasant experience of having to sleep outdoors elder willard bean and his

companion solicited for lodging one evening home after home turned a deaf ear
some saying that they never entertain strangers

nevertheless the men retained

hope that someone would help them so they continued until we could see no

more lighted houses then we headed into the woods held prayer then assembled
enough oak leaves to made sic a soft pallet and curled up for the night

this

was

particularly arduous since it occurred sometime in january or february extremely
unpleasant months to sleep outdoors even in the south

71

missionaries occasionally performed chores for their hosts obviously as a

type of payment and as a goodwill gesture president william spry even encouraged
elders to labor with the saints both spiritually and temporally

72

such work

typically occurred during the planting and harvest seasons and was performed

ahenry
6henry
henry C eddington mission journal 6 july 1886

elder willis E robison and his companion had been refused lodging
they found an unlocked church and slept on the pews the two men took turns
guessing which domination owned the church robisons companion thought it
belonged to the Campbel
campbellites
lites on account of it being so neatly finished but
after
lying on the benches all night I1 told him that 1I thought that it was hard sides
baptist ax
bx 1 fd 3 15 june 1884
OBe
because
cause

willard washington bean autobiography church archives 32
12

belnap

13

september 1889

83

exclusively at members or serious investigators houses while visiting joseph

hiatts

investigators7373 of the church elder frederick morgan
family longtime
long time investigators

and his companion helped harvest

hiatts

tobacco crop4eider
crop74 eider
elder joseph E johnson

and his companion helped their host a brother spradlin aged 93 build a new corn
crib75 and elder john M fairbanks helped a local member plant potatoes
crib

71
76

occasionally missionaries encountered people who wished to charge for

the prices

their hospitality

77
piece77
however
a piece

varied from a nominal ten cent fee to that of one dollar

the usual price seemed to run about fifty cents each some

hosts requested payment but then invited the missionaries to return elder john M
acts for stoping
fairbanks commented that they payed stc
sloping sic all night mr C
sic 50 cts

sic invited us to call again

1171
78

charging guests was not an uncommon practice in the nineteenth
nineteenthcentury
century

the

term investigator is used to designate people who express interest in the
church and who study the religions teachings and doctrines
september 1891 fd 2 vol 1 six days later he and his
companion helped a local member bro P sic having decided to cut his tobacco crop
we all volunteered to assist him 22 september 1890 the churchs word of wisdom
was not strictly enforced until the 1930s

frederick morgan

74

71jobnson
johnson
76

11

16

november 1886

76fairbanks 7 may 1883
fairbanks

A mr gardener sic of tennessee charged elder george H carver and his
and causing him so much trouble we paid it
companion one dollar for staying
and continued our journey missionary journal 25 july 1879 HBLL when elder
henry eddington and his companion stopped overnight with a mr brown of north
carolina they were charged ten cents each for our lodgings mission journal 6 july
1886 HBLL
77

7fairbanks
fairbanks

8

april

1883

84

wyatt brown explained that wayfarers who arrived unexpectedly
south bertram wyattbrown
and without letters of introduction or claim of kinship ties rarely received
recognition if southerners did choose to host strangers they had the prerogative to
exact a fee from their guests to defray the costs of the host and even to make him
a

profit

wyatt
brown noted that
wyattbrown

from stranger and

2

fees had two purposes

1

to distinguish relative

to signify the hosts termination of obligation

79

consequently missionaries could not presume to travel with absolutely no
money because they never knew if they would be charged for food or lodging

80

most of the money they received came from friends and relatives usually at the
beginning of the mission

81

occasionally home wards parishes would pool their

funds and send money to needy elders elder willis E robison received a letter

from his home bishop containing 25 that had been contributed by members of
the scipio ward to assist me in my labors in the missionary field

1182
1112
82

similarly

sic had donated one
elder frederick morgan noted that the saints of the 15th wd stcsic

bertram wyatt
brown southern honor ethics and behavior in the old south new
wyattbrown
york oxford university press 1982 334
336
334336

president elias

kimball attempted to solve this situation by 1897 all
missionaries were to deposit their funds in the office and to keep an account there if
elders carried no money they could truthfully tell people they traveled without purse
or scrip see elias S kimball to john W taylor 4 june 1897 reel 3 church archives
S

elder george H carver explained many of my friends and relatives assisted
very liberally by presenting me with money and things that would be necessary and
beneficial to me while absent from home carver missionary journal june 1879
FIBLL
HBLL

robison

10

july

1883

ax
bx

1

fd

3

85

hundred dollars to be equally divided among rob john and I1

83

missionaries

record using this money to purchase clothing and to pay unexpected charges for

hospitality

having money did not always ensure comfortable lodgings or regular meals
however

for

example elder

lodgings
iod 91ings from four oclock
lod
bed

henry G boyle and his companion had been denied

pm till

so late at night that the people had all gone to

even when they informed potential hosts that they could pay nominal fees

84
14

joe gray taylor explained that southern hospitality was not always
unconditional and that strangers automatically aroused suspicion

85

bertram wyatt-

brown further interpreted the rules governing strangers hosts became more
discretionary with strangers than with relatives or friends and only few were
stranger than these itinerant mormon missionaries

LDS missionaries curiosities and novelties

during the late nineteenth century many southern counties had not been

frederick morgan

17

september 1890

fd

1

vol

1

henry G boyle trip from virginia to north carolina juvenile instructor
171882212 in this particular case boyle stated that this failure was not owing to our
cormons
being mormons
other elders occasionally encountered discrimination because of
mons
Mor
their religious affiliation in this case boyle and his companion fortuitously discovered
an unlocked school house in which they were able to spend the night see also willis
E robison ax
bx 1 fd 3 30 june 1884 HBLL
nking
aking and visiting in the south baton rouge
drinking
joe gray taylor eating dri
louisiana state university press 1982 132

86

canvassed by LDS elders in any given year between 1875 and 1882 fewer than 100
missionaries were scattered among ten southern states thereafter fewer than 125
elders labored in the south each year until the early 1890s when the entire

missionary force swelled

when missionaries finally arrived in previously uncanvassed regions they
discovered that rumors had preceded them As a result they often aroused curiosity
and attracted attention not unlike circus sideshows elder joseph E johnson
explained his feelings when he arrived in an uncanvassed region

long way from home

the people

1

I feel like I1 was a

stare at me like 1I was some kind of a curiosity

we being the first mormons they ever saw

they

were awfully afraid of us

86

A

few days later he and his companion moved on to another town and experienced
liar
ssimilar
imiilar

treatment

december 22 1886 went to eaden

sic

10 miles stayed at

the

price hotel As soon as the word got around that there were mormons in town they
gathered there to see the show and we had a grand setto
set to with them

87

similarly

elder willis E robison and his companion were the first to visit another county
being the first mormons that had been in that neighborhood we attracted no little

attention and met with some incidence sic that were amusing if not ludicrous

unfortunately robison neglected to include the humorous details

although this extreme curiosity made missionaries feel uncomfortable it

5 7
johnson 57
87

ibid 7

robison

3

may 1883

88

87

sometimes worked to their advantage in some cases townspeople flocked to see the
elders these crowds however were often a captive audience elder johnson

recorded that at one particular meeting it was quite a show for the people to get

to see a mormon

89

elder robison also had similar experiences he and his

companion held a meeting in an uncanvassed neighborhood

it being the first time

the elders had preached in that locality the people turned out in masses to hear
us

if

90

thus

missionaries seemed to be a novelty in some areas and this in turn

helped them share their message

this

same elder robison also recorded another amusing incident

he and

his

companion visited blue creek humphreys county tennessee while a circus was
in town

one of the

side shows immediately attracted their attention

there was

what was said to be the fat mormon boy who was not much less elder john
lohn

henry gibbs asked him

utah

991

a few questions which convinced us

that he had never seen

obviously this stout sideshow attraction intrigued many visitors

persecution92
prejudice and persecution92

in the nineteenth century the LDS church existed outside the realm of
see also pp
41 43
ap 14 4143

johnson

10

robison

25 march 1883

ibid 31 october 1883
911bld

this section

overview
to give only a brief over
view of the topic
discussed in greater depth in chapter 5
is intended

the subject

is

88

mainstream christianity theologically it was at odds with orthodox ecumenical
needs to which the other churches swore

the LDS churchs

doctrine of plural

marriage offended most southerners who held to contemporary victorian values of

monogamous marriage moreover polygamy was often misinterpreted and

although most people considered polygamy repugnant before

misunderstood

93

1879 once the

US supreme court ruled against plural marriage in reynolds v

united states elders constantly came under attack for their belief in the principle

the
94

in effect this case elevated polygamy into a higher profile issue

lurid rumors about polygamy and mormons circulated throughout the
nation in the 1880s and 1890s concerted reform campaigns also capitalized on the
rumors and attempted to abolish the practice furthermore most newspaper
coverage was far from complimentary

995

some southerners believed LDS

missionaries were out to destroy marriages steal wives perform nude baptisms and

9since
since slavery and polygamy were dubbed the twin relics of barbarism one could
assume some southerners asked why they had to relinquish their slaves while the
mormons retained their wives however missionary diaries frequently commented on
the regions double standard since many southern men had black mistresses and
illegitimate children but still seemed to be repulsed by plural marriage for the
southern reaction see david buice A stench in the nostrils of honest men southern
democrats and the edmunds act of 1882 dialogue A journal of mormon thought

autumn 1988100113
1988100 113
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71
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89

smuggle women to

utah 96 john morgan

was probably referring to such tales when

he stated that many strange and peculiar ideas prevail in regard to the objects and

day saints 97 such rumors combined with orchestrated negative
latterday
intents of latter

mormon press and churches promoted prejudice
information coming from the anti
antimormon
and encouraged opposition consequently many southern churches prohibited
missionaries from preaching in their buildings

98

and some ministers persuaded

their congregations to simply avoid the elders meetings
As for persecution individuals or sometimes vigilante groups threatened the

well meaning southerner advised a missionary to omit
missionaries in one case a wellmeaning
his testimony of joseph smith and the book of mormon from his sermon

he

intimated that I1 did not know how much danger 1I was in and said there were men
who were willing to gore me through for my testimony

tanner recorded in

however elder nathan

his journal that his testimony of these things was the reason he

was preaching otherwise he would go home

he then explained that he

feared

see james thompson lisonbee correspondence fd 1121
21 february 1877 church
archives john M fairbanks 23 and 27 may 1883 SSM historical records and
minutes series 11 august 1884 church archives edward crowther 26 january 1886
and Z S taylor journal 21 july 1886 HBLL see also the previous discussion of
polygamy in chapter 2 elders were not allowed to take plural wives while serving
i
married
ed another wife in st louis while john brown was
missions one missionary marn
68 brown chastised him then immediately sent him home
mission president 1867
186768
word quickly circulated through both official and unofficial channels that such
behavior would not be tolerated
96

ax
john morgan bx

1

vol

2

deseret news 9 september 1893

asee
see walter brown posey religious strife on the southern frontier baton rouge
9see
louisiana state university press 1965 69

90

gods judgments
A salt

more than those of a mob

91

lake city deseret news article describing the missionaries

unpopularity in the south advised them to be as wise as serpents and as harmless
as doves

100
150

1891 94 and elias
mission presidents J golden kimball 189194

S

kimball

1894 98 both instructed missionaries to emphasize positive acts and downplay
189498

negative ones especially to relatives and friends at home J golden kimball advised
acts of kindness toward them and he

his missionaries to remember southerners

pleaded for elders not to speak of isolated cases of mobbing and whipping loi101

his brother elias informed the

elders

it is extremely unwise and imprudent and

worse than folly for elders to write to their families or to newspapers startling

his rationale

accounts of ill treatment or of mob violence

inhibited missionary work and

was twofold

it caused unhappiness at home

2

1

it

102

missionaries elder
applying such instruction was sometimes difficult for missionaries

robert urie explained his situation
have been striving for that spirit of love for mankind that so characterized
our lord and savior but you know that is so hard to love those that hate
and despise you 1I did not know we were so much the victims of such
feelings untill sic 1I came here but 1I do not care how much im hated for
the gospels sake that hatred does not condemn me unless it exists in my
1I

nathan tanner diaries

19

august

A voice from the swamps
deseret news 19 may 1888

mJ golden kimball circular
1892
1913 fd 2 church archives
18921913

leilas
elias
eilas

S

1884

church archives

mormon missionaries mobbed in mississippi

letter

kimball circular letter

25

20

february 1892 in henry foster papers

march 1896 church archives

91

own heart

103

undoubtedly elder urie was not alone in such feelings for many missionaries this
was their first experience outside the intermountain west and the mormon cultural

region

to a certain extent

they had been sheltered from having to justify and

preach their beliefs to others thus the individual missionaries had little direct
personal experience with prejudice and persecution until they arrived in the south

cormons
Mor mons many southerners did believe
in spite of the general bias against mormons
1891 96 more than 1760 elders
1887 89 and 189196
the missionaries message from 188789

baptized 3839 people

134
104

however some postponed baptism because of pressure

from family friends and neighbors or because of fear of reprisals from the
community

for

example elder william winn explained how a woman wished to

be baptized but her husband was very bitterly opposed to it and he told her that

when she went out of his door to get baptized she should never enter it again

when her sister and friends turned against her

105

she chose not to be baptized

because of the frequency of such scenarios missionaries felt frustrated sometimes

months and even years had to pass before they could see the fruit of their labors
SSM elders encountered

both prejudice and persecution prejudice inhibited

missionary work and evangelization persecution often involved bodily harm but to

OR
arobert
orobert
robert urie to parents
obert

see chapter

3

19

december 1897 church archives

for more information on these statistics

william H winn letters 23 january 1879 HBLL under president john
morgan missionaries were required to obtain consent from husbands before baptizing
their wives see john morgan ax
bx 1 fd 7 7 may 1885

92

some missionaries persecution was an external validation that they were doing
106
gods work lys
although

prejudice and persecution frustrated many elders

persecution produced stronger reactions among the missionaries historically the

american south has been characterized by

a

predisposition for violence intense

persecution against LDS missionaries was particularly pronounced in the american

south for more than three decades A hierarchy of persecution existed which
escalated from written threats to verbal harassment to physical assaults and

finally even to attempted murder and murder missionaries could never predict
which threats would be acted upon constant uncertainty
uncerta
incertai nty and anxiety characterized

their southern sojourn

one missionary quoted a contemporary newspaper article there

was no

more law against killing mormons than there was rattle snakes sic and if they
come on his place he would take his gun and blow their brains out

107

such

statements were not always idle talk between 1879 and 1898 five missionaries were

elder charles flake illustrated such feelings perfectly in his 7 april 1884 diary
entry last night we was talking of how every thing was and I1 made the remark that
there was so little opposition 1I feared we werent doing our duty but my fears were
sic hello wm & 1I walked
sic some one hollwed sir
soon dispelled for about 9 oclock jic
sic
sic
out brother call had gone to bed two men stood at the fence and refused to answer
on
when we spoke As we approached them we could see that they were disguised
our drawing near we could see that one had a shot gun and they boath sic had
something tied around their heads however we recognized the speaker as buck howell
mrs leggitts brother but could not tell for sure who the other was HBLL

redrick reddin allred diary

8

july

1886

church archives
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killed in the SSM
mobs

log
108

and countless others were beaten or physically abused by

tog
109

to

1878 88 and
help stem the tide of persecution presidents john morgan 187888

1891 94 instructed their elders to began working diligently to
J golden kimball 189194

allay prejudice by the early ibgos allaying prejudice was emphasized so much that
some elders considered it to be almost as important as converting souls and

performing baptisms various americanization policies such as abandoning
polygamy and baptizing people from higher social classes helped allay prejudice

110
iio
ilo

conclusion

nineteenth
nineteenthcentury
century missionary life could be physically emotionally and
spiritually taxing elder charles flake explained his situation

here 1I am without

pigate sic a doctrine that the
propigate
friends and with but very little money trying to propagate
pro

very name of which brings reproach to my ca rictor sic among the so called
see william W hatch there Is no law A history ofmormon
of mormon civil relations
in the southern states new york vantage press 1968 hatch examines each of the
murders in this book

no statistical information exists on the number
ino

of elders who were abused by
vigilante groups and many more incidents occurred than were reported moreover
mobs abuse was not solely confined to the missionaries sometimes mobs vented their
anger on those who housed and fed elders mobs even abused some of the animals the
missionaries used laura church a saint in tennessee occasionally loaned her horse
traveler to sick elders or conference presidents several missionaries had borrowed him
viand
and he had suffered for the gospels sic sake because a mob had cropped both his
129
ears and his tail roberts 128
128129
see seferovich
bosee
losee
iosee

12 16 32

94
111
christian soc
sic world lii

to endure such circumstances would

require a person to

have unyielding belief in his religion exceptional courage and a strong sense of

commitment and purpose
in spite of the less than ideal circumstances many missionaries described

their time in the south

as being invaluable

elder james hubbard explained

it his mission surely has been a great experience giving me knowledge and
experience which I1 consider invaluable also a testimony of the truth of the
1I have made quite a number of friends and have most always been
work
treated very kindly by the good people of the south many of whom 1I
greatly love

112

this summary of one elders mission

is representative of many others

these men

matured both emotionally and spiritually through the course of their work many
maturedboth
also developed a deep love and respect for southerners as well as stronger faith in

their religion in the same passage elder hubbard further disclosed

1

I have

experienced some of the most supremely happy moments of my life while at times
I1 have been greatly tried

113

yet he had no regrets

missionaries faced constant uncertainty each day where would they travel

where would they find food shelter people to teach places to preach would they
stay healthy would they be ogled and inspected by curiosity seekers would they

encounter prejudice or be the victims of persecution these issues and activities as
indicated in their own records dominated elders daily schedules furthermore such

lii
111flake
plake
Flake
111i

diary

11

11hubbard
hubbard 23

113

ibid

14

may 1884 HBLL

march 1897
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third generation elders feel a sense of
experiences probably helped these second and thirdgeneration
first generation church missionaries who endured similar
community with firstgeneration
circumstances

an

article in the contributor succinctly summarizes SSM life and the

missionaries reactions to it
he the elder is a wanderer with tired limbs and blistered feet night
overtakes him but he has no place to lay his head men refuse him shelter
because of his faith he is hungry friendless yet not downcast for whatever
experiences he may be called upon to pass through the comforting influence
of the holy ghost cheers his heart even in the midst of tribulation to
paraphrase the language of paul he is troubled on every side but not
distressed he is perplexed but not in despair persecuted but not forsaken
cast down but not destroyed being reviled he blesses being defamed he
entreats being persecuted he suffers it 114

extant diaries with very few exceptions retain this sense of optimism amid terrible
trials and challenging circumstances

the

SSM acted as a training ground for

utah

born saints in the south LDS missionaries were exposed to new people a different
culture a new climate and sometimes different world views

the

SSM in one sense

acted as a catalyst transforming refining and maturing the men who labored there

and the persecution

LDS missionaries encountered in the SSM was arguably the

chief catalyst in their maturation

horatio A mormon elder in the southern states the contributor 6188532627

CHAPTER

persecution

5

IN THE SOUTHERN STATES MISSION

civil war duels to the ku klux klan to fervent family feuds the
precivil
from pre
american south has long been plagued with a dubious distinction for violence H
C brearley identified the south as that portion of the united states lying below

the smith and wesson line

1

As of 1886 the southern states mission SSM had been in operation for only
eleven years yet its infamous reputation for violence and persecution disturbed

potential elders while other church missions suffered occasional organized
persecution mob influence was particularly pronounced in the american south in
1886 an unnamed elder from

ogden utah received

southern states his reaction
earth but the southern states

a call

to serve

save me from that horrible place
2

his initial response

a mission

any

to the

place on

reveals the hesitancy associated

with serving in the south

the elders

local friends also expressed familiarity with the missions

H C brearley

as

quoted by sheldon hackney

southern violence

american

historical review 29 february 1969 906
missionary field an advocate of mobocracy experience in the
87 journal history of the church of jesus christ of latterday
1887
south 20 january 18
latter day
saints historical department the church of jesus christ of latterday
latter day saints
hereinafter cited as JH and church archives respectively

H
WH

the
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conditions one man remarked that he did not envy the missionarys assignment
and was grateful he did not receive the appointment himself another man even
counseled him

prepare your back for the hickory withes

the south

3

had been the scene of devastating violence of war for years when

LDS missionaries finally reentered the region in 1867 most southerners cultural
and political loyalties and assumptions were formed through politics the media and

from the pulpit which was controlled by a social elite whose status had been tied to

thus radical reconstruction and carpetbag

slavery the very object of the conflict

nonsoutherners nor did it endear
governments did not create a favorable image of non
southerners
newly arrived outsiders to native southerners As a result some southerners
despised or distrusted foreigners and it is not surprising that they greeted LDS

missionaries mostly westerners

4

with hostility one historian explaining cool

receptions given to elders suggested that mormon missionaries may have been
viewed as spiritual carpetbaggery
carpetbaggers
carpet baggers

5

whatever the reasons the american south was

sometimes a brutal host to LDS elders

6

id
ibid

of the
utah

1693 elders who served in the
and 69 in other western states

1867 1898
south from 18671898

1188 were

bom in
born

avid buice all alone and none to cheer me the southern states mission
david
avld
diaries of J golden kimball dialogue A journal of mormon thought 24 spring
post civil war south northerners and to some extent any non
199138 in the postcivil
southerners were viewed as meddlesome cultural imperialists western mormon
is
is

what buice

not directed solely toward LDS missionaries

as will be

missionaries could have also been characterized in similar terms and that
carpetbaggers
is alluding to when calling LDS elders spiritual carpetbaggery
carpet baggers
gof
of course violence was

explained later in the chapter

98

elders weathered currents of persecution in the SSM for more than three

they endured everything from verbal threats to murder uncertainty and

decades

anxiety characterized their southern sojourn

southern states mission between 1875 and

the

history of persecution in the

1898 presents a

story of persistent

harassment abuse and violence directed toward LDS missionaries

persecution defined

persecution is an emotionally charged and sometimes ambiguous word within

the LDS culture 7 trying to establish a clear definition for this thesis proved to be

the US

somewhat tricky

legal system does not define terms such as persecution

since they can usually be reduced to simpler elements such as libel or assault and

battery

8

A modern dictionary defines persecution as

1
L

ill
illtreatment
treatment esp because of race religion or beliefs 2

to oppress

or harass with

to annoy persistently

9

twentieth century ideals a nineteenthcentury
nineteenth century
because this definition reflects late twentiethcentury

thank richard jensen for calling this problem to my attention in
his comments on my paper save me from that horrible place the southern states
1875 1905 at the 1994 mormon history association meeting in park city
mission 18751905
utah for general information on persecution see leonard J arrington and davis
ohe
ad ed urbana university of
the mormon experience 2d
bitton early persecutions oge
17

I would like to

illinois press 1982

conversation with

dr gary doxey

14

march 1996 provo utah

ad ed new york houghton mifflin company
Me american heritage dictionary 3d
meamerican
the
1992
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dictionary was consulted websters 1828 dictionary defined persecution as the
infliction of pain punishment or death upon others unjustly particularly for
adhering to a religious creed or mode of worship either by way of penalty or for
compelling them to renounce their principles

10

according to the oxford english

dictionary the word persecute is derived from french which is borrowed from

latin meaning

to pursue

catch kill or injure

chase hunt drive with missiles or with attempts to

it then defines persecution

pursuing with enmity and malignity

esp

as

the action

of persecuting or

the infliction of death torture or penalties

for adherence to a religious belief or an opinion as such with a view to the
repression or extirpation of it

not

11

all persecution against LDS missionaries in the south contained elements

of death or torture but these components did appear more often it entailed
bor religious beliefs
noncompliancefor mor
for
written or verbal harassment with penalties for noncompliance

and associations feelings of enmity and malignity permeate the majority of
persecution cases against mormon elders

to further illustrate

what the missionaries
missionaries

encountered 1I have developed four categories of persecution and violence

Noah webster an american dictionary of the english language 2 vols new
york johnson reprint corporation 1970 this
t9is
tais dictionarys definition for persecuting
and persecutor is also applicable persecuting pursuing with enmity or vengeance
one that pursues
particularly for adhering to a particular religion and persecutor
another unjustly and vexatiously particularly on account of religious principles
ll

ad ed oxford clarendon press 1989 591592
591 592
oxford english dictionary 2d
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hierarchies of persecution and violence

thorough research of extant diaries letters and contemporary newspapers
and magazines revealed a hierarchy of violence in the SSM

the first

and mildest

form included written notices by small groups of local citizens that instructed LDS
missionaries to leave the counties if these demands were not met the groups often

threatened to penalize the elders with whipping or death for failure to comply
second division involved verbal harassment and threats of physical violence

the

the

iled actual physical assault and beatings finally the fourth
third category entailed
entalailed

classification consisted of attempted murder and murder

the

following examples

grouped within this hierarchy vividly portray persecution in the SSM

written notices

SSM elders periodically received written notices and

threats occasionally individuals authored such notes more often groups of people
met together and drafted the documents while the majority of notices went
unsigned a small percentage included authors signatures in these rare cases

individuals or groups names occasionally graced the end of documents only a few
groups listed the actual names of those who participated more often though notices
were signed concerned citizens

KKK

or with fictitious names such

as

judge

lynch some notices were written solely for intimidation purposes particularly
those sent anonymously others however served as formal notices for the elders to

101

leave the area

12

although

a few notes were hand delivered quite often written notices were

deposited conspicuously along missionaries paths some were left on the road some
were nailed to trees and others were tacked on church doors

from time to time

local newspapers mostly weeklies even published some of the written notices

the

majority of written notices contained creative spellings revealing the individuals
literacy or lack thereof

the case

of elders james T lisonbee and john M fairbanks illustrates those

notes written by groups lisonbee received a notice to leave the area while he was
serving in mississippi in 1877
massacre of 1857

13

the letter

referred to the mountain meadows

a particularly dark incident in LDS history and

the citizens of

marshall county mississippi wanted their revenge upon the elders

the smoldering

embers of justice that have been sleeping since
september 1857 has burst forth in a blaze and nothing will appease its wrath
but a mormon victim to a mormon god
we have decided to grant you
ten days to leave our country and to carry with you as many of your
deluded followers as want to go through and those that stay shall be
enjoyes
protected in all their liberties that any other citizens enjoyer
en joyes
the above has been written after mature deliberation and a failure to
comply will be sufficient to lay waste and deluge this country in blood

david whittaker suggested that some of these misspellings may have been
deliberate such flagrant misspellings would help hide the peoples true identities
during the 1857 utah war a group of people from arkansas and missouri
baker fancher party traveled through southern utah on their way to
known as the bakerfancher
and a premillennialist
world view fed the
mis
pre millennialist worldview
california tensions miscommunications
communications
fears and enmity which erupted in september when a small group of men from cedar
bakerfancher
fancher party and killed all
city utah joined indian neighbors attacked the baker
Se
seejuanita
juanita brooks the mountain meadows
adults only the young children were spared see
ejuanita
massacre rev ed norman university of oklahoma press 1991
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what we have written we have written
many citizens
wilcose to be the supposed writer
lisonbee believed a mr george wain sic silcose
interestingly he and his companion soon left the county and traveled south to visit
some of his relatives and to preach

elder fairbanks received
was laboring

a

written notice to leave the country in which he

the letter asserted that

then the note demanded that

14

mormonism was demoralizing and illegal

he and his companion leave as soon as they can ride

walk or crawl awaya
away
awayj never more to return

the pleasant grove alabama grange

no

subsequently sent to two local papers

15

the notice

was signed members of

242 copies of the letter were

some authors decorated their notices with crude art work perhaps for
emphasis a picture is worth a thousand words

for example elder 2

S

taylor

discovered a written notice on a church door before a scheduled meeting upon

entering the church house he found a rudely drawn gallows on the blackboard

the following

caption also appeared

erth till you are ded ded ded

you shall hang between the heavens and the

16

other authors opted to skip the art work but

still employed visual aids

elder frank stratford and his companion had scheduled a meeting one sunday but
james thompson lisonbee correspondence
archives original spelling retained

B

february

1877

fd

1

church

john M fairbanks mission diaries 3 february 1883 special collections harold
lee library brigham young university provo utah hereinafter cited as HBLL
Z

S

taylor diary

23

january 1887 HBLL
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surprisingly it had snowed during the night while walking to the appointed
building the missionaries noted that the snow was ankle deep and consequently

they did not expect a large audience when they arrived they were greeted by two
the sum total of their congregation
hickory withes and a note
notethe

take warning we

the memo

read

this place having become tired of
this business of mormon preachers trampling through our country have
decided to stop it therefore mormon preachers or LDS who want to get
back to utah with their scalps on had better leave in three days this means
business if these withes are not enough we can get some more 17

although the note

as a band of citizens of

is somewhat

humorous it would have been very unnerving to

have received it in the late nineteenthcentury
nineteenth century south

finally elder robert young found the following letter on

a gate

notis

steenth day
mister mormns
morans if you ant away from hear against next saturday the 15 teenth

damest whipping you efer got bi god
of the month october bi god you will git the camest

we mean bit

arsic
sic
rsic

wear no heathens hear we want you to now hit

18

elder young

had no way of knowing whether this threat would be out

verbal harassment and threats elders received a steady diet of verbal
harassment and threats while serving in the south both random individuals and
organized groups heckled mormon missionaries some threats were clearly hollow
and used solely to intimidate elders others were given as formal warnings to avoid

potential abuse in the future still others appeared to be promises when third parties

frank stratford the missionary field

robert cunningham young diaries
spelling retained

14

13

january 1887 JH

october

1892

church archives original
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local citizens intervened frustrating mobs violent plans by preventing them from

harming the missionaries

elder W scott and his companion were roused from bed at night by a noisy
vicious mob late one saturday night

the mob

included half a dozen men who

threw rocks at the house fired their pistols and yelled like demons

after

a few

minutes the disorderly crowd retreated from the hosts property however they

continued yelling and shooting their guns throughout the night elder scott
explaining the events to fellow missionaries wrote that he was able to sleep in spite
of the perilous situation assessing the situation for his audience he poignantly

penned

ala

is raging

hell

is

boiling

the

believers are afraid saints tremble

19

in another instance rabble descended on the house where an elder eldridge
was staying

they

asked the host a brother simmons if he were harboring

mormon elders then summoned them elder eldridge soon appeared at the door
and was greeted by five armed masked men who quickly shoved their pistols in his

the

face

mob then interrogated eldridge asking if he really believed in the

sic LDS and if so didnt he expect to
obnoxious principles taught by the the gic

deny them

eldridge asserted that he did indeed believe the churchs doctrines and

hoped that he would never deny them

the disorderly

crowd then demanded that

he leave the state in ten days and affixed a death penalty for noncompliance before

the horde departed they assured eldridge the law would up hold them in what

W scott to brothers daniels taylor and packer 6 september 1881 in john
1w
morgan papers ax
bx 2 fd 32 marriott library university of utah salt lake city
utah hereinafter cited as ML
aw
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they were doing and they were determined that he should leave

while on his way to preach at

a scheduled meeting

20

elder joseph E johnson

explained that he and his companion passed a minister on the road when the
preacher learned the elders identity he cursed and swore and said he would go
11

with a crowd to kill us any time

despite this frightening confrontation the

missionaries held their meeting unmolested

experienced more threats

22

21

later that

same year elder johnson

he attributed poor attendance

at meetings to several

threats that had been circulated with the sole purpose of breaking up the meetings

at one

particular assembly our friends said that they expected to hear a pistol fire

every minute

fortunately the twohour
two hour meeting ended quietly

23

elder parley P bingham and his companion endured a similar experience

one evening while they were reading quietly in their hosts house
mob a number estimated by bingham surrounded the property

a sixty
man
sixtyman

the host walked

outside and counseled with the disorderly crowd when they demanded to talk to

the missionaries the host forbade the elders to go out or the mob to enter this
enraged the rabble who then notified the elders to leave the county by sunrise or

B

october
21

H roberts

autobiography of brigham henry roberts

ax
bx

2

fd

1

29

1884 ML

21joseph
joseph

E johnson journal 3

22johnson
johnson may

22

april

or may not have been
occurred As mentioned in chapter two
geographical locations and when they did
houses

ibid 14 august 1887

1887 HBLL

in the same locality when both incidents
missionaries rarely recorded their exact
too often it was denoted only by hosts
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they would deal roughly with us they then left the house whooping and yelling
11they

and discharging their guns

the

missionaries temporarily ignored this threat and

preached their scheduled meeting the following day threats continued to circulate
and by the end of the week both men deemed it best to leave the area and to go
back among our friends

24

in may 1888 another set of elders was greeted by

the

down a road

missionaries suddenly heard the click of guns being cocked

halted but would rather have been excused

one man ran up screaming where
a
11

mormon yet

11surprised
surprised at

a mob while strolling

the horde

we

quickly surrounded them

are they 1I want to see them 1I have never seen

in their account of this incident the elders joked that all seemed

not seeing any horns even though they had been carefully inspected

the rabble then

marched the missionaries down the road at gunpoint amid the

jeers and insults of our captors

after

several hours of harassment the elders were

finally released physically unharmed at
physical abuse

11

oclock that evening 25

many LDS missionaries received rough treatment at the

hands of vigilante groups A small minority of southerners periodically decided to

jury
take the law into their own hands act as judge and iury
ury and administer punishment
carpetbaggery
to these spiritual carpetbaggers
carpet baggers

some violence was perpetrated to break up

meetings and scare citizens who were sympathetic to the elders

other

episodes

parley P bingham the missionary field lively experience in the south futile
threats 10 march 1887 JH
14

A voice from the swamps

may 1888 JH

mormon missionaries mobbed in mississippi

19
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reveal a deep hatred and intolerance of nontraditional and nonsouthern
non southern ways

during

a meeting in

georgia two or three preachers prodded

a crowd

of

drunken men into rushing the pulpit while john morgan was speaking morgan

jirred stcsic and thrown about
explained that he and his fellow elders were jirked
considerable and knives and pistols were flourished around uncomfortably near
spite of the rough treatment morgan gratefully added
came out all right with no bones broken

in

by the help of the lord we

however the drunken men succeeded in

breaking up the meeting local mobs began forming the following week and
i
i
26
fonaries
aly
1
in
from
ily
onaries
succeeded
expelling
the
ss
the
temporarily
area
m
tem
poran
temporan
missionaries
temporal
1

according to an elder allred
and ropes

pistols stc
armed with guns pistals
sic

a fifty
fiftyman
man mob

came after him and his companion at a mr

harrisons house

irwins
fortunately allred and his companion were visiting another family the erwins

a

few miles away concerned friends managed to escape the disorderly crowds

watchful eyes to warn the elders of the imminent danger when the missionaries
could not be found mob members destroyed brother irwins crops and property

then threatened his life elder allred noted that he believed
hand over their eyes

the lord

had his

because the mob failed to see the missionaries satchels and

umbrellas sitting in plain view on the hosts front porch

after the excitement

neighbors and friends were so frightened they begged the missionaries to flee for

their safety

27

john morgan to john taylor
17

11

august

1881

redick reddin allred diary 27 september

ax
bx

1886

1

vol

1

church archives
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similarly a kentucky mob descended on a sainthosts
saint hosts house late one night
looking for the elders because they were not there the rabble became outraged and
used the host and his son as substitutes
shameless flogging

bro yates and his boy

received a

28

elder hyrum carter and his companion also received violent treatment one
hot summer day he reported that a horde seized the missionaries they marched all
day through sand ankle deep

out in the woods

traveling fifteen miles when night came all slept

the following

morning they marched ten additional miles

the

missionaries failed to record the particulars of the conversation during their forced

march however it is not unreasonable to speculate that the conversation probably
entailed many personal assaults relating to the missionaries beliefs when the crowd
reached a very lonely spot

each elder received twenty
two lashes mob members
twentytwo

then destroyed all their church literature after the ceremony

the rabble escorted

them to the depot and deposited them on a train for utah elder carter and his
companion traveled only as far as columbia south carolina where they
disembarked and then walked fifteen miles to a friends house

29

according to one account an imaginative north carolina group took it
upon themselves to improve the typical whipping scenario

on a sintery
wintery december

evening in 1882 the riotous throng seized an elder belnap and his companion

intending to scourge the missionaries they stocked their arsenal not only with

moses W taylor diary
21mosesw

12

december 1890 HBLL

13 14 july
hyrum carter diary 1314

1893

church archives
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they had planned to

withes but also with a container of ashes and cayenne pepper

rub this mixture into the elders bleeding backs to exacerbate their discomfort but
due to the elders fast negotiating the mob decided to forego the whipping and

instead give them a

fist and skull thrashing

30

although this

case may seem

outrageous the attention to painstaking detail which would have enhanced the
is evident

torture

when violence erupted at night the scenario followed

a standard pattern A

disorderly and sometimes drunken crowd would seize the elders and sometimes
even yanked them from their beds

the

rabble armed with guns clubs withes and

ropes would then march to a dark secluded wooded area where they abused the
missionaries in the majority of cases elders reported that the horde initially

intended to kill them but in almost every incident at least one mob member got
31
lashes31
cold feet hesitated and persuaded the group that several lashes
would suffice if

the elders promised to leave the area by a specific time or date usually the following
morning

the case of elders john

W galley
gailey and joseph morrell recorded by B H

roberts illustrates such an incident one hot summer evening both elders were
dragged from their beds in the middle of the night

once in the woods mob

members tied ropes around their necks and led them to a secluded area however

the spirit

of mobocracy

18

november 1884 JH

because of their ardor or perhaps their ignorance or inebriation mobs frequently
miscounted the number of lashes administered to missionaries

110

individuals in the throng began bickering about whether to hang or whip the
missionaries finally the group agreed that a flogging would suffice they stripped

the elders tied them to trees and whipped them with doubled heavy leather halter
straps

the

account then added that the man executed his job with all the brute

force he could put into his blows

the elders to leave the county

following the ceremony

the rabble ordered

32

because of the number of violent incidents against elders and because many

stories like these circulated so freely nearly all missionaries in the south expected to
receive this abuse As a result of this victim mindset
mindret and perpetual fear some

humorous episodes occurred elder robert young narrated such an event in his

one night

diary

he heard voices approaching the house in which he and his

companion were staying

one person

said

1

particular statement probably sent chills up his spine young revealed
was a mob come to whip us

this

I am sure they are in there
1

I thought it

but instead of an angry mob these unexpected

visitors were relatives of the host who had just returned from a fox hunt

33

this

story perfectly illustrates the fear anxiety and paranoia that characterized elders

southern sojourn

attempted murder and murder after enduring extreme verbal and physical
abuse some missionaries also faced the possibility of being murdered it appears that

H roberts
deseret news press
31b
B

young

6

A comprehensive history of the church
1930 6100

january

1893

century I1 salt lake city

young underlined the entire episode in his diary

ill
many elders were involved in life and death situations in the SSM despite the large

number of potentially fatal situations amazingly only four missionaries

34
14

of the

1689 who were in the south between 1875 and 1898 were murdered

even though only four missionaries were killed before 1898 rumors of
murdered missionaries frequently circulated throughout the south elder J H

vannatta wrote about such an incident in

1883

the

news came that 1I had been

shot and riddled with bullets and the one that brought the news helped to bury

although the story

me

is rather humorous

vannatta wondered if it were

a case

of mistaken identity perhaps another missionary or someone else had been killed
and the names were incorrect

whether or not some one else was murdered and

buried instead of me 1I never learned

31
35

even though no LDS missionary was

killed during that year it is plausible that someone else may have been murdered

similarly elder robert young read about two missionaries being killed in

lewis county tennessee nine years after the cane creek massacre although he
did not know the truth of the story initially he evidently went to great pains to
find out

he

later inserted a note in his journal in another ink and somewhat

different handwriting that it was false

36

two other

missionaries were killed between 1898 and 1900 under the
administration of president benjamin E rich for more information on the murder
of southern states missionaries see william W hatch there is no law new york
vantage books 1968 and ted S anderson the administration of benjamin E
rich MA thesis brigham young university 1976
14

J H vannatta

young

22

66
missionary incidents juvenile instructor 18188336566
181883365

february

1893
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other common

scenarios involved mobs holding elders at gunpoint while

many missionaries were forced to stare down gun barrels only a few were shot at
and the majority were never hit

elder henry eddington explained that his hostess husband and brother in
law had returned to the house for the purpose of killing him and his companion

eddington reported that of them had felt very uneasy that evening and fortunately
they decided to sleep in the hostess barn a place the husband did not think to look

we heard again that mr shepard and his brother came back to kill us the night we
were at his place but thank the

lord

we were not there

later that week

eddington recorded they had heard whisperings of their demise

we heard that a

enimies sic here and some
plan was on foot to kill us we have some very bitter enemies
still worse on the way

their friends in the neighborhood

the area until emotions cooled considerably

advised them to leave

37

unfortunately a few unlucky missionaries did end up catching some of the
bullets that came their way elder john alexander was confronted by a mob on a

georgia road and asked if he were a mormon when he replied affirmatively the
leader proclaimed

well you re going to die right here

alexander fearing

for his life asked that he be allowed to pray

the chieftain

stipulation that he be damn quick about it

then the mob lowered their pistols

agreed with the

and shot alexander closed his eyes and fell to the ground miraculously none of

the three bullets hit his body

not

waiting for their invitation to leave he darted

henry eddington mission journal

20 27

january 1888 HBLL
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away to safety minutes later alexander realized that two of the three balls had
come dreadfully close one ball passed through his hat and another went through
his unbuttoned coat
called a

one editorial later noted this incident occurred in what

christian land among

a people

who call themselves civilized and

as3s

enlightened in a country of laws

two other missionaries

is

were not as lucky as alexander elders milo

hendricks and john tate sustained wounds in virginia A man by the name of jack
ramsey ambushed the missionaries and shot them both in the legs elder hendricks
received seven rabbit shot in his right leg several of which remain in the limb

elder tate however did not sustain such severe wounds and recovered more
quickly

39

As previously mentioned only four elders were murdered between 1867 and

joseph standing the first missionary to be murdered in the SSM labored in

1898

georgia in 1879 he and his fellow emissaries endured many threats and in some
cases fled certain areas for

their lives As a result he had written to the governor

nine days before his death explaining the injustices heaped upon the missionaries
and reporting how local officials had apparently winked at the condition of affairs
it 40

on

sunday

21

july

1879 a rowdy twelve
twelveman
man mob apprehended him and

his companion rudger clawson on a public road

after

a few hours of derogatory

john alexander our injured missionary juvenile instructor 181883207 and
editorial thoughts juvenile instructor 181883200

from the south
40

42
hatch 41
4142

16

april

1888

JH
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exchanges violence erupted and standing received a bullet in the face leaving him

unconscious but alive A short time later clawson was finally allowed to leave to
find help for his wounded companion in his absence the disorderly crowd emptied

their guns into standings body no doubt attempting to protect the individual
murderer by implicating the group when the case came to trial three months later
the georgia iury
jury returned a verdict of not guilty

41

five years after the joseph standing murder two more missionaries were
killed in cane creek tennessee in what became known as the cane creek
massacre

the federal governments

41
42
legislation42
coupled
passage of antipolygamy legislation

mormon literature amplified southern hostilities
with increased circulation of anti
antimormon
toward LDS church members generally and mormon missionaries specifically

four months before the shocking event elder J golden kimball recorded the
idea prevalent here in tennessee is that there is no law for a mormon and they

ayers explained jurors often acquitted the accused because they feared
being in similar circumstances each juror feels that he might on leaving the court
find himself in the same position as the accused and he acquits vengeance and justice
century american south new york oxford
nineteenthcentury
crime and punishment in the nineteenth
1984 17 for more information on the joseph standing murder see john nicholson
ofloseph standing salt lake city deseret news 1886 kenneth david
the martyrdom of joseph
driggs there is no law in georgia for mormons the joseph standing murder
case of 1879 georgia historical quarterly 73 winter 1989 745772
745 772 and orson F
whitney history of utah vol 3 salt lake city george Q cannon and sons co
bedward
4edward L
edward

88 95
8895

1893

the antipolygamy

legislation began with the passage of the morrill antibigamy
anti bigamy
act in 1862 other bills such as the wade and cragin bills were proposed during the
1860s but failed to pass the year 1874 witnessed the passing of the poland act and
edmundstucker
tucker
a decade later in 1882 the edmunds act and five years later the edmunds
act also became effective
42
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can kill us and nothing would be said about it

43

violence finally erupted on

sunday 10 august 1884 in lewis county tennessee when a masked mob raided

a

meeting just as it was to begin A local saint and man of the house james condor

instructed his sons to retrieve their guns within a few brief minutes two
missionaries john henry gibbs and william

S

berry two local church members

martin condor and james riley hudson and the mob leader david hinson lay
dead by the following day newspapers across the south were reporting the

incident

the acting

mission president B H roberts instructed elders throughout

the south to temporarily stop their work and lie low

creek tennessee produced similar reactions among
anguish and concern for the fate of the mission

the last
during summer

the horrific

event at cane

SSM elders trepidation

44

of the missionaries to be killed before 1898 was alma P richards
1888 he labored in mississippi by himself and was last heard from

in august SSM president william spry then organized a search for him almost a
year later missionaries discovered what they believed to be his bones beside a
railroad track historians have followed his journey through jasper and clark
counties but then can find no trace of his whereabouts until his bones turned up in

meridian lauderdale county

the cause

J golden kimball diary N4

5

of richards death has never been firmly

april

bx
1884 ax

1

fd 9

ML

16 17 gene
see B H roberts the tennessee massacre the contributor 61885
1617
618851617
6188516
A sessions myth mormonism and murder in the south south atlantic quarterly
75 spring 1976212225
1976212 225 and marshall wingfield tennessee s mormon massacre
tennessee historical quarterly 17 march 19581936
195819 36
of
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established

one story

said he was robbed then beaten and thrown on the train

tracks another rumor circulated that a gang of blacks murdered him still others
speculate that religious antipathy figured in his death

45

violence between 1875 and 1898

these

cases are representative of the recorded incidents that have survived

many more malicious attacks against elders probably went unrecorded it is possible
that some elders wished to avoid focusing on negative issues while doing missionary
work omitting violent episodes from their diaries letters and reminiscences

southern mission presidents in the 1890s attempted to squelch widespread publicity
of stories of violence and persecution

for

example president J golden kimball

1891 94 pleaded with the elders in their reputations of them southerners
189194

speak of their kind acts and not of isolated cases of mobbing and whipping

four

years latter the succeeding mission president elias

continued his brothers appeal

S

to
146

1894 98
kimball 189498

it is extremely unwise and imprudent and worse

than folly for elders to write to their families or to newspapers startling accounts
of ill treatment of mob violence

this statement

who had spread accounts of mobocracy

asee
see hatch 85
90 and
4see
8590

an elder

seemed to condemn missionaries

rather than

murdered

dwell on these issues president

deseret news

15

june 1889

41southern
southern states mission circular letter from president J golden kimball to
elders 20 february 1892 henry foster papers church archives
41
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kimball encouraged elders to write only upon such subjects as will advance
happiness at home there is enough misery in life without incubating it

47

these

pleas from presiding authorities probably persuaded many missionaries from

chronicling their ill treatment As a result extant records tend to downplay if not
altogether omitviolent
omit violent treatment by the 1890s

48

missionaries reactions to violence

missionaries and their family members and friends were all forced to deal
vadious levels elders
with the potential and sometimes real threat of violence on various

serving in the south frequently lived in a state of anxiety since potential violence
was an immediate threat family members and friends of southern missionaries
feared for their loved ones safety and the geographical distance between them and

the elders left them feeling powerless
families of missionaries naturally expressed concern for their loved ones
safety in a letter to his mother elder

BH roberts reasoned the lord

can care

southern states mission circular letter from president elias S kimball to elders
25 march 1896 church archives in a letter to his brother J golden kimball elias
explained 1 I have about discouraged the elders from writing to the papers at home
1883 1933 reel 3 church
elias kimball to
tojJ golden kimball 1 march 1897 papers 18831933
archives

ted S anderson theorized violence in the SSM

began to decrease with the reed
smoot hearings between 1904 and 1906 see anderson the southern states mission
1908
18981908
and the administration of ben E rich 1898
MA thesis brigham young

university 1976
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for me equally as well in ga as

he

utah after other comforting remarks

can in

he eloquently penned

when ever dark clouds have arisen and times looked troublous when men
have gathered around us with hatred pictured on their faces and murder in
ali is
ail
all
morningall
their hearts 1I have thought my mother prayed for me this morning
well

49
41

this poetic and reassuring letter

closes with a wish that he shall never live to see

the day when my life will be dearer to me than the kingdom of god

50

when violence culminated in murder the immediate reaction of most
church members was to discontinue the

SSM altogether

after the

1884

cane creek

massacre and because of the numerous other acts of violence perpetrated against

other missionaries many elders assumed the mission would be abandoned mission
presidents morgan 187888
1883 84 discussed this question
1878 88 and roberts 188384
extensively with church president john
and other leaders

on

taylor

his counselor george Q cannon

more than one occasion morgan and roberts testified about

the missions conditions before LDS church authorities when asked specifically
about violence roberts revealed

every elder in the south was exposed to extreme

danger and each carried his life in his hands

the question

51

of whether to close the mission was a difficult one roberts

privately admitted in his diary that the opinion of church leaders was divided some

strongly advocated continuing the work others adamantly disagreed A few leaders

roberts to A

E

dustin

25

bx
june 1883 ax

ibid

roberts autobiography p
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ax
bx

1

bk

1
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initially proposed that morgan and roberts assume full responsibility for elders in

the south

52

however neither man accepted this capricious suggestion

53

roberts then made two counter recommendations he proposed

all newly

called elders be informed about the missions character and the possible dangers

then if he the individual missionary

lacked backbone to come or his friends and

relatives did not wish him to come that he be excused from serving in the SSM

roberts also suggested that

all elders already serving in

opportunity to leave these measures in his opinion
responsibility where it belonged upon each elder

the south be given the same
would throw the

1154
1114
54

after months of careful consideration president taylor and

his counselors

george Q cannon and joseph F smith made the decision for the mission to
remain open however the elders were instructed to protect themselves against
mobs by following

another

55

from

christs

if they persecute you in one city flee unto

example

1885 on the elders began taking a somewhat more passive role in

the south no longer did they feel obligated to stand their ground in the face of

the fate

of the mission hung in the balance between august 1884 and january
1885 minutes of first presidency meetings would be very enlightening however access
to them is currently restricted it must be remembered that church authorities also
faced many other problems particularly those concerning polygamy during this time
1I believe this impulsive proposal was made in an attempt to move on to other equally
pressing matters
53

roberts autobiography p

ax
147 bx

1

bk

1

ibid
bx 2 fd 1 only three missionaries requested their
bid diary 6 november 1884 ax
between 1884 and 1886 F M jolley alma angell and james harrison
own release between1884
however it is not known if these men went home because of roberts offer
541541bid

ax
ibid autobiography p 147 bx

1

bk
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mob threats moreover they left old fields of labor places that were hot beds of
violence and began to enter new areas many of which had never been visited by

mormon missionaries

once these decisions were reached and agreed upon morgan and roberts
began disseminating the news to missionaries throughout the south summarizing

the situation in his diary roberts boldly stated

the work of the lord

cannot be

stayed because of the opposition of a mob the gospel must be taught to the

nations

566

consequently he and morgan encouraged elders to continue their

work but to avoid localities where violence is threatened and the gospel
rejected

57

instead missionaries were instructed to enter new counties and hunt

for the honest in heart

1158
58

individual missionaries sometimes expressed concern for their own safety
usually in private diaries or journals

for

example elder charles flake received two

written notices to leave the country after his companion left to return home

the

first stated

bomber of men that is just weighting to see if you will take a
they is a great nomber
you had beter be in utah with
hint I1 tell you they will use you rough
1I worn
ofaf
your wives even though he was single you would be beter offfj
offf
you again you had beter never be seen in this country any more this is a
plain hint to you

this note only exacerbated flakes melancholy attitude and concerns for

ibid diary 28 october 1884 ax
bx

john morgan to john taylor
ibid

14

2

fd

1

february

1885

ax
bx

1

vol

1

his safety
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he

assessed his situation as follows

remain here alone surrounded by 1I might say hundreds who would
and many would be willing to
rejoice to hear of my death at any time
it is plain enough for me to
resort to any means to get rid of me
understand that my life is in danger but that is nothing new for 1I have
known that ever since 1I left home
1I

then

he further analyzed his situation concluding that the only thing he could do

was leave his post but this was not an option for him

god forbid

I1 would rather

leave my bones to bleach in the southern sun then to go home without an

honorable release

59

thus

he remained in the south unharmed until he received

an honorable release from mission authorities

violent seasons

violence as a whole increased during the summer months and particularly
during revival season

60

anyone who has endured

a

southern summer can attest to

the sweltering heat and insufferable humidity when such intolerable weather
conditions combined with religious zeal people often became easily agitated and
extremely emotional

religious revivals increased participants preoccupation with religion

charles flake diary

10

november 1884 HBLL original spelling retained

oreligious
religious rural communities typically organized a revival each year these
frequently occurred in august or september after crops had been laid by see edward
L ayers obe
ohe
the promise of the new south life after reconstruction new york oxford
1992 166
67
16667
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southerners became more aware of mormonism both because of this heightened
interest and because so many ministers preached against it many mob
bings occurred
mobbings
dobbings

during the revival season when preachers nourished citizens religious zeal some
mission presidents accurately appraised the situation and expressed concern for their
missionaries during the summer revival months

for example president john

morgan was the first to note a correlation between the summer religious revivals
and an increase in violent persecution

661

later president J golden kimball

instructed the missionaries to cease tracting during these potentially perilous
months instead they were to visit friends or church members until the passion
and zeal subsided 62

persecutors

southern mobs were typically commanded by community leaders edward L

ayers recognized that farmers merchants bankers physicians lawyers even
ministers of the gospel often slay their fellowman in private warfare

not only

with no serious detriment to their reputation but in many instances with increased
popularity

63

while it

is difficult

to ascertain the mob chieftain in each incident

involving LDS missionaries three specific groups repeatedly emerge the ku klux

john morgan letter to the editor

21

september 1881 JH

francis M gibbons george albert smith salt lake city deseret book 1990
29

ayers vengeance andjustice
and justice

10

123

klan clergy and newspaper editors

64
4

at first glance these groups

appear to be

fellows a closer examination reveals them to be cultural stewards who
bedfellows
strange bed

exert an enormous influence on their fellow citizens

ku klux klan in

1866 before

radical reconstruction a group of white

confederate veterans formed the ku klux klan KKK in pulaski tennessee
initially this was a group of young men pulling pranks however the fraternity
soon evolved into an organized vigilante group to entrench white supremacy and
political power by oppressing freedmen and radical republicans its reputation
spread quickly and similar groups formed throughout the south even though the

name KKK fell into common use often becoming synonymous with all nocturnal
regulators

it is important to remember it was a decentralized organization

665

one

historian described the klan as being largely autonomous ad hoc groups that
joined together temporarily to right local wrongs

the KKK

was a treacherous enemy for southern states missionaries

although the klan officially disbanded in
function autonomously for several years

1871 many rural chapters

continued to

the sovereign klan organizations

often

acted as an extrajudicial
extra judicial police force that supposedly executed public will against

freedmen and those it labeled social deviants

the klan often

64for
for more information on this subject see seferovich
1875 1905
horrible place the southern states mission 18751905

blended violence

save me from that

allen W trelease white terror the ku klux klan conspiracy and southern
alvi
reconstruction westport connecticut greenwood press 1971 xlvi
ayers vengeance and justice

164

124

with the supernatural and absurd in an attempt to horrify its victims one common
technique to incorporate such characteristics was to introduce themselves as ghosts
dressed in white masks and tall hats from famous civil

all surviving

war battlefields

evidence of klan activity against mormon missionaries is

confined to the period from the 1870s to the mid 1880s and occurred in tennessee

georgia north carolina and alabama during this time john morgan both served
his first mission to the south and was appointed mission president

received the brunt of klan threats both written and verbal

17
67

he

personally

morgans biography

and personal papers contain numerous written warnings signed by the KKK and
detail a couple of personal encounters with the group
also received written notices and personal visits

69

68

A handful of other elders

incidentally the klan sent an

unsigned letter to elder john H gibbs in lewis county tennessee prior to his
death

70

prior to joining the church in 1868 john morgan had served as a union soldier
in the civil war whether southerners were acquainted with this fact and if it had any
bearing on his persecution are unknown
see arthur M richardson and nicholas G morgan sr the life and ministry of
john morgan ap
np by the author 1965 and the john hamilton morgan collection 7
boxes ML
see william L roper and leonard J arrington william spry man of firmness
governor of utah salt lake city university of utah press 1971 2627
26 27 B H
roberts A scrap book vol 1 complied by lynn pulsipher provo utah pulsipher
james henry moyle salt
1989 46 and gordon B hinckley fames
publishing PO box 1607
16071989
61

lake city deseret book

1951
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ax 1 fd 18 FIBLL
HBLL no one has proven any
john henry gibbs letter nd bx
connection between this warning and the mob that instigated the cane creek massacre
probably because the two are unrelated

125

clergy numerous missionaries recorded the presence of protestant
ministers primarily as mob instigators in vigilante groups elder samuel bills served
his mission in the southern states during the mid 1870s commenting on his

experiences he noted that preachers stir up most of the persecution methodists

and hardshell baptists being the most actively malicious

1771

three

decades later

mob bings of elders
mission president benjamin E rich ascribed 90 percent of the mobbings
dobbings

to christian ministers

71
72

elder george teasdale reflected mormons own prejudices in asserting that
those who teach for hire and divine for money who make merchandise of the
souls of men whose craft is in danger warn their flocks against the socalled
so called

delusion

73
71

the mormon perception

was that ministers tended to be possessive of

their congregations and they sometimes reacted violently to anyone who
encroached upon their sphere

mormon missionaries frequently gained converts from those who were
already associated with organized religions consequently some ministers may have
feared diminished membership and waged a war for power within their

communities such ministers saw no contradictions in vehemently denouncing

mormonism and inciting mobs religiously affiliated citizens in rural settings did

7samuel
ssamuel
samuel bills

letter to the editor
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january 1876 southern states mission

manuscript history church archives
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not hesitate to warn malefactors publicly or even to expel them

elder isaac R vance recorded that

a

74

methodist minister named martins sent

him and his companion away saying that he would shoot us like a dog if he had
had his gun

75

vance also endured much persecution the following month which

he attributed to a baptist minister named walker who had spearheaded the

trouble

76

similarly it was reported that elders john carter and joseph B keller
suffered persecution from ministers in their field of labor the two missionaries

encountered a malevolent mob because of the crowds agitation some participants

shot at them but missed and forced them to evacuate the area significantly two of

the three leaders possessed the title of reverend while the third served
judge
ludge

as a

county

77

newspaper editors nineteenthcentury
nineteenth century newspaper articles about the LDS

church were typically unfavorable and frequently antagonistic thus editors of
brown southern honor new york oxford university press
bertram wyatt
wyattbrown
1982 447
1982447

issac

reno vance diary

53 HBLL

ibid
bid 69

761761bid

the latter day saints southern star chattanooga benjamin E rich 1899 1122
hereinafter cited as southern star this mission periodical started under benjamin E
rich in 1899 contained a weekly series entitled history of the southern states
mission featured in nearly all 106 issues this column briefly chronicled mission
events from 1875 when the mission was formally created to 1900 when the paper
77

terminated the usual topics detailed news about baptism local branches and sunday
schools emigration to the colorado colonies reports of state conferences and
persecution in its various forms most reports are sketchy at best and lack complete
accounts of the miscellaneous events they mention

127

small backwoods southern weeklies round out the list of leading persecutors many

of them either participated in mobs led mobs or published hostile articles about
missionaries in their columns which incited mob violence sometimes they even

formed alliances with clergy and together slandered mormon elders through the
press and from the pulpit

newspaper editors commanded respect and their title carried a significant
amount of prestige these men typically exerted enormous influence within their
communities

no

field of public endeavor in the small town and rural south has
because readers often trusted editors

been devoid of the country press influence

judgment they tended to accept the stories unconditionally along with the editors
biases

the basic influences

which the country papers have exerted on local opinion

have been one part formal editorializing and two parts personal

recognized no limitations in expressing strong personal views

the

bold editors

78

most lethal event brought on in part by the press finally erupted in the

tennessee cane creek massacre spurious inflammatory press coverage preceded
this heinous affair five months earlier an article christened the red
had been scattered promiscuously throughout the land

nearly every major newspaper

an unreliable

79

hot address

and found its way into

informant reported this fictitious

incident to the salt lake tribune which then printed the original tale and helped to

7

thomas D clark

1865 1930
18651930

it

the country newspaper

journal of southern history

14

A factor in southern opinion

february 194832

southern star 1225 for a copy of the
97 100
hatch there isis no law 97100
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red hot address

see william W
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circulate it throughout the nation along the news wire

the article told

of a bishop

west in juab utah who advocated retaliation and violence against those who
persecuted the saints although the supposed LDS bishop did not exist no
journalist or editor verified the affair which in reality never occurred

80

nevertheless this fabrication incited wide
spread persecution and prejudice this
widespread
story merged with lies about the elders was disseminated throughout the country

the

southern star described a florida newspaper editor who actively

participated in a mob in 1897 this horde supplied a missionary with a train ticket

to chattanooga and forcibly escorted him to the station however the missionary
disembarked in georgia changed trains and returned to florida

this action

agitated townspeople who then formed an estimated fifty
fiftyman
man mob

the editor

the local paper the live oak banner was one of the groups leaders

he

of

subsequently published a statement from fellow mob participants who attempted to
justify the incident

81

articles such

as this

continued to flame the persecution fires

many missionary letters mentioned opposition from newsmen but related
few details

for

example elder parley P pratt

82

serving in tennessee wrote

As

usual we found priests and editors with but few exceptions hostile and bitter in

107
hatch 97
97107

ibid 292
bid

811
gli811bid

this
18577

was the namesake son of the parley P pratt who was killed in arkansas in

129

their denunciations against us

83

in this same vein another missionary identified the presss role in
persecution

after describing labors in

a successful area he

thoughtfully added

does not transpire without much opposition the clergy bring to bear
their influence the local press takes a hand and every effort is made to
threaten ings
inflame the minds of the people sometimes to the extent that threatenings
and violence are resorted to by the misled and mistaken believers 84

all this

undoubtedly these instances and probably many others inspired president elias
98 to issue a statement concerning this subject in
kimball 1894
189498

a

S

circular letter to

all SSM elders he instructed them to establish a good rapport with local presses

missionaries were to visit newsmen and cultivate their friendship when they
entered a new county kimball suggested they even subscribe to the local paper
while laboring in the area finally he acknowledged that editors were powerful
friends but dangerous enemies

855

persecutors motives

it

is

mind
nd that not all southerners abused mormon
important to keep in IM
i

elders only a small minority of southerners actively persecuted LDS missionaries

there

were probably as many reasons for this as there were persecutors however

parley P pratt letter to the editor
manuscript history church archives

letter to the editor
eilas
elias
ellas

S

21

7

march 1879 southern states mission

september 1881 JH

kimball circular letter

25

march 1896 church archives
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some common and obvious motives for persecution can be enumerated

religiously minded saints immediately blamed satan for spurring on
religiouslyminded
persecutors others quoted

latterday
latter day saint scripture that

them experience and shall be for their good

86

all these things shall give

but sometimes the saints

themselves unknowingly invited persecution through their selfrighteous
self righteous attitudes

one historian

and actions

87

profile

and some southerners ran for their shotguns

asserted that SSM elders failed to maintain a low
88

non mormons persecuted latter
religious intolerance topped the list of why nonmormons
day saints

though complete freedom of religion eventually became part of

americas constitutional system that development was
some americans never fully accepting all its implications

a long

time in coming with

another reason that
some US citizens

would seem to apply to the SSM involved american nativism

felt threatened by particular groups and feared they could undermine american
values and freedoms such as freedom of press religion and speech although such
charges may simply have been untrue some people believed them
was strong enough to compel some of them to violent action

and this belief

89

doctrine and covenants 1227
james

B

ailen why did people act that way
allen
alien

24
ensign december 197821
19782124

mormon beginnings in the american south task papers
in LDS history no 9 salt lake city historical department of the church of jesus
christ of latterday
latter day saints 1976 8

leonard J arrington

ailen
allen
AIlen
allen 23
alien
89
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southern violence

to avoid

distorting the picture LDS missionaries experiences with

persecution and violence must be inserted into the broader context of national and
regional violence

acts of violence were not solely directed toward mormon

missionaries southern historian bertram wyatt
brown discovered mobs killed 3337
wyattbrown

fourths of these 2585 occurred within
people in america from 1885 to 1903 three
threefourths
the souths borders

the NAACP

990

of this

group blacks comprised the vast majority of victims

782
published similar statistics between 1889 and 1918 2834 people 78.2
782

percent of whom were black were victims of southern lynch mobs
five
sixths of all lynchings
fivesixths
lynch ings transpired in southern states

92

991

moreover

comparatively speaking

the violence and abuse heaped upon african americans by southern whites makes
those endured by mormon missionaries seem meager

93
13

mormon elders simply fit

into the larger perspective as one of many groups persecuted by mobs

such figures are from their nature inexact and most likely
greatly underestimate the extent of mob violence

wyatt brown
wyattbrown

188

9lawrence
american history new york
alawrence
lawrence M friedman crime and punishment in American
Books 1993 19091
190 91
Basic
basicbooks

vann woodward 0
1877 1913 ed by wendell holmes
origins
ins of the new south 18771913
na
n9 ons
stephenson and E merton coulter 10 vols baton rouge louisiana state university
press for the littlefield fund for southern history of the university of texas 1971
92c
C

351 52
35152

black mississippians in the age of
jim crow
offim
lim
effim
urbana university of illinois press 1989 this work contains horrific accounts of the
torture of lynch victims
13

see

neil R mcmillen dark journey
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violence it is said is as american as cherry pie

94

however violence has

been a key component of southern distinctiveness for much of the nineteenth and

twentieth centuries folklore has celebrated southern violence almost as much as it
has southern hospitality

the need to

fight appears to have been engraved into the

nineteenth century
regions character in short violence permeated every segment of nineteenthcentury

southern society citizens accepted it

as an

ordinary element of life 995

maln reasons weak or
southern violence seemed to have flourished for two main
minimal law enforcement and honor because southerners paid little attention to
formal laws
altogether vigilantism thrived particularly in the
lawsor
or distrusted them altogethervigilantism
last half of the nineteenth century

96

notions of honor only compounded the

threat of vigilantism reputations social status respect and loyalty were
inextricably linked to honor

honor underscored both

aggressiveness and

competitiveness furthermore the southern hierarchical culture fueled a society
based on honor bertram wyatt
brown employed literary works as well as ancient
wyattbrown

history to create a definition of honor a tacit societal understanding independent of
94

friedman

173

on the roots and setting of southern violence see elliott J gorn
gouge and bite pull hair and scratch the social significance of fighting in the
43 and john hope
1985 8843
backcountry
southern Back
country american historical review 90 19851843
198518
1861 cambridge the belknap press of harvard
obe militant south 1800
18001861
franklin ohe
the
university press 1956 for general information on violence in the united states see
richard maxwell brown american violence englewood cliffs NJ prentice hall
1970 brown no duty to retreat violence and values in american history and society
new york oxford university press 1991 and hugh davis graham and ted robert
gurr eds the history of violence in Aamerica
merica historical and comparative perspectives
new york frederick A praeger 1969

for information

96

96friedman
friedman 180
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time and place that involved notions of self worth both publicly and privately

wyatt brown
wyattbrown

has argued

the ethic

of honor was designed to prevent unjustified

violence unpredictability and anarchy occasionally it led to that very

nightmare

997

interestingly this same sense of honor incited many unfortunate

incidents which people participated in to save face
explained

A perceptive writer once

A southern mans sense of honor appears to have been just as

impulsive as his trigger finger

98

another notable historian defined honor

as a system

you have exactly as much worth as others confer upon you

of values within which
99

thus individuals

usually males continually jockeyed for position in an attempt to gain or preserve

honor

within such an environment intangible ambiguous feelings of fear and
prejudice or perceptions of lost power or honor often ignited individual and group
violence these basic ingredients seemed to have been present in most cases of

lynching and other atrocities

as

well as those perpetrated against LDS missionaries

indeed compared to the atrocities visited upon african americans by southern
whites those endured by LDS elders appear almost slight

wyatt brown
wyattbrown

39

wyatt browns book deals with antebellum southern
although wyattbrowns

culture many of these same characteristics are prevalent well into the twentieth
century

ayers believed honor was just another word for lack of self control
vengeance andjustice
and justice 25

clark

23

edward L ayers

quoted by ted ownby subduing satan religion recreation
south 18651920
manwood
manhood in the rural soute
1865 1920 chapel hill the university of north
and manbood
carolina press 1990 13
as
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some historians have argued for a correlation between an increase in violence
and poor economic conditions ayers among others discussed the economic
depressions of the 1880s and 1890s years that also witnessed dramatic increases in
lynch ings property damage and prison populations
lynchings

100
w
lod

during these decades

fe uding and the vigilante violence called whitecapping
white capping terrorized parts of

upcountry
turmoil

101
igi
iol

the

the

moreover the late nineteenth
nineteenthcentury
century south was a society in
1890s in particular witnessed the rise of populism a severe economic

depression during which thousands of whites lost their land and became tenants or
sharecroppers and an increase in antagonistic race relations

it would have been

difficult to find a climate more hostile to the cultivation of radical movements than

the south in the 1890s

11102
102

while defending honor underlay responses to perceived threats to self and
community access to weapons assured that the outcome would be violent and often
deadly southern men as a rule carried weapons at all times and did not hesitate

to use them

loy
103

0O

another writer noted that they seemed to delight in loading

themselves down with pistols and other instruments of destruction

104
0

these

accessible weapons proved to be quite disturbing people constantly lived in fear

mayers
wayers vengeance and justice 223 176 169
ayers

bid

1011
1011bid
ioliibid

223

woodward 249

ayers vengeance and justice
OC
bclark
oclark
lark 23
clark

2211
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violence always loomed in the background of public gatherings and men dispensed
violence for such trivial things as the passing of the lie or because of imagined
slights to their womenfolk dogs saddle horses or kinfolks
kin folks

105

southern religion

religion has permeated southern culture for more than three centuries
southern religious expert donald G mathews observed churches provided social
boundedness
edness for people otherwise isolated from familial and geographic roots in the
bondedness
bond

eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries

log
106

thus southern churches

have helped

fill many of the citizens social and spiritual needs for decades southerners

commitment to conservative religious values especially in the nineteenth century
veness
distinctiveness
helped contribute to the regions distinct

following the civil war and reconstruction southerners looked to
protestant churches to heal their spiritual and cultural wounds after these
traumatic social and political events church membership rolls swelled

101
105

101ibid
ibid

107

religious

23 24

donald G mathews religion encyclopedia of southern history baton rouge
louisiana state university press 1979 1046
charles reagan wilson the religion of the lost cause in patrick gerster and
ad ed
nicholas cords eds myth and southern history vol 1 of the old south 2d
chicago university of illinois press 1989 182
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popularity surged in the 1870s and continued until after the turn of the century

108

during this time protestant congregations and churches provided needed social
close knit
outlets as well as a sense of community and individual identity within closeknit

southern communities peoples activities revolved around churches where they
gathered and socialized

historically religions in the south tended to insulate its followers from
innovative social movements by supporting and esteeming established values

tersely stated religion

is

dominantly a conservative or reinforcing agent for the

traditional values held by white southern society

109
log

historian charles reagan

wilson concluded that southern ministers represented the bastions of southern
culture perpetuated the idea of the
quo

110
lio
llo

not only

sentries

lost cause and sought to preserve the status

were ministers community leaders but they were also cultural

this partially

explains why so many ministers were reported as having led

mobs against LDS missionaries in the nineteenth century

to further interpret

this bizarre behavior

ted ownby

identified two images

of the south the image of the religious white south and the image of the
lii women represented and tried to preserve the religious camp while
fighter 111

ed varieties of southern religious experience baton rouge
louisiana state university press 1988 226
OSsamuel
amuel S

samuel

S

hill jr

press
religion
hill jr rel
rei
za
z9 zon and the solid south nashville abingdon

1972

36

charles reagan wilson baptized in blood the religion of the lost cause
1865 1920 athens the university of georgia press 1980
18651920
osee
see

ownby ix
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most men embodied the other but some men occasionally straddled both sides

it

was the tension between the extremes of masculine aggressiveness and home

centered evangelicalism that gave white southern culture its emotionally charged

nature

112

ironically these two images coexisted and were especially pronounced

in the latter half of the nineteenth century particularly with the rise of the

ku klux

klan and with the dramatic increase of unorganized vigilante groups southerners
did not take passive roles in religion either they adhered to religious principles or

they blatantly rejected them by violating them and some did both
A brief examination of churches on the

southern frontier in the 1810s

illustrates the interaction between different dominations methodist baptist and

presbyterian churches usually populated the regions frontier during this era and
competed for members

led among
they often quarrelled
quarrel

themselves and even until the

end of the nineteenth century almost without exception congregations refused to
extend the use of their buildings for other services

113

protocol such

as this

remained the same till the end of the nineteenth century numerous LDS elders

reported refusals to use or even rent existing church houses for their meetings

these frontier churches protected their territory and resented intrusions
from new dominations

As if needing elbowroom the denominations shoved and

pushed attracted and repelled each other like children

112

ibid
bid

however when religious

14

walter brownlow posey religious strife on the southern frontier baton rouge
louisiana state university press 1965 69
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children such as catholicism moved in protestant sects temporarily ceased
stepchildren
step
bickering among themselves to form a coalition against them

4

similar tactics

were carried out against the LDS church and its missionaries when it reentered the

south after the civil war

once rivals disappeared from the scene or were grudgingly acceptedthe
accepted the
situation returned to its former state of anarchy churches occasionally had to deal
with outside disturbances not led by denominational adversaries instead small
groups of people sometimes members of other churches but not always posed
problems ruffians occasionally broke up meetings already in progress or attempted

to prevent them from even starting on one occasion two loads of planks used

as

air meeting were burned by members of other congregations
openair
seats for an open

other times

rogues had ministers arrested for disturbing the peace

115

although

these particular antics occurred in the early nineteenth century similar scenarios
LIDS elders labored in the region fifty years later thus much of
transpired when LDS

the mistreatment heaped upon missionaries was actually routine protocol in the

southern religious climate and had been going on long before mormons arrived
nineteenthcentury
in summary the nineteenth
century southern religious climate was

as

complex as it was competitive most southerners took active roles in religion

southern churches offered spiritual direction

ibid xiv xv 23
60
5960
bid 59

1151ibid
1151bid

xvii

as well as social outlets

for their

139

members however new sects or churches received cold and sometimes hostile

treatment from already entrenched and established denominations

conclusion

although

a small percentage

of missionaries may have felt obligated to

remain in the south because of pressure from relatives and friends at home

116

the

vast majority of the elders could not have endured severe persecution without a
deep conviction in their religion and tremendous faith in their
B

god elder gordon

hinckley once summarized missionaries treatment in the south
A few southerners accepted their testimony but many more rose in
bitterness against them these early missionaries endured much persecution
some were stripped and beaten some were murdered by hateful enemies but
with faith they persevered eventually thousands upon thousands joined the

church

this statement

117

reveals one reason so many elders stayed in the south to convert the

honest in heart who would accept their message theirs was a labor of love and
service to perfect strangers

five
twentyfive
after nearly twenty

years of intensive missionary

work by 1689 elders LDS church membership in the south reached an all time

stems from B H roberts comment about giving honorable
releases to missionaries who lacked sufficient courage to remain in the south it is not
inconceivable that some elders may have feared a dishonorable release and its
accompanying social embarrassment at home more than an angry southern mob

this statement

gordon

B

hinckley

god grant Us faith ensign november 198351
52
19835152
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high of 10000 in 1900

it

1118

is also important to note

that these missionaries by and large were

second and even thirdgeneration
third generation saints undoubtedly they had been raised on
stories of the

ohio missouri and illinois persecutions visited upon the saints

consequently many missionaries probably expected to pass through their own
i

Mis
missouris
mls
souriss and may have looked upon such treatment as their own rites
ohios and missouria
ohlas
ohlos
missoun

of passage to becoming true saints

119
ilg
19

this could explain why

so many elders

i

welcomed and almost seemed to glory in such experiences
ences perhaps this is
expen ances
eapen
is why

virtually all diaries and letters retain a sense of unyielding optimism even in the
heat of brutal tribulation whatever the cause may be very few evaded such trials of

cormons
mons encyclopedia of southern history baton
leonard J arrington mormons
Mor
rouge louisiana state university press 1979 863 this number may have been
reached earlier if southern church members had not emigrated west and gathered with
the main body of saints around the turn of the twentieth century church members
were discouraged from emigrating west and counseled to build the church in their
areas

leonard J arrington believed the persecution and violence in the SSM
contributed to the siege mentality of the mormon community in the last third of the
nineteenth century arrington mormon beginnings 13
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persecution the majority quietly endured almost always turning the other cheek to

their oppressors

120

how few missionaries ever fought back or retaliated against their
persecutors the LDS response to persecution is to temper sorrow and anger in
accordance with scriptural counsel the saviors admonition to turn the other cheek
matt 53942
539 42 is expanded in the doctrine and covenants great rewards are promised
to those who do not seek retribution and retaliate daniel H ludlow ed
encyclopedia of
Mormonism new york macmillian 1992 sv persecution by lisa
ofmormonism
bolin hawkins only two cases of retaliation against persecutors stand out henry G
boyle as a recent convert and young elder in 1843 wrestled a local bully and finally
knocked him over the head with a frying pan the only other missionary to grapple
with opponents was willard washington bean who became a boxing champion several
years after his mission bean sparred with a few men in the east tennessee conference
and won each time
olt
it is surprising

CHAPTER

6

conclusion
encountering

a new subculture traveling

proselytizing and enduring

persecution were key elements summarizing LDS missionaries experiences in the

southern states mission SSM these elements have captured the essence of late
nineteenth century missionary work in the american south like pictures in
nineteenthcentury

a

scrapbook this study highlights some of the regions varying conditions affecting
missionary work and reports the elders responses to new and different situations
peoples and subcultures

the contribution

of this thesis lies in the fact that it

documents a time in history and a group of people who have never graced the pages
of publication in such detail

further it examines the reaction of a religiously conservative american
subculture the south
to the efforts of a yet smaller subculture mormonism to
southto
remake the south in its image

thus it

is also a

history of a clash of two

subcultures

why did elders serve these missions to the south why did they risk their
lives when many had wives and families at home

the common denominator

among the elders was their possession of strong faith in their religion and their

god they

also felt a responsibility even a sense of duty to serve others and share

143

their religion SSM president william spry at the 1889 north carolina conference
missionaries believed the elders to be diplomats
of missionaries

our position

is a sacred one

we are doing the work which the savior should have us to perform we are
ambassadors in his stead

1

but the actual individual missions were not quite this glorious elders
frequently experienced anxiety panic discouragement and loneliness moreover it
must be remembered that the vast majority of missionaries at this time had never
left their western homes in spite of these conditions elders undoubtedly believed

the benefits outweighed the costs since they continued to go on missions and
remained in the field voluntarily

this project
SSM

has uncovered some of the misinformation associated with the

twentieth century often say they wish
first modern missionaries in the late twentiethcentury

they had as easy a time as their progenitors this thesis clearly shows that elders
from former days experienced many difficulties modern saints many not know or
nineteenth century missionaries encountered more than their fair share
comprehend nineteenthcentury
of persecution emotional distress and physical deprivation second SSM elders
continued working even though they had relatively few baptisms

the fact

they

continued to serve missions and remained in the field demonstrated that success
cannot be measured in numbers but rather by tenacity

the vast

majority of

nineteenth century missionaries were successful simply because they endured and
nineteenthcentury

william spry as quoted by north carolina conference secretary oliver belnap
1887 1889 13 september 1889 historical department the church of jesus
diaries 18871889
christ of latterday
latter day saints salt lake city utah
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continued workingoften
working often under less than ideal conditions until they received
honorable releases and because they remained in the mission field they found
varying degrees of success and left a legacy worthy of documentation

myth uncovered in this thesis

is

the final

that even though the SSM was characterized by

violence it was not the sole defining attribute of the mission although this
lesser known
violence existed it was accompanied with unrivaled hospitality the lesserknown

twin characteristic of the mission
As discussed briefly in chapter

southern culture

the south

1

religion was an important element of

retained a fairly homogeneous regional religion because

it attracted few immigrants however underneath this uniform exterior lurked

denominational schisms and religious
areligious
a
tenets

the south

occasionally struggled with

its religious identity producing polarities in southern behavior often noted as

cultural schizophrenia moreover honorthe
honor the second most important element of
seemed to cast
southern culture
cultureseemed
a blessing and a curse

a shadow over

the region sometimes acting as both

for LDS missionaries

missions had both an individual and a collective impact the individual effect
was that elders matured and gained experience which later allowed them to make

greater contributions to their church family and community once they returned
collectively speaking missions exposed the LDS church to more people for better

worse creating more informed opinions and maybe more sympathy from average
or worsecreating
citizens a small percentage of whom ended up being baptized

in conclusion LDS missionaries in the SSM had rich experiences both

145

positive and negative in the american south

from their standpoint

elders

performed an act of service to perfect strangers they voluntarily shared their time
and energy to inform and convert a few precious souls to their religion

and

result the individual elders matured making significant contributions to the
mission their church and once they returned home to their families and
communities

as a
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24 frequency of birthdays
Birdi days for southern states missionaries
324
table 3324frequency
1898
1867
18671898
number

percent

2

76
43

13

75

4

49

5

57

6
7

61

46
26
45
29
34
37
3
aa
3a
29 1
26
38
37
18
28
28
18
38
18
38
36

day of
month
1

10

52
48
43
63

11

61

12

46

13

20

46
63
64
60
55
60
55
55

21

47

22
23

54

8

9

14
15

16

17
18
19

24
25

48
38
34
54
63

26
27

61

28
29
30

45
50
54

31

19

missing

24
1.689
1689

total

1

l

33
36
33
33

1

28
32
12
29
23
32
18
38
37
27
30
32
1

1

missing
1000

1

325
3.25 frequency of Birdi
missionaries
places for southern states Missi
birthplaces
birdiplaces
onan es
325
table 325frequency
missionan
missional
i

1867 1898
18671898
birthplace
arizona
Cali
fomia
california
cail

number

connecticut
delaware
idaho
illinois
indiana
iowa
massachusetts
missouri
nebraska
nevada
new jersey

2

new york
ohio
pennsylvania
rhode island

utah
vermont
wisconsin
wyoming
canada
denmark
england
germany
new zealand
norwas
scotland
spain
srain
stain
sweden
switzerland
wales
missing

total

2

4
1

51

38

percent
01

02
01I
01
1

31
23

4

04
23
02
U

19

11

11

07
04

7

38

7
2

9
15

10
1

1186
2

2
1

01
05
09
06
01
713
01
01
0011

4

02

16

10
H

87

52
5.2

2

01
01

1

52

3

02

16

LO
10

I1
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01
02
01
OA
0.1
oi
01
06
78

1689

1014

4
I1

10

326
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table 326frequency
326 frequency of birth months for southern states missionaries

1867
1898
18671898
month
january
february
march
april
may
ma
man
june
guv
jui
jul
iuv
august
september
october
november
december
missing

total

number

percent

155

93
93
aa
8 1
8a
89
88
81

155
135

149
146
112

67

141

58
77
83
99
88
85

21

missing

1.689
1689

1001

96
129
139
165
146

LIDS
3.27
table 327
327 number of
327number
lios missionaries set apart each year between
llos
oflds
oflas

1867
1897
18671897

year
1867
1868
1869
1870
1871

number set
apart

num ber sent to
number

133

10

32

7

250

8

75
219
32
12

96

2
2

21
12

35

0
0

0
0

98

3

31

197

13

&6
66

211
154

12

57
19

152
179

24
34
49

167
132

1872
1873
1874
1875
1876
1877
1878
1879
1880

219

1881

199

1882
1883
1884
1885
1886
1887
1888
1889
1890
1891
1892

237
248
205
235
209

282
242
249
283
331

SSM

3

47
40
83
24
51

54
70
76
63
40

46

percentage sent
to SSM
75
7.5

158
190

224
236
169
335
117

217
258
270
260
161
163
166

317

55
75

1893

162

68

237
217
420

1894
1895
1896
1897

526
746

98

186

228

922
943

205
253

306
222
2&8
268

note there are 26 missionaries
missing from SSM numbers
M

328
3.28 frequency of days for being set apart for southern states
328
table 328frequency

1874
18671874
missionaries 1867
number

percent

sunday
monday

2

63

6

188

tuesday

3

94
9.4

wednesday
thursday
friday
saturday

1

10
8
2

total

32

day

94
31
313
250
63
6.3
63
939
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3.29 frequency of release days for southern states missionaries
table 329frequency
329

1874
1867
18671874
day

number

percent

0

63
6.3

2

188
94
9.4
94

sunday
monday
tuesday
wednesday
thursday
friday
saturday
missing

16

total

32

8
2
1

3

0

63
31
313
31.3
313
250
63
6.3
63
100.2
1002
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table 330frequency
330 frequency of days for being set apart for southern states

1875 1879
missionaries 18751879
day
sunday
monday
tuesday
wednesday
thursday
friday
saturday

total

number

percent

5

58

25

291

4

47

10

116

118

209
93
18.6
186
1000

8
16
186

i

33
3.31
bern states Missi
hern
southern
missionaries
33
331 frequency of release days for Sout
table 3.3
onan es
missionan
missional
1

1875 1879
18751879
day

number

sunday
monday

10

tuesday

9

wednesday
thursday
friday
saturday
missing

15

18

total

86

9

9
9

7

percent
132
13.2
132
147
132
13.2
132
112
221
132
13.2
132
132
13.2
132
103
10.3
103
999
99.9
999

332
3.32
table 332
frequency of days for being set apart for southern states
332frequency

1880 1884
missionaries 18801884
day
sunday
monday
mondav
moldav
tuesday
wednesday
thursday
friday
saturday
missing
TOW
tom
total

number

percent

I1

9

04
674
41
37

27

112
11.2
112

16

gg
66
6.6

163
10

16

04
0.4

66
gg
66
6.6
66

1I

243

100&
1000

3.33 frequency of release days for southern states missionaries
333
333frequency
table 333
1884
1880
18801884
day
sunday
monday
tuesday
wednesday
thursday
friday
saturday
missing

total

number

percent

23

gg
99
9.9

23
25
34

108
147

99
99

22

319
95

31

134

74

I

111
1I

243

100.1
1001
lood
looi

334
3.34
334 frequency of days for being set apart for southern states
table 334frequency

1889
missionaries 1885
18851889
day
sunday
monday
tuesday
wednesday

thursday
friday
Samorday
saturday
torday
missing
TOW
tom
total

number

percent

11

39
3.9

185

654
20.1
201
19
39
11
LI

57
11
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ABSTRACT
in depth study of late nineteenth
nineteenthcentury
this indepth
century missionary work in the
southern states mission examines the encounter of the church of jesus christ of
latterday
latter day saints with the american south it highlights some of the regions

varying conditions affecting missionary work and reports the elders responses to
new and different situations peoples and subcultures examining missionary work
from the elders viewpoint creates a better understanding of what the missionaries
experienced and how they reacted to new situations outside the mormon corridor
of settlement in the american west the statistical analysis of the 1689 elders in the
mission reveals new details about the type of missionaries serving in the late
nineteenthcentury
nineteenth century south finally a history of the southern states mission
nineteenth century LDS
contributes to the general understanding of late nineteenthcentury
missionary work
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